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BB QUADRATURE
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FIG. 188
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FIG. 217

 
NOISE FIGURE CALCULATIONS BASED ON RMS

VOLTAGE AND CURRENT NOISE SPECIFICATIONS

ENTER, THE VOLTAGE NOISE DENSITY, e,, AND THE
CURRENT NOISE DENSITY, i,, FOR THE AMPLIFIER CHOSEN:

e,:=6+10°9  V/sqrt (tz)
iets10" 2 avsqet (Hz)

ENTER THE SOURCE RESISTANCE DRIVING THE AMPLIFIER:

K:4.38°10°°2 JK T:=290K

2 ae -TeR 43 Cen 2
en t4eKeT Roti, Ry

4 K> Ts Re PARALELL (x,y) := 7 NF (Rg) :=20-Log

IF WE PLOT NOISE FIGURE VERSUS SOURCE RESISTANCE WE CAN GET
AN IDEA OF WHAT TS THE OPTIMUM SOURCE RESISTANCE.
TT IS NOT NECESSARILY THE LOWEST RESISTANCE!

Rg:=100,200.. 100-105
NOISE FIGURE vs. Rs

 NF (Rg)
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FIG. 222

 
DC EQUATIONS

. Rout
VineV- BT neRout

Ve=Vin-(Vin-Vinit)- exp laa)
VdeVe-exp tate)

DEFINITIONS: Rin - INPUT RESISTANCE
Rout - OUTPUT RESISTANCE
C - CAPACITOR
te - CHARGE TIME OR APERATURE
td - DISCHARGE TIME OR LO PERIOD-tc
V - INPUT VOLTAGE
Vinit -INITIAL CAPACITOR VOLTAGE
Vc - FINAL CHARGE CAPACITOR VOLTAGE
Vd - FINAL DISCHARGE CAPACITOR VOLTAGE

FIG. 223
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FIG. 228

 
CHARGE TRANSFER

DEFINITIONS :

q=CHARGE IN COULOMBS
C=CAPACITANCE IN FARADS
V=VOLTAGE IN VOLTS
A=INPUT SIGNAL AMPLITUDE

eee=A-sin(t)
(t)=C-Assin(t)

g(t)=C-Aesin(t) -C-A-sint{t-T)
Agtt)=C-A-(sin(t) -sint(t-T)) EQUATION A

aCSE THE CHANGE IN CHARGE ACROSS CAPACITOR CDURING APERTURE T. AS CAN BE SEEN, WHEN APERTURE T TENDS
TOWARDS 0,Aq(t) TENDS TOWARDS 0.
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FIG. 229

 
USING THE SUM 70 PRODUCT TRIGONOMETRIC IDENTITY,

sinta) -sint8) =2-sint(S#. cos (2 IDENTITY 1
EQUATION 1 CAN BE RE-WRITTEN AS:

Agqit)=2-CeAssin (S41). coite=U

Agqit)=2-C-A-sin (4-1)-costt-4-1 EQUATION 8

THE sin TERM IN EQUATION B IS A FUNCTION OF APERTURE T ONLY.

IT IS EASILY SEEN ae WILL OBTAIN A MAXIMUM VALUE WHENT IS EQUAL TO AN ODD MULTIPLE OF gwi.e., a3 aonTHEREFORE, CAPACITOR C EXPERIENCES THE GREATEST CHANGE IN
CHARGE WHEN THE APERTURE HAS A VALUE OF 7 OR A TIME INTERVAL
REPRESENTATIVE OF 180 DEGREES OF THE INPUT SINUSOID.
CONVERSELY, WHEN T IS EQUAL 10 em, 4a, Gm... .MINIMAL CHARGE
IS TRANSFERRED .
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FIG. 230

 
SOLVING FOR q(t) BY INTEGRATING EQUATION A ALLOWS

THE CHARGE ON C WITH RESPECT TO TIME 10 BE GRAPHED
ON THE SAME AXIS AS THE INPUT SINUSOID sin(t) .

git) =fC-A-(sintt) -sintt-T))dt

git)=-cos(t)-C+Atcos(t-T)- CA

g(t)=C-A-(cos(t-T}-cos(t)) EQUATION C

FIG. 231

—— (q(t))~ == =sinlt)
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1

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR
DOWN-CONVERTING AN

ELECTROMAGNETIC SIGNAL, AND
TRANSFORMSFOR SAME, AND APERTURE

RELATIONSHIPS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO OTHER
APPLICATIONS

The present application is a continuation of pending U.S.
application “Method and System for Down-Converting an
Electromagnetic Signal and Transforms for the Same, and
Aperture Relationships”, Ser. No. 12/976,839,filed Dec. 22,
2010, which is a continuation of U.S. application “Method
and System for Down-Converting an Electromagnetic Signal,
and Transforms for Same, and Aperture Relationships,” Ser.
No. 12/349,802, filed Jan. 7, 2009 (now USS. Pat. No. 7,865,
177), which is a divisional application of U.S. application
“Method and System for Down-Converting an Electromag-
netic Signal, and Transforms for Same, and Aperture Rela-
tionships,” Ser. No. 09/550,644,filedApr. 14, 2000 (now U.S.
Pat. No. 7,515,896), which is a continuation-in-part applica-
tion of U.S. application “Method and System for Down-
Converting an Electromagnetic Signal Including Resonant
Structures for Enhanced Energy Transfer,’ Ser. No. 09/293,
342,filedApr. 16, 1999 (now U.S. Pat. No. 6,687,493), which
is a continuation-in-part application of U.S. application
“Method and System for Down-Converting Electromagnetic
Signals,” Ser. No. 09/176,022,filed Oct. 21, 1998 (now USS.
Pat. No. 6,061,551), each of which is herein incorporated by
reference in their entireties.

The following applications ofcommonassigneeare related
to the present application, and are herein incorporated by
reference in their entireties:

“Method and System for Frequency Up-Conversion,”Ser.
No. 09/176,154, filed Oct. 21, 1998 (now USS. Pat. No. 6,091,
940);

“Method and System for Ensuring Reception ofa Commu-
nications Signal,’ Ser. No. 09/176,415, filed Oct. 21, 1998
(now U.S. Pat. No. 6,061,555);

“Integrated Frequency Translation and Selectivity,’ Ser.
No. 09/175,966,filed Oct. 21, 1998 (now USS. Pat. No. 6,049,
706);

“Universal Frequency Translation, and Applications of
Same,” Ser. No. 09/176,027,filed Oct. 21, 1998 (now aban-
doned);

“Method and System for Down-Converting Electromag-
netic Signals Having Optimized Switch Structures,” Ser. No.
09/293,095, filed Apr. 16, 1999 (now U.S. Pat. No. 6,580,
902);

“Methodand System for Frequency Up-Conversion with a
Variety of Transmitter Configurations,” Ser. No. 09/293,580,
filed Apr. 16, 1999 (US.Pat. No. 6,542,722); and

“Integrated Frequency Translation and Selectivity with a
Variety of Filter Embodiments,” Ser. No. 09/293,283, filed
Apr. 16, 1999 (now USS. Pat. No. 6,560,301).

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to down-conversion of elec-
tromagnetic (EM) signals. More particularly, the present
invention relates to down-conversion of EM signalsto inter-
mediate frequency signals, to direct down-conversion of EM
modulated carrier signals to demodulated basebandsignals,
and to conversion of FM signals to non-FM signals. The
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present invention also relates to under-sampling andto trans-
ferring energyat aliasing rates.

2. Related Art

Electromagnetic (EM) information signals (basebandsig-
nals) include, but are not limited to, video basebandsignals,
voice baseband signals, computer baseband signals, etc.
Basebandsignals include analog basebandsignals and digital
basebandsignals.

It is often beneficial to propagate EM signals at higher
frequencies. This is generally true regardless of whether the
propagation medium is wire, optic fiber, space, air, liquid, etc.
To enhanceefficiency andpracticality, such as improvedabil-
ity to radiate and addedability for multiple channels ofbase-
bandsignals, up-conversion to a higher frequencyis utilized.
Conventional up-conversion processes modulate higher fre-
quency carrier signals with baseband signals. Modulation
refers to a variety of techniques for impressing information
from the baseband signals onto the higher frequency carrier
signals. The resultant signals are referred to herein as modu-
lated carrier signals. For example, the amplitude of an AM
carrier signal varies in relation to changes in the baseband
signal, the frequency ofan FM carrier signal varies in relation
to changes in the baseband signal, and the phase of a PM
carrier signal varies in relation to changes in the baseband
signal.

In order to process the informationthat wasin the baseband
signal, the information must be extracted, or demodulated,
from the modulatedcarrier signal. However, because conven-
tional signal processing technologyis limited in operational
speed, conventionalsignal processing technology cannoteas-
ily demodulate a baseband signal from higher frequency
modulated carrier signal directly. Instead, higher frequency
modulated carrier signals must be down-converted to an inter-
mediate frequency (IF), from where a conventional demodu-
lator can demodulate the basebandsignal.

Conventional down-converters include electrical compo-
nents whoseproperties are frequency dependent. As a result,
conventional down-converters are designed around specific
frequencies or frequency ranges and do not work well outside
their designed frequency range.

Conventional down-converters generate unwanted Image
signals and thus mustincludefilters for filtering the unwanted
image signals. However, suchfilters reduce the powerlevel of
the modulated carrier signals. As a result, conventional down-
converters include power amplifiers, which require external
energy sources.

When a received modulated carrier signal is relatively
weak,as in, for example,a radio receiver, conventional down-
converters include additional power amplifiers, which require
additional external energy.

Whatis needed includes, without limitation:
an improved method and system for down-converting EM

signals;
a methodand system for directly down-converting modu-

lated carrier signals to demodulated basebandsignals;
a method and system for transferring energy and for aug-

menting such energy transfer when down-converting EM sig-
nals;

a controlled impedance method and system for down-con-
verting an EM signal;

a controlled aperture under-sampling method and system
for down-converting an EM signal;

a method and system for down-converting EM signals
using a universal down-converter design that can be easily
configured for different frequencies;
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a method and system for down-converting EM signals
using a local oscillator frequency that is substantially lower
thanthe carrier frequency;

a method and system for down-converting EM signals
using only onelocal oscillator;

a method and system for down-converting EM signals that
uses fewerfilters than conventional down-converters;

a method and system for down-converting EM signals
using less power than conventional down-converters;

a method and system for down-converting EM signals that
uses less space than conventional down-converters;

a method and system for down-converting EM signals that
uses fewer components than conventional down-converters;

a method and system for down-converting EM signals that
can be implemented on an integrated circuit (IC); and

a method and system for down-converting EM signals that
can also be used as a method and system for up-converting a
basebandsignal.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

Briefly stated, the present inventionis directed to methods,
systems, and apparatuses for down-converting an electro-
magnetic (EM), and applications thereof.

Generally, in an embodiment, the invention operates by
receiving an EM signal and recursively operating on approxi-
mate half cycles of a carrier signal. The recursive operations
are typically performed at a sub-harmonic rate of the carrier
signal. The invention accumulates the results of the recursive
operations and uses the accumulated results to form a down-
converted signal.

In an embodiment, the invention down-converts the EM
signal to an intermediate frequency (IF)signal.

In another embodiment, the invention down-converts the
EMsignal to a demodulated baseband information signal.

In another embodiment, the EM signal is a frequency
modulated (FM) signal, which is down-converted to a non-
FM signal, such as a phase modulated (PM) signal or an
amplitude modulated (AM)signal.

The invention is applicable to any type of EM signal,
including but not limited to, modulated carrier signals (the
invention is applicable to any modulation scheme or combi-
nation thereof) and unmodulated carrier signals.

Further features and advantagesofthe invention,as well as
the structure and operation of various embodiments of the
invention, are described in detail below with reference to the
accompanying drawings.It is noted that the invention is not
limited to the specific embodiments described herein. Such
embodiments are presented herein for illustrative purposes
only. Additional embodiments will be apparent to persons
skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings contained
herein.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The drawing in which an elementfirst appearsis typically
indicated by the leftmost digit(s) in the correspondingrefer-
ence number.

The present invention will be described with reference to
the accompanying drawings wherein:

FIG.1 illustrates a structural block diagram of an example
modulator;

FIG.2 illustrates an example analog modulating baseband
signal;

FIG.3 illustrates an example digital modulating baseband
signal;

FIG.4 illustrates an example carrier signal;
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FIGS. 5A-5Cillustrate example signal diagramsrelated to
amplitude modulation;

FIGS. 6A-6Cillustrate example signal diagramsrelated to
amplitude shift keying modulation;

FIGS. 7A-7Cillustrate example signal diagramsrelated to
frequency modulation;

FIGS.8A-8Cillustrate example signal diagramsrelated to
frequency shift keying modulation;

FIGS.9A-9Cillustrate example signal diagramsrelated to
phase modulation;

FIGS. 10A-10Cillustrate example signal diagramsrelated
to phase shift keying modulation;

FIG.11 illustrates a structural block diagram of a conven-
tional receiver;

FIG. 12A-D illustrate various flowcharts for down-con-

verting an EM-signal according to embodiments ofthe inven-
tion;

FIG.13 illustrates a structural block diagram ofan aliasing
system according to an embodimentofthe invention;

FIGS. 14A-D illustrate various flowcharts for down-con-

verting an EM signal by under-sampling the EM signal
according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 15A-Eillustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with flowcharts in FIGS. 14A-D according to embodi-
ments of the invention;

FIG.16 illustrates a structural block diagram of an under-
sampling system according to an embodimentof the inven-
tion;

FIG. 17 illustrates a flowchart of an example process for
determining an aliasing rate according to an embodimentof
the invention;

FIGS. 18A-E illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting a digital AM signal to an interme-
diate frequency signal by under-sampling according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 19A-E illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting an analog AM signalto an inter-
mediate frequency signal by under-sampling according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 20A-E illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting an analog FM signal to an inter-
mediate frequency signal by under-sampling according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 21A-Eillustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting a digital FM signal to an interme-
diate frequency signal by under-sampling according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 22A-E illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting a digital PM signal to an interme-
diate frequency signal by under-sampling according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 23A-E illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting an analog PM signal to an inter-
mediate frequency signal by under-sampling according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIG.24Aillustrates a structural block diagram of a make
before break under-sampling system according to an embodi-
mentof the invention;

FIG. 24B illustrates an example timing diagram of an
under sampling signal according to an embodiment of the
invention;

FIG.24Cillustrates an example timing diagram of an iso-
lation signal according to an embodimentofthe invention;

FIGS. 25A-Hillustrate example aliasing signals at various
aliasing rates according to embodimentsof the invention;
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FIG.26Aillustrates a structural block diagram ofan exem-
plary sample and hold system according to an embodimentof
the invention;

FIG.26B illustratesa structural block diagram ofan exem-
plary inverted sample and hold system according to an
embodimentof the invention;

FIG.27 illustrates a structural block diagram ofsample and
hold module according to an embodimentofthe invention;

FIGS. 28A-D illustrate example implementations of a
switch module according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 29A-F illustrate example implementationsofa hold-
ing module according to embodiments ofthe present inven-
tion;

FIG. 29Gillustrates an integrated under-sampling system
according to embodimentsof the invention;

FIGS. 29H-Killustrate example implementationsofpulse
generators according to embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 29L illustrates an example oscillator;
FIG.30 illustrates a structural block diagram of an under-

sampling system with an under-sampling signal optimizer
according to embodimentsof the invention;

FIG. 31Aillustratesa structural block diagram ofan under-
sampling signal optimizer according to embodiments of the
present invention;

FIGS. 31B and 31Cillustrate example waveformspresent
in the circuit of FIG. 314A;

FIG. 32A illustrates an example of an under-sampling sig-
nal module according to an embodimentof the invention;

FIG.32Billustrates a flowchart of a state machine opera-
tion associated with an under-sampling module according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 32C illustrates an example under-sampling module
that includes an analog circuit with automatic gain control
according to embodimentsof the invention;

FIGS. 33A-Dillustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with direct down-conversion of an EM signal to a base-
bandsignal by under-sampling according to embodiments of
the present invention;

FIGS. 34A-F illustrate example signal diagramsassociated
with an inverted sample and hold module according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 35A-E illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with directly down-converting an analog AM signalto a
demodulated baseband signal by under-sampling according
to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 36A-E illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting a digital AM signal to a demodu-
lated baseband signal by under-sampling according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 37A-E illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with directly down-converting an analog PM signalto a
demodulated baseband signal by under-sampling according
to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 38A-E illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting a digital PM signal to a demodu-
lated baseband signal by under-sampling according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 39A-D illustrate down-converting a FM signal to a
non-FMsignal by under-sampling according to embodiments
of the invention;

FIGS. 40A-Eillustrate down-converting a FSK signal to a
PSKsignal by under-sampling according to embodiments of
the invention;

FIGS. 41A-E illustrate down-converting a FSK signal to an
ASKsignal by under-sampling according to embodiments of
the invention;
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FIG.42 illustrates a structural block diagram ofan inverted
sample and hold according to an embodimentof the present
invention;

FIG.43 illustrates an equation that represents the change in
charge in an storage device ofembodiments ofa UFT module.

FIG.44Aillustrates a structural block diagram ofa differ-
ential system according to embodiments of the invention;

FIG.44Billustrates a structural block diagram ofa differ-
ential system with a differential input and a differential output
according to embodiments of the invention;

FIG.44Cillustrates a structural block diagram ofa differ-
ential system with a single input and a differential output
according to embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 44Dillustrates a differential input with a single output
according to embodiments of the invention;

FIG.44Eillustrates an example differential input to single
output system according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 45A-Billustrate a conceptualillustration of aliasing
including under-sampling and energy transfer according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 46A-Dillustrate various flowchart for down-con-

verting an EM signal by transferring energy from the EM
signal at an aliasing rate according to embodiments of the
invention;

FIGS. 47A-Eillustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with the flowcharts in FIGS. 46A-D according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIG.48 is a flowchart that illustrates an example process
for determining an aliasing rate associated with an aliasing
signal according to an embodimentofthe invention;

FIG. 49A-H illustrate example energy transfer signals
according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 50A-G illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting an analog AM signalto an inter-
mediate frequency by transferring energy at an aliasing rate
according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 51A-G illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting an digital AM signal to an inter-
mediate frequency by transferring energy at an aliasing rate
according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 52A-G illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting an analog FM signal to an inter-
mediate frequency by transferring energy at an aliasing rate
according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 53A-G illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting an digital FM signal to an inter-
mediate frequency by transferring energy at an aliasing rate
according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 54A-G illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting an analog PM signal to an inter-
mediate frequency by transferring energy at an aliasing rate
according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 55A-G illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting an digital PM signal to an inter-
mediate frequency by transferring energy at an aliasing rate
according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 56A-D illustrate an example signal diagram associ-
ated with direct down-conversion according to embodiments
of the invention;

FIGS. 57A-Fillustrate directly down-converting an analog
AMsignal to a demodulated baseband signal according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 58A-Fillustrate directly down-converting andigital
AMsignal to a demodulated baseband signal according to
embodiments of the invention;
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FIGS. 59A-Fillustrate directly down-converting an analog
PM signal to a demodulated baseband signal according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 60A-Fillustrate directly down-converting an digital
PM signal to a demodulated baseband signal according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 61A-F illustrate down-converting an FM signal to a
PM signal according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 62A-F illustrate down-converting an FM signal to a
AMsignal according to embodiments of the invention;

FIG.63 illustrates a block diagram of an energy transfer
system according to an embodimentofthe invention;

FIG. 64A illustrates an exemplary gated transfer system
according to an embodimentofthe invention;

FIG. 64B illustrates an exemplary inverted gated transfer
system according to an embodimentofthe invention;

FIG. 65 illustrates an example embodiment of the gated
transfer module according to an embodimentofthe invention;

FIGS. 66A-D illustrate example implementations of a
switch module according to embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 67A illustrates an example embodimentof the gated
transfer module as including a break-before-make module
according to an embodimentofthe invention;

FIG. 67B illustrates an example timing diagram for an
energy transfer signal according to an embodiment of the
invention;

FIG. 67C illustrates an example timing diagram for an
isolation signal according to an embodimentofthe invention;

FIGS. 68A-F illustrate example storage modules accord-
ing to embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 68G illustrates an integrated gated transfer system
according to an embodimentofthe invention;

FIGS. 68H-K illustrate example aperture generators;
FIG. 68L illustrates an oscillator according to an embodi-

mentof the present invention;
FIG. 69 illustrates an energy transfer system with an

optional energy transfer signal module according to an
embodimentof the invention;

FIG.70 illustrates an aliasing module with input and output
impedance match according to an embodimentofthe inven-
tion;

FIG. 71A illustrates an example pulse generator;
FIGS. 71 B and C illustrate example waveformsrelated to

the pulse generator of FIG. 71A;
FIG.72 illustrates an example embodimentwhere prepro-

cessing is used to select a portion of the carrier signal to be
operated upon;

FIG.73 illustrates an example energy transfer module with
a switch module anda reactive storage module according to
an embodimentofthe invention;

FIG.74 illustrates an example inverted gated transfer mod-
ule as including a switch module and a storage module
according to an embodimentofthe invention;

FIGS. 75A-F illustrate an example signal diagramsasso-
ciated with an inverted gated energy transfer module accord-
ing to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 76A-Eillustrate energy transfer modules in config-
ured in various differential configurations according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 77A-C illustrate example impedance matchingcir-
cuits according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 78A-Billustrate example under-sampling systems
according to embodimentsof the invention;

FIGS. 79A-Fillustrate example timing diagramsforunder-
sampling systems according to embodiments of the inven-
tion;
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FIGS. 80A-F illustrate example timing diagrams for an
under-sampling system when the load is a relatively low
impedanceload according to embodimentsof the invention;

FIGS. 81A-F illustrate example timing diagrams for an
under-sampling system when the holding capacitance has a
larger value according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 82A-Billustrate example energy transfer systems
according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 83A-F illustrate example timing diagrams for
energy transfer systems according to embodiments of the
present invention;

FIGS.84A-D illustrate down-converting an FSK signal to
a PSKsignal according to embodimentsofthe present inven-
tion;

FIG. 85A illustrates an example energy transfer signal
module according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG.85Billustrates a flowchart of state machine operation
according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG. 85C is an example energy transfer signal module;
FIG. 86 is a schematic diagram ofa circuit to down-convert

a 915 MHZsignal to a 5 MHZsignal using a 101.1 MHZ
clock according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG. 87 showssimulation waveformsfor the circuit ofFIG.

86 according to embodiments ofthe present invention;
FIG. 88 is a schematic diagram ofa circuit to down-convert

a 915 MHZsignal to a 5 MHzsignal using a 101 MHZ clock
according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG. 89 showssimulation waveformsfor the circuit ofFIG.

88 according to embodiments ofthe present invention;
FIG. 90 is a schematic diagram ofa circuit to down-convert

a 915 MHZsignal to a 5 MHZsignal using a 101.1 MHZ
clock according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG. 91 showssimulation waveformsfor the circuit ofFIG.

90 according to an embodimentofthe present invention;
FIG. 92 shows a schematic of the circuit in FIG. 86 con-

nected to an FSK sourcethat alternates between 913 and 917

MHZ at a baud rate of 500 Kbaud according to an embodi-
mentof the present invention;

FIG. 93 showsthe original FSK waveform 9202 and the
down-converted waveform 9204 at the output of the load
impedance match circuit according to an embodimentof the
present invention;

FIG. 94A illustrates an example energy transfer system
according to an embodimentofthe invention;

FIGS. 94B-C illustrate example timing diagrams for the
example system of FIG. 94A;

FIG.95illustrates an example bypass network according to
an embodimentofthe invention;

FIG.96illustrates an example bypass network according to
an embodimentofthe invention;

FIG.97 illustrates an example embodimentof the inven-
tion;

FIG. 98A illustrates an example real time aperture control
circuit according to an embodimentofthe invention;

FIG.98B illustrates a timing diagram of an example clock
signal for real time aperture control, according to an embodi-
mentof the invention;

FIG. 98C illustrates a timing diagram of an example
optional enable signal for real time aperture control, accord-
ing to an embodimentof the invention;

FIG. 98D illustrates a timing diagram of an inverted clock
signal for real time aperture control, according to an embodi-
mentof the invention;

FIG. 98E illustrates a timing diagram of an example
delayed clock signal for real time aperture control, according
to an embodimentof the invention;
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FIG.98Fillustrates a timing diagram ofan example energy
transfer including pulses having aperturesthat are controlled
in real time, according to an embodimentof the invention;

FIG. 99 is a block diagram of a differential system that
utilizes non-inverted gated transfer units, according to an
embodimentof the invention;

FIG. 100 illustrates an example embodimentofthe inven-
tion;

FIG. 101 illustrates an example embodimentofthe inven-
tion;

FIG. 102 illustrates an example embodimentofthe inven-
tion;

FIG. 103 illustrates an example embodimentofthe inven-
tion;

FIG. 104 illustrates an example embodimentofthe inven-
tion;

FIG. 105 illustrates an example embodimentofthe inven-
tion;

FIG. 106 illustrates an example embodiment of the in
invention;

FIG. 107A is a timing diagram for the example embodi-
mentof FIG. 103;

FIG. 107B is a timing diagram for the example embodi-
mentof FIG. 104;

FIG. 108A is a timing diagram for the example embodi-
mentof FIG. 105;

FIG. 108B is a timing diagram for the example embodi-
mentof FIG. 106;

FIG. 109A illustrates and example embodiment of the
invention;

FIG. 109B illustrates equations for determining charge
transfer, in accordance with the present invention;

FIG. 109C illustrates relationships between capacitor
charging and aperture, in accordance with the present inven-
tion;

FIG. 109D illustrates relationships between capacitor
charging and aperture, in accordance with the present inven-
tion;

FIG. 109E illustrates power-chargerelationship equations,
in accordance with the present invention;

FIG. 109F illustrates insertion loss equations, in accor-
dance with the present invention;

FIG. 110A illustrates aliasing module 11000 a single FET
configuration;

FIG. 110B illustrates FET conductivity vs. Ves;
FIGS. 111A-Cillustrate signal waveformsassociated with

aliasing module 11000;
FIG. 112illustrates aliasing module 11200 with a comple-

mentary FET configuration;
FIGS. 113A-Eillustrate signal waveforms associated with

aliasing module 11200;
FIG. 114 illustrates aliasing module 11400;
FIG. 115 illustrates aliasing module 11500;
FIG. 116 illustrates aliasing module 11602;
FIG. 117 illustrates aliasing module 11702;
FIGS. 118-120 illustrate signal waveformsassociated with

aliasing module 11602;
FIGS. 121-123illustrate signal waveformsassociated with

aliasing module 11702.
FIG. 124A is a block diagram ofa splitter according to an

embodimentof the invention;
FIG. 124Bis a more detailed diagram ofa splitter accord-

ing to an embodimentofthe invention;
FIGS. 124C and 124D are example waveformsrelated to

the splitter of FIGS. 124A and 124B;
FIG. 124E is a block diagram of an I/Q circuit with a

splitter according to an embodimentof the invention;
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FIGS. 124F-124] are example waveforms related to the
diagram of FIG. 124A;

FIG. 125 is a block diagram of a switch module according
to an embodimentof the invention;

FIG. 126A is an implementation example of the block
diagram of FIG. 125;

FIGS. 126B-126Q are example waveformsrelated to FIG.
126A;

FIG. 127Ais another implementation example ofthe block
diagram of FIG. 125;

FIGS. 127B-127Q are example waveformsrelated to FIG.
127A;

FIG. 128A is an example MOSFET embodiment of the
invention;

FIG. 128B is an example MOSFET embodiment of the
invention;

FIG. 128C is an example MOSFET embodiment of the
invention;

FIG. 129Ais another implementation example ofthe block
diagram of FIG. 125;

FIGS. 129B-129Q are example waveformsrelated to FIG.
127A;

FIGS. 130 and 131 illustrate the amplitude and pulse width
modulated transmitter according to embodiments of the
present invention;

FIGS. 132-134 illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with the amplitude and pulse width modulated transmit-
ter according to embodiments ofthe present invention;

FIG. 135 shows an embodiment of a receiver block dia-

gram to recover the amplitude or pulse width modulated
information;

FIG. 136 illustrates example signal diagrams associated
with a waveform generator according to embodiments of the
present invention;

FIGS. 137-139 are example schematic diagramsillustrat-
ing various circuits employedin the receiver of FIG. 135;

FIGS. 140-143 illustrate time and frequency domain dia-
gramsofalternative transmitter output waveforms;

FIGS. 144 and 145illustrate differential receivers in accord

with embodiments of the present invention;
FIGS. 146 and 147 illustrate time and frequency domains

for a narrow bandwidth/constantcarrier signal in accord with
an embodimentof the present invention;

FIG.148illustrates a method for down-converting an elec-
tromagnetic signal according to an embodimentofthe present
invention using a matchedfiltering/correlating operation;

FIG.149illustrates a matchedfiltering/correlating proces-
sor according to an embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 150illustrates a method for down-converting an elec-
tromagnetic signal according to an embodimentofthe present
invention using a finite time integrating operation;

FIG. 151 illustrates a finite time integrating processor
according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG.152illustrates a method for down-converting an elec-
tromagnetic signal according to an embodimentofthe present
invention using an RC processing operation.

FIG. 153 illustrates an RC processor according to an
embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 154 illustrates an example pulsetrain;
FIG. 155 illustrates combining a pulse train of energy

signals to produce a powersignal according to an embodi-
mentof the invention;

FIG. 156 illustrates an example piecewise linear recon-
struction of a sine wave.

FIG. 157 illustrates how certain portions of a carriersignal
or sine waveform are selected for processing according to an
embodimentof the present invention;
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FIG. 158illustrates an example double sidebandlarge car-
rier AM waveform;

FIG. 159 illustrates a block diagram of an example opti-
mum processor system;

FIG. 160 illustrates the frequency response of an optimum
processor according to an embodimentof the present inven-
tion;

FIG. 161 illustrates example frequency responses for a
processorat various apertures;

FIGS. 162-163 illustrates an example processor embodi-
ment accordingto the present invention;

FIGS. 164A-C illustrate example impulse responsesof a
matchedfilter processor anda finite time integrator;

FIG. 165 illustrates a basic circuit for an RC processor
according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIGS. 166-167 illustrate example plots of voltage signals;
FIGS. 168-170 illustrate the various characteristics of a

processor according to an embodimentof the present inven-
tion;

FIGS. 171-173 illustrate example processor embodiments
according to the present invention;

FIG. 174illustrates the relationship between beta and the
output charge of a processor according to an embodimentof
the present invention;

FIG. 175A illustrates an RC processor according to an
embodimentofthe present invention coupled to a load resis-
tance;

FIG. 175B illustrates an example implementation of the
present invention;

FIG. 175Cillustrates an example charge/discharge timing
diagram according to an embodimentof the present inven-
tion;

FIG. 175D illustrates example energy transfer pulses
according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG. 176 illustrates example performance characteristics
of an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG. 177A illustrates example performancecharacteristics
of an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG. 177B illustrates example waveforms for elementary
matchedfilters.

FIG. 177Cillustrates a waveform for an embodimentof a

UFT subharmonic matchedfilter of the present invention.
FIG. 177Dillustrates example embodiments of complex

matchedfilter/correlator processor;
FIG. 177E illustrates an embodiment of a complex

matchedfilter/correlator processor of the present invention;
FIG. 177F illustrates an embodiment ofthe decomposition

of a non-ideal correlator alignment into an ideally aligned
UFT correlator componentof the present invention;

FIGS. 178A-178Billustrate example processor waveforms
according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG. 179 illustrates the Fourier transforms of example
waveforms waveforms according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIGS. 180-181 illustrates actual waveforms from an

embodimentof the present invention;
FIG. 182 illustrates a relationship between an example

UFT waveform and an example carrier waveform;
FIG. 183illustrates example impulse samplers havingvari-

ous apertures;
FIG. 184 illustrates the alignment of sample apertures

according to an embodimentofthe present invention;
FIG. 185 illustrates an ideal aperture according to an

embodimentof the present invention;
FIG.186illustrates the relationship of a step function and

delta functions;
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FIG. 187 illustrates an embodiment of a receiver with

bandpassfilter for complex down-converting of the present
invention;

FIG. 188 illustrates Fourier transforms used to analyze a
clock embodimentin accordance with the present invention;

FIG. 189 illustrates an acquisition and hold processor
according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIGS. 190-191 illustrate frequency representations of
transforms according to an embodimentofthe present inven-
tion;

FIG. 192 illustrates an example clock generator;
FIG. 193 illustrates the down-conversion ofan electromag-

netic signal according to an embodimentofthe present inven-
tion;

FIG. 194illustrates a receiver according to an embodiment
of the present invention;

FIG. 195 illustrates a vector modulator according to an
embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 196 illustrates example waveforms for the vector
modulator of FIG. 195;

FIG. 197illustrates an exemplary I/Q modulation receiver,
according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG. 198 illustrates a I/Q modulation control signal gen-
erator, according to an embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 199 illustrates example waveformsrelated to the I/Q
modulation control signal generator of FIG. 198;

FIG. 200 illustrates example control signal waveforms
overlaid upon an example input RF signal;

FIG. 201 illustrates a I/Q modulation receiver circuit dia-
gram, according to an embodimentof the present invention;

FIGS. 202-212 illustrate example waveforms related to a
receiver implemented in accordance with the present inven-
tion;

FIG.213 illustrates a single channel receiver, according to
an embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 214 illustrates exemplary waveforms associated with
quad aperture implementations of the receiver of FIG. 281,
according to embodiments of the present invention;

FIG. 215 illustrates a high-level example UFT module
radio architecture, according to an embodimentofthe present
invention;

FIG. 216 illustrates wireless design considerations;
FIG. 217 illustrates noise figure calculations based on

RMSvoltage and current noise specifications;
FIG. 218A illustrates an example differential input, differ-

ential output receiver configuration, according to an embodi-
mentof the present invention;

FIG. 218B illustrates a example receiver implementation,
configured as an I-phase channel, according to an embodi-
mentof the present invention;

FIG. 218C illustrates example waveforms related to the
receiver of FIG. 218B;

FIG. 218D illustrates an example re-radiation frequency
spectrum relatedto the receiver ofFIG. 218B, according to an
embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 218E illustrates an example re-radiation frequency
spectral plotrelated to the receiver ofFIG. 218B, according to
an embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 218F illustrates example impulse sampling of an
input signal;

FIG. 218G illustrates example impulse sampling of an
input signal in a environment with morenoiserelative to that
of FIG. 218F;

FIG. 219 illustrates an example integrated circuit concep-
tual schematic, according to an embodimentof the present
invention;
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FIG. 220 illustrates an example receiver circuit architec-
ture, according to an embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 221 illustrates example waveforms related to the
receiver of FIG. 220, according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 222 illustrates DC equations, according to an embodi-
mentof the present invention;

FIG.223illustrates an example receivercircuit, according
to an embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 224 illustrates example waveforms related to the
receiver of FIG. 223;

FIG. 225illustrates an example receivercircuit, according
to an embodimentof the present invention;

FIGS. 226 and 227illustrate example waveformsrelated to
the receiver of FIG. 225;

FIGS. 228-230illustrate equations and informationrelated
to charge transfer;

FIG.231 illustrates a graph related to the equations ofFIG.
230;

FIG.232illustrates example control signal waveforms and
an example input signal waveform, according to embodi-
ments of the present invention;

FIG.233illustrates an example differential output receiver,
according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG. 234 illustrates example waveforms related to the
receiver of FIG. 233;

FIG.235illustrates an example transmitter circuit, accord-
ing to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG. 236 illustrates example waveforms related to the
transmitter of FIG. 235;

FIG.237illustrates an example frequency spectrum related
to the transmitter of FIG. 235;

FIG.238 illustrates an intersection offrequencyselectivity
and frequencytranslation, according to an embodimentofthe
present invention;

FIG. 239 illustrates a multiple criteria, one solution aspect
of the present invention;

FIG. 240 illustrates an example complementary FET
switch structure, according to an embodimentof the present
invention;

FIG. 241 illustrates example waveforms related to the
complementary FET switch structure of FIG. 240;

FIG. 242 illustrates an example differential configuration,
according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG. 243 illustrates an example receiver implementing
clock spreading, according to an embodimentofthe present
invention;

FIG. 244 illustrates example waveforms related to the
receiver of FIG. 243;

FIG. 245 illustrates waveformsrelated to the receiver of

FIG. 243 implemented without clock spreading, according to
an embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 246 illustrates an example recovered I/Q waveforms,
according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG. 247 illustrates an example CMOSimplementation,
according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG. 248 illustrates an example LO gain stage of FIG. 247
at a gate level, according to an embodimentof the present
invention;

FIG. 249 illustrates an example LO gain stage of FIG. 247
at a transistor level, according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG.250 illustrates an example pulse generator ofFIG. 247
at a gate level, according to an embodimentof the present
invention;
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FIG.251 illustrates an example pulse generator ofFIG. 247
at a transistor level, according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 252 illustrates an example power gain block of FIG.
247at a gate level, according to an embodimentofthe present
invention;

FIG. 253 illustrates an example power gain block of FIG.
247 at a transistor level, according to an embodimentof the
present invention;

FIG. 254 illustrates an example switch of FIG. 247 at a
transistor level, according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

FIG. 255illustrates an example CMOS“hotclock” block
diagram, according to an embodimentof the present inven-
tion;

FIG.256 illustrates an example positive pulse generator of
FIG. 255 at a gate level, according to an embodimentof the
present invention;

FIG.257illustrates an example positive pulse generator of
FIG.255at a transistor level, according to an embodiment of
the present invention;

FIG. 258 illustrates pulse width error effect for 14 cycle;
FIG. 259 illustrates an example single-endedreceiver cir-

cuit implementation, according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 260 illustrates an example single-ended receiver cir-
cuit implementation, according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 261 illustrates an example full differential receiver
circuit implementation, according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 262 illustrates an example full differential receiver
implementation, according to an embodimentof the present
invention;

FIG. 263 illustrates an example single-ended receiver
implementation, according to an embodimentof the present
invention;

FIG. 264 illustrates a plot of loss in sensitivity vs. clock
phase deviation, according to an example embodimentofthe
present invention;

FIGS. 265 and 266 illustrate example 802.11 WLAN
receiver/transmitter implementations, according to embodi-
ments of the present invention;

FIG. 267 illustrates 802.11 requirements in relation to
embodiments of the present invention;

FIG. 268 illustrates an example doubler implementation
for phase noise cancellation, according to an embodimentof
the present invention;

FIG. 269 illustrates an example doubler implementation
for phase noise cancellation, according to an embodimentof
the present invention;

FIG. 270 illustrates a example bipolar sampling aperture,
according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG.271illustrates an example diversity receiver, accord-
ing to an embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 272 illustrates an example equalizer implementation,
according to an embodimentofthe present invention;

FIG. 273 illustrates an example multiple aperture receiver
using two apertures, according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 274 illustrates exemplary waveforms related to the
multiple aperture receiver of FIG. 273, according to an
embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 275 illustrates an example multiple aperture receiver
using three apertures, according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
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FIG. 276 illustrates exemplary waveformsrelated to the
multiple aperture receiver of FIG. 275, according to an
embodimentof the present invention;

FIG.277 illustrates an example multiple aperture transmit-
ter, according to an embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 278illustrates example frequency spectrumsrelated
to the transmitter of FIG. 277;

FIG. 279 illustrates an example output waveform in a
double aperture implementation of the transmitter of FIG.
277;

FIG. 280 illustrates an example output waveform in a
single aperture implementationofthe transmitter ofFIG. 277;

FIG.281 illustrates an example multiple aperture receiver
implementation, according to an embodimentofthe present
invention;

FIG.282illustrates exemplary waveformsin a single aper-
ture implementation ofthe receiver ofFIG. 281, according to
an embodimentof the present invention;

FIG. 283 illustrates exemplary waveformsin a dual aper-
ture implementation ofthe receiver ofFIG. 281, according to
an embodimentof the present invention;

FIG.284 illustrates exemplary waveformsin a triple aper-
ture implementation ofthe receiver ofFIG. 281, according to
an embodimentof the present invention; and

FIG. 285 illustrates exemplary waveformsin quad aperture
implementations of the receiver of FIG. 281, according to
embodiments of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
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1.2.2 Second Example Embodiment: Frequency Modula-
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3.2.3 Other Example Embodiments
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2. Representation of a Power Signal as a Sum of Energy
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Representation
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ment

3.1 Time Domain Description
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ments
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Embodiments of the Present Invention

7. Multiple Aperture Embodiments of the Present Invention
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Present Invention
8.1 Overview
8.2 The Kernel for Embodiments of the Invention
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8.4 Proof Statement for UFT Complex Downconverter
Embodimentof the Present Invention

8.5 Acquisition and Hold Processor Embodiment
9. Comparison of the UFT Transform to the Fourier Sine and

Cosine Transforms

10. Conversion, Fourier Transform, and Sampling Clock
Considerations

10.1 Phase Noise Multiplication
10.2 AM-PM Conversion and Phase Noise

11. Pulse Accumulation and System Time Constant
11.1 Pulse Accumulation

11.2 Pulse Accumulation by Correlation
12. Energy Budget Considerations

12.1 Energy Storage Networks Impedance Matching
13. Time Domain Analysis
14. Complex Passband Waveform Generation Using the

Present Invention Cores
V. Additional Embodiments

1. Example I/Q Modulation Receiver Embodiment
2. Example I/Q Modulation Control Signal Generator

Embodiments

3. Detailed Example T/Q Modulation Receiver Embodiment
with Exemplary Waveforms

. Example Single Channel Receiver Embodiment

. Example Automatic Gain Control Embodiment

. Other Example Embodiments
VI. Additional Features of the Invention
1. Architectural Features of the Invention
2. Additional Benefits of the Invention

2.1 Compared to an Impulse Sampler
2.2 Linearity
2.3 Optimal PowerTransfer into a Scalable Output Imped-ance

2.4 System Integration
2.5 Fundamental or Sub-Harmonic Operation
2.6 Frequency Multiplication and Signal Gain

3. Controlled Aperture Sub-Harmonic Matched Filter Fea-
tures

3.1 Non-Negligible Aperture
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Down-Converter

3.4 Complimentary FET Switch Advantages
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3.6 Clock Spreading Characteristics
3.7 Controlled Aperture Sub Harmonic Matched Filter

Principles
3.8 Effects of Pulse Width Variation

4. Conventional Systems
4.1 Heterodyne Systems
4.2 Mobile Wireless Devices

5. Phase Noise Cancellation

6. Multiplexed UFD
7. Sampling Apertures
8. Diversity Reception and Equalizers
VII. Conclusions

VII. Glossary of Terms

I. INTRODUCTION

1. General Terminology
For illustrative purposes, the operation of the invention is

often represented by flowcharts, such as flowchart 1201 in
FIG. 12A.It should be understood, however, that the use of

flowchartsis for illustrative purposesonly,and is not limiting.
For example, the invention is not limited to the operational
embodiment(s) represented by the flowcharts. Instead, alter-
native operational embodiments will be apparent to persons
skilled in the relevantart(s) based on the discussion contained
herein. Also, the use offlowcharts shouldnot beinterpreted as
limiting the inventionto discrete or digital operation. In prac-
tice, as will be appreciated by persons skilled in the relevant
art(s) based on the herein discussion, the invention can be
achieved via discrete or continuous operation, or a combina-
tion thereof. Further, the flow of control represented by the
flowcharts is provided for illustrative purposes only. As will
be appreciated by personsskilled in the relevantart(s), other
operational control flows are within the scope and spirit ofthe
present invention. Also, the ordering of steps may differ in
various embodiments.

Various terms used in this application are generally
described in this section. The description in this section is
provided forillustrative and convenience purposes only, and
is not limiting. The meaning ofthese termswill be apparent to
persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the entirety of
the teachings provided herein. These terms may be discussed
throughout the specification with additionaldetail.

The term modulated carrier signal, when used herein,
refers to a earlier signal that is modulated by a baseband
signal.

The term unmodulated carrier signal, when used herein,
refers to a signal having an amplitude that oscillates at a
substantially uniform frequency and phase.

The term basebandsignal, when used herein, refers to an
information signal including, but not limited to, analog infor-
mation signals, digital information signals and direct current
(DC) information signals.

The term carrier signal, when used herein, and unless oth-
erwise specified when usedherein, refers to modulated carrier
signals and unmodulatedcarrier signals, information signals,
digital information signals, and direct current (DC) informa-
tion signals.

The term electromagnetic (EM)signal, when usedherein,
refers to a signal in the EM spectrum. EM spectrum includes
all frequencies greater than zero hertz. EM signals generally
include waves characterized by variations in electric and
magnetic fields. Such waves may be propagated in any
medium, both natural and manmade, including but not lim-
ited to air, space, wire, cable, liquid, waveguide, micro-strip,
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strip-line, optical fiber, etc. Unless stated otherwise,all sig-
nals discussed herein are EM signals, even when notexplic-
itly designated as such.

The term intermediate frequency (IF) signal, when used
herein, refers to an EM signalthat is substantially similar to
another EM signal except that the IF signal has a lower
frequencythanthe other signal. An IF signal frequency can be
any frequency above zero HZ. Unless otherwise stated, the
terms lower frequency, intermediate frequency, intermediate
and IF are used interchangeably herein.

The term analog signal, when usedherein,refers to a signal
that is constant or continuously variable, as contrasted to a
signal that changes betweendiscrete states.

The term baseband, whenusedherein,refers to a frequency
band occupied by any generic information signal desired for
transmission and/or reception.

The term baseband signal, when used herein,refers to any
generic information signal desired for transmission and/or
reception.

The term carrier frequency, when used herein,refers to the
frequency ofa carrier signal. Typically, it is the center fre-
quency of a transmission signalthat is generally modulated.

The term carrier signal, when used herein, refers to an EM
wave having at least one characteristic that may be varied by
modulation,that is capable ofcarrying information via modu-
lation.

The term demodulated basebandsignal, when usedherein,
refers to a signal that results from processing a modulated
signal. In some cases, for example, the demodulated base-
bandsignal results from demodulating an intermediate fre-
quency (IF) modulated signal, which results from down con-
verting a modulated carrier signal. In another case, a signal
that results from a combined down conversion and demodu-

lation step.
The term digital signal, when usedherein,refers to a signal

that changes betweendiscrete states, as contrasted to a signal
that is continuous. For example, the voltage ofa digital signal
may shift between discrete levels.

The term electromagnetic (EM) spectrum, when used
herein, refers to a spectrum comprising waves characterized
by variations in electric and magnetic fields. Such waves may
be propagated in any communication medium, both natural
and manmade,including but not limited to air, space, wire,
cable, liquid, waveguide, microstrip, stripline, optical fiber,
etc. The EM spectrum includesall frequencies greater than
zero hertz.

The term electromagnetic (EM)signal, when usedherein,
refers to a signalin the EM spectrum. Also generally called an
EM wave. Unless stated otherwise, all signals discussed
herein are EM signals, even whennot explicitly designated as
such.

The term modulating baseband signal, when used herein,
refers to any generic information signalthatis used to modu-
late an oscillating signal, or carrier signal.

1.1 Modulation

It is often beneficial to propagate electromagnetic (EM)
signals at higher frequencies. This includes basebandsignals,
such as digital data information signals and analog informa-
tion signals. A baseband signal can be up-converted to a
higher frequency EM signal by using the basebandsignal to
modulate a higher frequencycarrier signal, F.. When used in
this manner, such a basebandsignal is herein called a modu-
lating basebandsignal F,/..

Modulation imparts changes to the carrier signalF.. that
represent information in the modulating baseband signal
Fy,2- The changes can be in the form of amplitude changes,
frequency changes, phase changes, etc., or any combination
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thereof. The resultant signal is referred to herein as a modu-
lated carrier signal F,,.. The modulated carrier signal Fy,.
includesthe carrier signal F.. modulated by the modulating
basebandsignal, Fy,,, as in:

Fup combined with Fo>Fyc

The modulated carrier signal F,,,. oscillates at, or near the
frequency of the carrier signal F.. and can thusbeefficiently
propagated.

FIG.1 illustrates an example modulator 110, wherein the
carrier signal F.. is modulated by the modulating baseband
signal F,,5, thereby generating the modulated carrier signal
Fuse

Modulating baseband signal F,,, can be an analog base-
band signal, a digital baseband signal, or a combination
thereof.

FIG.2 illustrates the modulating basebandsignal F,,, as an
exemplary analog modulating baseband signal 210. The
exemplary analog modulating baseband signal 210 can rep-
resent any type of analog information including, but not lim-
ited to, voice/speech data, music data, video data, etc. The
amplitude ofanalog modulating basebandsignal 210 varies in
time.

Digital information includesa plurality of discrete states.
For ease of explanation, digital information signals are dis-
cussed below as having twodiscrete states. But the invention
is not limited to this embodiment.

FIG.3 illustrates the modulating basebandsignal F,,, as an
exemplary digital modulating basebandsignal 310. The digi-
tal modulating basebandsignal 310 can represent any type of
digital data including, but not limited to, digital computer
information and digitized analog information. The digital
modulating baseband signal 310 includesa first state 312 and
a second state 314. In an embodiment, first state 312 repre-
sents binary state 0 and secondstate 314 represents binary
state 1. Alternatively,first state 312 represents binary state 1
and second state 314 represents binary state 0. Throughout
the remainder of this disclosure, the former convention is
followed, wherebyfirst state 312 represents binary state zero
and second state 314 represents binary state one. But the
inventionis not limited to this embodiment.First state 312 is
thus referred to herein as a low state and secondstate 314 is

referred to herein as a high state.
Digital modulating baseband signal 310 can change

betweenfirst state 312 and secondstate 314at a data rate, or
baudrate, measured as bits per second.

Carriersignal F.is modulated by the modulating baseband
signal F,,,, by any modulation technique, including, but not
limited to, amplitude modulation (AM), frequency modula-
tion (FM), phase modulation (PM), etc., or any combination
thereof. Examples are provided below for amplitude modu-
lating, frequency modulating, and phase modulating the ana-
log modulating baseband signal 210 andthe digital modulat-
ing baseband signal 310, on the carrier signal F.. The
examplesare used to assist in the descriptionofthe invention.
The inventionis not limited to, or by, the examples.

FIG.4 illustrates the carrier signal F. as a carrier signal
410. In the example of FIG.4,the carrier signal 410 is illus-
trated as a 900 MHZcarrier signal. Alternatively, the carrier
signal 410 can be any other frequency. Example modulation
schemesare provided below, using the examples signals from
FIGS.2, 3 and 4.

1.1.1 Amplitude Modulation
In amplitude modulation (AM), the amplitude ofthe modu-

lated carrier signal F,,-. is a function of the amplitude of the
modulating baseband signal F,,,. FIGS. 5A-5C illustrate
example timing diagrams for amplitude modulating the car-
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rier signal 410 with the analog modulating basebandsignal
210. FIGS. 6A-6C illustrate example timing diagrams for
amplitude modulating the carrier signal 410 with the digital
modulating baseband signal 310.

FIG. 5A illustrates the analog modulating basebandsignal
210. FIG. 5B illustrates the carrier signal 410. FIG. 5C illus-
trates an analog AM carrier signal 516, which is generated
whenthe carrier signal 410 is amplitude modulated using the
analog modulating baseband signal 210. As used herein, the
term “analog AM carrier signal” is used to indicate that the
modulating baseband signal is an analog signal.

The analog AM carrier signal 516 oscillates at the fre-
quencyofcarrier signal 410. The amplitude ofthe analog AM
carrier signal 516 tracks the amplitude of analog modulating
baseband signal 210, illustrating that the information con-
tained in the analog modulating baseband signal 210 is
retained in the analog AMcarrier signal 516.

FIG.6A illustrates the digital modulating basebandsignal
310. FIG. 6B illustrates the carrier signal 410. FIG. 6C illus-
trates a digital AM carrier signal 616, which is generated
whenthe carrier signal 410 is amplitude modulated using the
digital modulating baseband signal 310. As used herein, the
term “digital AM carrier signal” is used to indicate that the
modulating basebandsignalis a digital signal.

The digital AM carrier signal 616 oscillates at the fre-
quencyofcarrier signal 410. The amplitude ofthe digital AM
carrier signal 616 tracks the amplitude of digital modulating
baseband signal 310, illustrating that the information con-
tained in the digital modulating baseband signal 310 is
retainedin the digital AM signal 616. As the digital modulat-
ing basebandsignal 310 changesstates, the digital AM signal
616 shifts amplitudes. Digital amplitude modulation is often
referred to as amplitude shift keying (ASK), and the two
termsare used interchangeably throughoutthe specification.

1.1.2 Frequency Modulation
In frequency modulation (FM), the frequency ofthe modu-

lated carrier signal F,,-. varies as a function of the amplitude
of the modulating basebandsignal F,,,. FIGS. 7A-7C illus-
trate example timing diagrams for frequency modulating the
carrier signal 410 with the analog modulating basebandsig-
nal 210. FIGS. 8A-8Cillustrate example timing diagrams for
frequency modulating the carrier signal 410 with the digital
modulating baseband signal 310.

FIG. 7A illustrates the analog modulating basebandsignal
210. FIG. 7B illustrates the carrier signal 410. FIG. 7C illus-
trates an analog FM carrier signal 716, which is generated
whenthe carrier signal 410 is frequency modulated using the
analog modulating baseband signal 210. As used herein, the
term “analog FM carrier signal” is used to indicate that the
modulating baseband signal is an analog signal.

The frequencyofthe analog FM carrier signal 716 varies as
a function of amplitude changes on the analog baseband
signal 210. In the illustrated example, the frequency of the
analog FM carrier signal 716 varies in proportion to the
amplitude of the analog modulating baseband signal 210.
Thus,at time t1, the amplitude of the analog basebandsignal
210 and the frequency ofthe analog FM carrier signal 716 are
at maximums.At time t3, the amplitude of the analog base-
band signal 210 and the frequency of the analog AM carrier
signal 716 are at minimums.

The frequency of the analog FM carrier signal 716 is typi-
cally centered aroundthe frequencyofthe carrier signal 410.
Thus, at time t2, for example, when the amplitude of the
analog basebandsignal 210 is at a mid-point, illustrated here
as zero volts, the frequency of the analog FM carrier signal
716 is substantially the same as the frequency of the carrier
signal 410.
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FIG.8Aillustrates the digital modulating basebandsignal
310. FIG. 8B illustratesthe carrier signal 410. FIG. 8C illus-
trates a digital FM carrier signal 816, which is generated
whenthe carrier signal 410 is frequency modulated using the
digital baseband signal 310. As used herein, the term “digital
FM carrier signal” is used to indicate that the modulating
basebandsignalis a digital signal.

The frequency ofthe digital FM carrier signal 816 varies as
a function of amplitude changes on the digital modulating
basebandsignal 310. In the illustrated example, the frequency
ofthe digital FM carrier signal 816 varies in proportion to the
amplitude of the digital modulating baseband signal 310.
Thus, between times t0 and tl, and between times t2 and t4,
whenthe amplitudeofthe digital baseband signal 310 is at the
higher amplitude second state, the frequency of the digital
FM carrier signal 816 is at amaximum.Between times tl and
12, when the amplitude ofthe digital baseband signal 310 is at
the lower amplitudefirst state, the frequency ofthe digital FM
carrier signal 816 is at a minimum.Digital frequency modu-
lation is often referred to as frequency shift keying (FSK), and
the terms are used interchangeably throughoutthe specifica-
tion.

Typically, the frequency of the digital FM carrier signal
816 is centered about the frequencyofthe carrier signal 410,
and the maximum and minimum frequencies are equally off-
set from the center frequency. Other variations can be
employedbut, for easeof illustration, this convention will be
followed herein.

1.1.3 Phase Modulation

In phase modulation (PM), the phase of the modulated
carrier signal F,,- varies as a function of the amplitude of the
modulating baseband signalF,,,. FIGS. 9A-9C illustrate
example timing diagrams for phase modulating the carrier
signal 410 with the analog modulating basebandsignal 210.
FIGS. 10A-10C illustrate example timing diagramsfor phase
modulating the carrier signal 410 with the digital modulating
basebandsignal 310.

FIG.9Aillustrates the analog modulating basebandsignal
210. FIG. 9B illustratesthe carrier signal 410. FIG. 9C illus-
trates an analog PM carrier signal 916, which is generated by
phase modulating the carrier signal 410 with the analog base-
bandsignal 210. As used herein, the term “analog PM carrier
signal” is used to indicate that the modulating basebandsig-
nal is an analog signal.

Generally, the frequency of the analog PM carrier signal
916 is substantially the same as the frequency ofcarrier signal
410. But the phase of the analog PM carrier signal 916 varies
with amplitude changes on the analog modulating baseband
signal 210. For relative comparison,the carrier signal 410 is
illustrated in FIG. 9C by a dashedline.

The phase of the analog PM carrier signal 916 varies as a
function of amplitude changesof the analog basebandsignal
210. In the illustrated example, the phase of the analog PM
signal 916 lags by a varying amount as determined by the
amplitude ofthe basebandsignal 210. For example,at time t1,
when the amplitude of the analog basebandsignal 210 is at a
maximum, the analog PM carrier signal 916 is in phase with
the carrier signal 410. Between times t1 and t3, when the
amplitude of the analog baseband signal 210 decreases to a
minimum amplitude, the phase of the analog PM carrier
signal 916 lags the phase of the carrier signal 410, until it
reaches a maximum out of phase value at time 13. In the
illustrated example, the phase change is illustrated as
approximately 180 degrees. Any suitable amount of phase
change, varied in any mannerthat is a function of the base-
bandsignal, can be utilized.
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FIG. 10A illustrates the digital modulating basebandsignal
310. FIG. 10B illustrates the carrier signal 410. FIG. 10C
illustrates a digital PM carriersignal 1016, which is generated
by phase modulating the carrier signal 410 with the digital
basebandsignal 310. As used herein, the term “digital PM
carrier signal” is used to indicate that the modulating base-
bandsignalis a digital signal.

The frequency of the digital PM carrier signal 1016 is
substantially the same as the frequencyofcarrier signal 410.
The phase of the digital PM carrier signal 1016 varies as a
function of amplitude changeson the digital baseband signal
310. In the illustrated example, when the digital baseband
signal 310 is at the first state 312, the digital PM carriersignal
1016 is out of phase with the carrier signal 410. When the
digital baseband signal 310 is at the second state 314, the
digital PM carrier signal 1016 is in-phase with the carrier
signal 410. Thus, between times t1 and t2, when the ampli-
tude of the digital basebandsignal 310 is at thefirst state 312,
the digital PM carrier signal 1016 is out of phase with the
carrier signal 410. Between times t0 and t1, and between
times t2 and t4, when the amplitude ofthe digital baseband
signal 310 is at the second state 314, the digital PM carrier
signal 1016 is in phase with the carrier signal 410.

In the illustrated example, the out of phase value between
timest1 and t3 is illustrated as approximately 180 degrees out
ofphase. Any suitable amountofphase change, varied in any
manner that is a function of the baseband signal, can be
utilized. Digital phase modulationis often referred to as phase
shift keying (PSK), and the terms are used interchangeably
throughoutthe specification.

1.2 Demodulation

When the modulated carrier signal F,,-. is received, it can
be demodulated to extract the modulating baseband signal
Fy. Because of the typically high frequency of modulated
carrier signal F,,., however, it is generally impractical to
demodulate the basebandsignal F,,, directly from the modu-
lated carrier signal F,,... Instead, the modulated carrier signal
Fcmust be down-converted to a lower frequency signalthat
contains the original modulating basebandsignal.

When a modulated carrier signal is down-converted to a
lower frequencysignal, the lower frequencysignal is referred
to herein as an intermediate frequency (IF) signal F,,.. The IF
signal F,,. oscillates at any frequency, or frequency band,
below the frequency ofthe modulated carrier frequency Fyyc.
Down-conversion of F,,- to F,,- is illustrated as:

PuctFir

After F,,- is down-converted to the IF modulated carrier
signalF,,., F,,canbe demodulated to a basebandsignal Fpyy5,
as illustrated by:

Fie>Fpup

Fpaz 18 intendedto be substantially similar to the modulating
basebandsignal F,,,, illustrating that the modulating base-
bandsignal F,,, can be substantially recovered.

Tt will be emphasized throughout the disclosure that the
present invention can be implemented with any type of EM
signal, including,but notlimited to, modulated carrier signals
and unmodulated carrier signals. The above examples of
modulated carrier signals are provided for illustrative pur-
poses only. Manyvariations to the examplesare possible. For
example, a carrier signal can be modulated with a plurality of
the modulation types described above. A carrier signal can
also be modulated with a plurality of baseband signals,
including analog basebandsignals, digital baseband signals,
and combinations of both analog and digital baseband sig-
nals.
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2. Overview ofthe Invention

Conventional signal processing techniques follow the
Nyquist sampling theorem, which states that, in order to
faithfully reproduce a sampled signal, the signal must be
sampledat a rate that is greater than twice the frequency ofthe
signal being sampled. Whena signal is sampledatless than or
equal to twice the frequencyofthe signal, the signal is said to
be undersampled,or aliased. Conventional signal processing
thus teaches away from under-sampling andaliasing, in order
to faithfully reproduce a sampledsignal.

2.1 Aspects of the Invention
Contrary to conventional wisdom,the present inventionis

amethod and system for down-converting an electromagnetic
(EM)signalby aliasing the EM signal. Aliasing is represented
generally in FIG. 45A as 4502.

By taking a carrier and aliasing it at an aliasing rate, the
invention can down-convert thatcarrier to lower frequencies.
Oneaspectthat can be exploited by this inventionis realizing
that the carrier is not the item of interest, the lower baseband
signal is of interest to reproducesufficiently. This baseband
signal’s frequency content, even though its carrier may be
aliased, does satisfy the Nyquist criteria and asaresult, the
baseband information can be sufficiently reproduced.

FIG. 12A depicts a flowchart 1201 thatillustrates a method
for aliasing an EM signal to generate a down-convertedsig-
nal. The process begins at step 1202, which includes receiv-
ing the EM signal. Step 1204 includes receiving an aliasing
signal having an aliasing rate. Step 1206 includesaliasing the
EMsignal to down-convert the EM signal. The term aliasing,
as used herein, refers to both down-converting an EM signal
by under-sampling the EM signal at an aliasing rate and to
down-converting an EM signal by transferring energy from
the EM signal at the aliasing rate. These concepts are
described below.

FIG. 13 illustrates a block diagram of a generic aliasing
system 1302, which includes an aliasing module 1306. In an
embodiment, the aliasing system 1302 operates in accor-
dance with the flowchart 1201. For example, in step 1202, the
aliasing module 1306 receives an EM signal 1304. In step
1204, the aliasing module 1306 receives an aliasing signal
1310. In step 1206, the aliasing module 1306 down-converts
the EM signal 1304 to a down-converted signal 1308. The
generic aliasing system 1302 can also be used to implement
any of the flowcharts 1207, 1213 and 1219.

In an embodiment, the invention down-converts the EM
signal to an intermediate frequency (IF) signal. FIG. 12B
depicts a flowchart 1207 that illustrates a method for under-
sampling the EM signal at an aliasing rate to down-convert
the EMsignal to an IF signal. The process beginsatstep 1208,
which includes receiving an EM signal. Step 1210 includes
receiving an aliasing signal having an aliasing rate F,,. Step
1212 includes under-sampling the EM signal at the aliasing
rate to down-convert the EM signalto an IF signal.

In another embodiment, the invention down-converts the
EMsignal to a demodulated baseband information signal.
FIG. 12C depicts a flowchart 1213 that illustrates a method
for down-converting the EM signal to a demodulated base-
bandsignal. The process begins at step 1214, which includes
receiving an EM signal. Step 1216 includes receiving an
aliasing signal having analiasing rate F,,. Step 1218 includes
down-converting the EM signal to a demodulated baseband
signal. The demodulated baseband signal can be processed
without further down-conversion or demodulation.

In another embodiment, the EM signal is a frequency
modulated (FM) signal, which is down-converted to a non-
FM signal, such as a phase modulated (PM) signal or an
amplitude modulated (AM)signal. FIG. 12D depicts a flow-
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chart 1219 that illustrates a method for down-converting the
FM signal to a non-FM signal. The process begins at step
1220, which includes receiving an EM signal. Step 1222
includesreceiving an aliasing signal having an aliasingrate.
Step 1224 includes down-converting the FM signal to a non-
FM signal.

The invention down-converts any type of EM signal,
including, but not limited to, modulated carrier signals and
unmodulated carrier signals. For ease of discussion, the
invention is further described herein using modulated carrier
signals for examples. Upon reading the disclosure and
examplestherein, one skilled in the relevantart(s) will under-
stand that the invention can be implemented to down-convert
signals other than carrier signals as well. The invention is not
limited to the example embodiments described above.

In an embodiment, down-conversion is accomplished by
under-sampling an EM signal. This is described generally in
Section [.2.2. below and in detail in Section I] and its sub-

sections. In another embodiment, down-conversion is
achieved by transferring non-negligible amounts of energy
from an EM signal. This is described generally in Section
1.2.3. below andin detail in Section II.

2.2 Down-Converting by Under-Sampling
The term aliasing, as used herein, refers both to down-

converting an EM signal by under-sampling the EM signalat
an aliasing rate and to down-converting an EM signal by
transferring energy from the EM signalat the aliasing rate.
Methods for under-sampling an EM signal to down-convert
the EM signal are now described at an overview level. FIG.
14A depicts a flowchart 1401 that illustrates a method for
under-sampling the EM signal at an aliasing rate to down-
convert the EM signal. The process begins at step 1402, which
includes receiving an EM signal. Step 1404 includes receiv-
ing an under-sampling signal having an aliasing rate. Step
1406 includes under-sampling the EM signal at the aliasing
rate to down-convert the EM signal.

Down-converting by under-samplingis illustrated by 4504
in FIG. 45A andis described in greater detail in Section II.

2.2.1 Down-Converting to an Intermediate Frequency (IF)
Signal

In an embodiment, an EM signal is under-sampled at an
aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to a lower, or
intermediate frequency (IF) signal. The EM signal can be a
modulated carrier signal or an unmodulatedcarriersignal. In
an exemplary example, a modulated carrier signal Fy,. is
down-converted to an IF signalF;,.

PuctFir

FIG. 14B depicts a flowchart 1407 that illustrates a method
for undersampling the EM signalat an aliasing rate to down-
convert the EM signal to an IF signal. The process beginsat
step 1408, which includes receiving an EM signal. Step 1410
includes receiving an under-sampling signal having an alias-
ing rate. Step 1412 includes under-sampling the EM signalat
the aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to an IF
signal.

This embodimentis illustrated generally by 4508 in FIG.
45Bandis described in Section I.1.

2.2.2 Direct-to-Data Down-Converting
In another embodiment, an EM signal is directly down-

converted to a demodulated baseband signal (direct-to-data
down-conversion), by undersampling the EM signal at an
aliasing rate. The EM signal can be a modulated EM signal or
an unmodulated EM signal. In an exemplary embodiment, the
EMsignalis the modulated carrier signalF,,-, and is directly
down-converted to a demodulated basebandsignalFjy5.

FucFpup
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FIG. 14C depicts a flowchart 1413 that illustrates a method
for under-sampling the EM signal at an aliasing rate to
directly down-convert the EM signal to a demodulated base-
bandsignal. The process begins at step 1414, which includes
receiving an EM signal. Step 1416 includes receiving an
under-sampling signal having an aliasing rate. Step 1418
includes under-sampling the EM signal at the aliasing rate to
directly down-convert the EM signal to a baseband informa-
tion signal.

This embodimentis illustrated generally by 4510 in FIG.
45B andis described in Section I.2.

2.2.3 Modulation Conversion

In another embodiment, a frequency modulated (FM)car-
rier signal Fyy,-, 1s converted to a non-FM signalFwon:rans
by under-sampling the FM carrier signalFpyc.

Fruc?Fwon-FM)

FIG. 14D depicts a flowchart 1419 thatillustrates a method
for under-sampling an FM signal to convert it to a non-FM
signal. The process begins at step 1420, which includes
receiving the FM signal. Step 1422 includes receiving an
under-sampling signal having an aliasing rate. Step 1424
includes under-sampling the FM signalatthe aliasing rate to
convert the FM signal to a non-FMsignal. For example, the
FM signal can be under-sampled to convert it to a PM signal
or an AMsignal.

This embodimentis illustrated generally by 4512 in FIG.
45B, and described in Section JI.3

2.3 Down-Converting by Transferring Energy
The term aliasing, as used herein, refers both to down-

converting an EM signal by under-sampling the EM signalat
an aliasing rate and to down-converting an EM signal by
transferring non-negligible amounts energy from the EM sig-
nal at the aliasing rate. Methodsfor transferring energy from
an EM signal to down-convert the EM signal are now
described at an overview level. More detailed descriptions are
provided in Section III.

FIG. 46A depicts a flowchart 4601 thatillustrates a method
for transferring energy from the EM signalat an aliasing rate
to down-convert the EM signal. The process begins at step
4602, which includes receiving an EM signal. Step 4604
includes receiving an energy transfer signal having analias-
ing rate. Step 4606 includes transferring energy from the EM
signal at the aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal.

Down-converting by transferring energy is illustrated by
4506 in FIG. 45A andis described in greater detail in Section
Til.

2.3.1 Down-Converting to an Intermediate Frequency (IF)
Signal

In an embodiment, EM signal is down-converted to a
lower, or intermediate frequency (IF) signal, by transferring
energy from the EM signalat an aliasing rate. The EM signal
can be a modulated carrier signal or an unmodulated carrier
signal. In an exemplary example, a modulated carrier signal
Fyc: 1s down-converted to an IF signalF;,..

Pucclir

FIG. 46Bdepicts a flowchart 4607that illustrates a method
for transferring energy from the EM signalat an aliasing rate
to down-convert the EM signal to an IF signal. The process
begins at step 4608, which includes receiving an EM signal.
Step 4610 includes receiving an energy transfer signal having
an aliasing rate. Step 4612 includes transferring energy from
the EM signalat the aliasing rate to down-convert the EM
signal to an IF signal.

This embodimentis illustrated generally by 4514 in FIG.
45B andis described in Section II.1.
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2.3.2 Direct-to-Data Down-Converting
Tn another embodiment, an EM signal is down-converted to

a demodulated basebandsignal by transferring energy from
the EMsignalat an aliasing rate. This embodimentis referred
to herein as direct-to-data down-conversion. The EM signal
can be a modulated EM signal or an unmodulated EM signal.
In an exemplary embodiment, the EM signalis the modulated
carrier signalF,,-, and is directly down-converted to a
demodulated baseband signalFpyyp-

FucFpup

FIG. 46C depicts a flowchart 4613 that illustrates a method
for transferring energy from the EM signalat an aliasing rate
to directly down-convert the EM signal to a demodulated
baseband signal. The process begins at step 4614, which
includes receiving an EM signal. Step 4616 includes receiv-
ing an energy transfer signal having an aliasing rate. Step
4618 includes transferring energy from the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to directly down-convert the EM signal to a
basebandsignal.

This embodimentis illustrated generally by 4516 in FIG.
45Bandis described in Section HI.2

2.3.3 Modulation Conversion

In another embodiment, a frequency modulated (FM)car-
nier signal Fp_yc 1s converted to a non-FM signal Fwonrans
by transferring energy from the FM carrier signal F,,,c at an
aliasing rate.

FrucoF(NON-FM)

The FM carrier signal F,,,- can be converted to, for
example, a phase modulated (PM) signal or an amplitude
modulated (AM) signal. FIG. 46D depicts a flowchart 4619
thatillustrates a methodfor transferring energy from an FM
signal to convert it to a non-FM signal. Step 4620 includes
receiving the FM signal. Step 4622 includes receiving an
energy transfer signal having an aliasing rate. In FIG. 46D,
step 4612 includestransferring energy from the FM signal to
convert it to a non-FM signal. For example, energy can be
transferred from an FSKsignal to convert it to a PSK signal or
an ASKsignal.

This embodimentis illustrated generally by 4518 in FIG.
45B, and described in Section JJI.3

2.3 Determining the Aliasing Rate
In accordance with the definition of aliasing, the aliasing

rate is equal to, or less than, twice the frequency of the EM
carrier signal. Preferably, the aliasing rate is much less than
the frequency of the carrier. The aliasing rate is preferably
more than twice the highest frequency component of the
modulating basebandsignal F,,, that is to be reproduced. The
above requirements are illustrated in EQ.(1).

2-FuceF4r>2: (Highest Freq. Component ofFug) EQ.(1)

In other words, by taking a carrier and aliasing it at an
aliasing rate, the invention can down-convert that carrier to
lower frequencies. One aspect that can be exploited by this
inventionis that the carrier is not the item of interest; instead
the lower baseband signal is of interest to be reproduced
sufficiently. The baseband signal’s frequency content, even
though its carrier may be aliased, satisfies the Nyquist criteria
and as a result, the baseband information can be sufficiently
reproduced,eitheras the intermediate modulating carrier sig-
nal F,,. or as the demodulated direct-to-data baseband signal
Foup-

In accordance with the invention, relationships between
the frequency of an EM carrier signal, the aliasing rate, and
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the intermediate frequency of the down-converted signal, are
illustrated in EQ. (2).

FoowFgptFip

Where:

F. is the frequency of the EM carrier signal that is to be
aliased;

F4x 1s the aliasing rate;
n identifies a harmonic or sub-harmonicofthe aliasing rate

(generally, n=0.5, 1, 2,3, 4,...); and
F,,- is the intermediate frequency of the down-converted

signal.
Note that as (n-F,,) approaches F,., F,, approaches zero.

This is a special case where an EM signalis directly down-
converted to a demodulated baseband signal. This special
case is referred to herein as Direct-to-Data down-conversion.
Direct-to-Data down-conversion is described in later sec-
tions.

High level descriptions, exemplary embodiments and
exemplary implementations of the above and other embodi-
ments of the invention are provided in sections below.
3. Benefits of the Invention Using an Example Conventional
Receiver for Comparison

FIG.11 illustrates an example conventional receiver sys-
tem 1102. The conventional system 1102 is provided both to
help the reader to understand the functional differences
between conventional systems andthe present invention, and
to help the reader to understand the benefits of the present
invention.

The example conventional receiver system 1102 receives
an electromagnetic (EM) signal 1104 via an antenna 1106.
The EM signal 1104 can include a plurality of EM signals
suchas modulatedcarrier signals. For example, the EM signal
1104 includes one or more radio frequency (RF) EM signals,
such as a 900 MHZ modulated carrier signal. Higher fre-
quency RFsignals, such as 900 MHZsignals, generally can-
not be directly processed by conventional signal processors.
Instead, higher frequency RF signals are typically down-
converted to lower intermediate frequencies (IF) for process-
ing. The receiver system 1102 down-converts the EM signal
1104 to an intermediate frequency (IF) signal 1108”, which
can be provided to a signal processor 1110. When the EM
signal 1104 includes a modulated carrier signal, the signal
processor 1110 usually includes a demodulator that demodu-
lates the IF signal 11087 to a baseband information signal
(demodulated basebandsignal).

Receiver system 1102 includes an RF stage 1112 and one
or more IF stages 1114. The RF stage 1112 receives the EM
signal 1104. The RF stage 1112 includes the antenna 1106
that receives the EM signal 1104.

The one or more IF stages 1114a-1114” down-convert the
EMsignal 1104 to consecutively lower intermediate frequen-
cies. Each of the one or more IF sections 1114a-1114n

includes a mixer 1118a-11187 that down-converts an input
EM signal 1116 to a lower frequency IF signal 1108. By
cascading the one or more mixers 1118a-1118, the EM
signal 1104 is incrementally down-converted to a desired IF
signal 11087.

In operation, each ofthe one or more mixers 1118 mixes an
input EM signal 1116 witha local oscillator (LO)signal 1119,
which is generated by a local oscillator (LO) 1120. Mixing
generates sum and difference signals from the input EM
signal 1116 and the LO signal 1119. For example, mixing an
input EM signal 1116a, having a frequency of900 MHZ, with
aLO signal 1119a, having a frequency of 830 MHZ,results in
a sum signal, having a frequency of 900 MHZ4+830
MH7Z=1.73 GHZ,and a difference signal, having a frequency
of 900 MHZ-830 MHZ=70 MHZ.

EQ. (2)
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Specifically, in the example of FIG. 11, the one or more
mixers 1118 generate a sum and difference signals for all
signal components in the input EM signal 1116. For example,
when the EM signal 1116a includes a second EM signal,
having a frequency of760 MHZ,the mixer 1118a generates a
second sum signal, having a frequency of 760 MHZ4+830
MH7Z=1.59 GHZ, and a second difference signal, having a
frequency of830 MHZ-760 MHZ=70 MHZ.In this example,
therefore, mixing two input EM signals, having frequencies
of 900 MHZ and 760 MHZ,respectively, with an LO signal
having a frequency of 830 MHZ,results in twoIF signals at 70
MHZ.

Generally, itis very difficult, if not impossible, to separate
the two 70 MHZsignals. Instead, one or morefilters 1122 and
1123 are provided upstream from each mixer 1118 tofilter the
unwanted frequencies, also known as image frequencies. The
filters 1122 and 1123 can include variousfilter topologies and
arrangements such as bandpassfilters, one or more high pass
filters, one or more low pass filters, combinationsthereof, etc.

Typically, the one or more mixers 1118 and the one or more
filters 1122 and 1123 attenuate or reduce the strength of the
EMsignal 1104. For example, a typical mixer reduces the EM
signal strength by 8 to 12 dB.A typicalfilter reduces the EM
signal strength by 3 to 6 dB.

As a result, one or more low noise amplifiers (LNAs) 1121
and 1124a-1124» are provided upstream of the one or more
filters 1123 and 1122a-1122n. The LNAsandfilters can be in

reversed order. The LNAs compensate for losses in the mixers
1118, the filters 1122 and 1123, and other components by
increasing the EM signal strength priorto filtering and mix-
ing. Typically, for example, each LNA contributes 15 to 20 dB
of amplification.

However, LNAs require substantial power to operate.
Higher frequency LNAs require more powerthan lowerfre-
quency LNAs. Whenthe receiver system 1102 is intended to
be portable, suchas acellular telephonereceiver, for example,
the LNAsrequire a substantial portion of the total power.

At higher frequencies, impedance mismatches between the
various stages further reduce the strength of the EM signal
1104. In order to optimize power transferred through the
receiver system 1102, each component should be impedance
matched with adjacent components. Since no two compo-
nents have the exact same impedance characteristics, even for
components that were manufactured with high tolerances,
impedance matching must often be individually fine tuned for
each receiver system 1102. As a result, impedance matching
in conventionalreceivers tends to be labor intensive and more

art than science. Impedance matching requires a significant
amount of added time and expense to both the design and
manufacture of conventional receivers. Since many of the
components, such as LNA,filters, and impedance matching
circuits, are highly frequency dependent, a receiver designed
for one application is generally not suitable for other appli-
cations. Instead, a new receiver must be designed, which
requires new impedance matching circuits between many of
the components.

Conventionalreceiver componentsare typically positioned
over multiple IC substrates instead ofona single IC substrate.
This is partly because there is no single substrate that is
optimal for both RF, IF, and baseband frequencies. Other
factors may include the sheer number of components, their
various sizes and different inherent impedance characteris-
tics, etc. Additional signal amplification is often required
whengoing from chip to chip. Implementation over multiple
substrates thus involves many costs in additionto the cost of
the ICs themselves.
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Conventional receivers thus require many components, are
difficult and time consuming to design and manufacture, and
require substantial external power to maintain sufficient sig-
nal levels. Conventional receivers are thus expensive to
design, build, and use.

In an embodiment, the present invention is implemented to
replace many, if not all, of the components between the
antenna 1106 andthe signal processor 1110, with an aliasing
module that includes a universal frequency translator (UFT)
module. (More generally, the phrase “universal frequency
translator,” “universal frequency translation,’ “UFT,’ “UFT
transform,” and “UFT technology”(or similar phrases) are
used herein to refer to the frequency translation technology/
concepts described herein). The UFTis able to down-convert
a wide range of EM signal frequencies using very few com-
ponents. The UFT is easy to design and build, and requires
very little external power. The UFT design can be easily
tailored for different frequencies or frequency ranges. For
example, UFT design can be easily impedance matched with
relatively little tuning. In a direct-to-data embodimentof the
invention, where an EM signalis directly down-converted to
a demodulated basebandsignal, the invention also eliminates
the need for a demodulator in the signal processor 1110.

When the invention is implemented in a receiver system,
such as the receiver system 1102, power consumptionis sig-
nificantly reduced and signal to noise ratio is significantly
increased.

In an embodiment, the invention can be implemented and
tailored for specific applications with easy to calculate and
easy to implement impedance matching circuits. As a result,
whenthe invention is implemented as a receiver, such as the
receiver 1102, specialized impedance matching experienceis
not required.

In conventional receivers, components in the IF sections
comprise roughly eighty to ninety percent of the total com-
ponents of the receivers. The UFT design eliminates the IF
section(s) and thus eliminates the roughly eighty to ninety
percent of the total components of conventional receivers.

Other advantages of the invention include, but are not
limited to:

The invention can be implementedas a receiver with only
a single local oscillator;

The invention can be implementedas a receiver with only
a single, lower frequency,local oscillator;

The invention can be implementedas a receiver using few
filters;

The invention can be implementedasa receiver using unit
delayfilters;

The invention can be implemented as a receiver that can
change frequencies and receive different modulation formats
with no hardware changes;

The invention can be also be implemented as frequency
up-converter in an EM signal transmitter;

The invention can be also be implemented as a combina-
tion up-converter (transmitter) and down-converter (re-
ceiver), referred to herein as a transceiver;

The invention can be implemented as a method and system
for ensuring reception of a communications signal, as dis-
closed in patent application titled, “Method and System for
Ensuring Reception of a Communications Signal,’ Ser. No.
09/176,415 (now U.S. Pat. No. 6,091,940), incorporated
herein by referencein its entirety;

The invention can be implemented in a differential con-
figuration, whereby signal to noise ratios are increased;

A receiver designed in accordance with the invention can
be implemented on a single IC substrate, such as a silicon-
based IC substrate;
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A receiver designed in accordance with the invention and
implemented on a single IC substrate, such as a silicon-based
IC substrate, can down-convert EM signals from frequencies
in the giga Hertz range;

A receiver built in accordance with the invention has a

relatively flat response over a wide range of frequencies. For
example, in an embodiment, a receiver built in accordance
with the invention to operate around 800 MHZ hasa substan-
tially flat response (i.e., plus or minus a few dB of power)
from 100 MHZ to 1 GHZ. This is referred to herein as a

wide-bandreceiver; and
A receiver built in accordance with the invention can

include multiple, user-selectable, Impedance match modules,
each designedfor a different wide-band offrequencies, which
can be used to scan an ultra-wide-bandof frequencies.

IJ]. DOWN-CONVERTING BY
UNDER-SAMPLING

1. Down-Converting an EM Carrier Signal to an EM Inter-
mediate Signal by Under-Sampling the EM Carrier Signal at
the Aliasing Rate

In an embodiment, the invention down-converts an EM

signal to an IF signal by under-sampling the EM signal. This
embodimentis illustrated by 4508 in FIG. 45B.

This embodiment can be implemented with modulated and
unmodulated EM signals. This embodiment is described
herein using the modulatedcarrier signal F,,.. in FIG. 1, as an
example. In the example, the modulatedcarrier signal Fy, is
down-converted to an IF signalF,,.. The IF signal F,,. can then
be demodulated, with any conventional demodulation tech-
nique to obtain a demodulated baseband signalF,,,5. Upon
reading the disclosure and examples therein, one skilled in the
relevant art(s) will understand that the invention can be imple-
mented to down-convert any EM signal, including but not
limited to, modulated carrier signals and unmodulated carrier
signals.

The following sections describe example methods for
down-converting the modulated carrier signal F,,.. to the IF
signal F,,., according to embodimentsofthe invention. Exem-
plary structural embodiments for implementing the methods
are also described. It should be understoodthat the invention

is not limited to the particular embodiments described below.
Equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc., of the
following will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
art(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such equiva-
lents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc., are within the
scope andspirit of the present invention.

The following sections include a high level discussion,
example embodiments, and implementation examples.

1.1 High Level Description
This section (including its subsections) provides a high-

level description of down-converting an EM signal to an IF
signal F,,, according to an embodimentof the invention. In
particular, an operational process ofunder-sampling a modu-
lated carrier signal F,,.. to down-convert it to the IF signalF;,.,
is described at a high-level. Also, a structural implementation
for implementing this process is described at a high-level.
This structural implementation is described herein for illus-
trative purposes, and is notlimiting.In particular, the process
described in this section can be achieved using any number of
structural implementations, one of which is describedin this
section. The details of such structural implementations will
be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on
the teachings contained herein.
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1.1.1 Operational Description
FIG. 14Bdepicts a flowchart 1407thatillustrates an exem-

plary method for under-sampling an EM signal to down-
convert the EM signal to an intermediate signal F,,.. The
exemplary method illustrated in the flowchart 1407 is an
embodimentof the flowchart 1401 in FIG. 14A.

Anyand all combinations of modulation techniques are
valid for this invention. Forease ofdiscussion, the digital AM
carrier signal 616 is usedto illustrate a high level operational
description of the invention. Subsequent sections provide
detailed flowcharts and descriptions for AM, FM and PM
example embodiments. Upon reading the disclosure and
examplestherein, one skilled in the relevantart(s) will under-
stand that the invention can be implemented to down-convert
any type of EM signal, including any form of modulated
carrier signal and unmodulatedcarrier signals.

The method illustrated in the flowchart 1407 is now

described at a high level using the digital AM carrier signal
616 of FIG. 6C. The digital AM carrier signal 616 is re-
illustrated in FIG. 15A for convenience. FIG. 15Eillustrates

a portion 1510 of the AM carrier signal 616, between timet1
and t2, on an expandedtimescale.

The process begins at step 1408, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. Step 1408 is represented by the digital AM
carrier signal 616.

Step 1410 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rater,,. FIG. 5B illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 1502, which includesa train of pulses
1504 having negligible apertures that tend toward zero time in
duration. The pulses 1504 repeat at the aliasing rate, or pulse
repetition rate. Aliasing rates are discussed below.

Step 1412 includes under-sampling the EM signalat the
aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to the interme-
diate signalF,,.. When down-converting an EM signalto an IF
signal, the frequencyoraliasing rate of the pulses 1504 sets
the IF,

FIG. 15C illustrates a stair step AM intermediate signal
1506, which is generated by the down-conversion process.
The AM intermediate signal 1506 is similar to the AM carrier
signal 616 exceptthat the AM intermediate signal 1506 has a
lower frequency than the AM carrier signal 616. The AM
carrier signal 616 has thus been down-converted to the AM
intermediate signal 1506. The AM intermediate signal 1506
can be generatedat any frequency below the frequency ofthe
AM carrier signal 616 by adjustingthe aliasingrate.

FIG. 15D depicts the AM intermediate signal 1506 as a
filtered output signal 1508. In an alternative embodiment, the
invention outputs a stair step, non-filteredor partially filtered
output signal. The choice betweenfiltered, partially filtered
and non-filtered output signals is generally a design choice
that depends uponthe application of the invention.

The intermediate frequency of the down-converted signal
F,,, which in this example is the AM intermediate signal
1506, can be determined from EQ.(2), which is reproduced
below for convenience.

Foon Fsathip EQ. (2)

A suitable aliasing rate F_,, can be determinedin a variety
ofways. An example methodfor determiningthe aliasing rate
F4; 1s provided below. After reading the description herein,
one skilledin the relevant art(s) will understand howto deter-
mine appropriate aliasing rates for EM signals, including
onesin addition to the modulatedcarrier signals specifically
illustrated herein.

In FIG. 17,a flowchart 1701 illustrates an example process
for determining an aliasing rate F,,. But a designer may
choose, or an application may dictate, that the values be
determined in an order that is different than the illustrated
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order. The process begins at step 1702, which includesdeter-
mining, or selecting, the frequency of the EM signal. The
frequency of the FM carrier signal 616 can be, for example,
901 MHZ.

Step 1704 includes determining,or selecting, the interme-
diate frequency. This is the frequency to which the EM signal
will be down—converted. The intermediate frequency can be
determined, or selected, to match a frequency requirement of
a down-stream demodulator. The intermediate frequency can
be, for example, 1 MHZ.

Step 1706 includes determining the aliasing rate or rates
that will down-convert the EM signal to the IF specified in
step 1704.

EQ.(2) can be rewritten as EQ. (3):

 

WEpFctlip EQ.(3)

Which can be rewritten as EQ. (4):

ne Fo+Fip EQ. (4)Far

or as EQ.(5):

FotF; EQ. (5
Fap = ct Fir Q. (5)ff

(F-+F,,-) can be defined as a difference value Fy;-p, as
illustrated in EQ. (6):

 

CtlpFrr EQ.(6)

EQ.(4) can be rewritten as EQ.(7):

ne Foirr (EQ. 7)Far

From EQ. (7), it can be seen that, for a given n and a
constant F42, Fyy-p 1s constant. For the case of Fyyp-p=Fe-
F,,, and for a constantF,,,--, as F. increases, F,. necessarily
increases. For the case of F57--=F-+F;,, and for a constant
F5p: as F- increases, F,,. necessarily decreases. In the latter
case ofFyyp-p=F+F-, any phase or frequency changes on F.
correspond to reversed or inverted phase or frequency
changes on F,,. This is mentioned to teach the reader that
Forerp=FFy, 1s used, the above effect will affect the phase
and frequency response of the modulated intermediate signal
Fy.

EQs. (2) through (7) can be solved for any valid n. A
suitable n can be determined for any given difference fre-
quency Fr;pp and for any desired aliasing rate F4p(pesirea):
EQs. (2) through (7) can be utilized to identify a specific
harmonic closest to a desired aliasing rate Fsepesirea) that
will generate the desired intermediate signalF,,..

An example is now provided for determining a suitable n
for a given difference frequency F,,;,, and for a desired
aliasing rate F42(pesireay For easeofillustration, only the case
of (F-F,,) is illustrated in the example below.

Fo-Fir _n= =
Faresired)  Far(esired)

FoirF 
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The desiredaliasing rate F4p(pesired) Can be, for example, 140
MHZ. Using the previous examples, where the carrier fre-
quency is 901 MHZ andthe IF is 1 MHZ,an initial value ofn
is determinedas:

_ 901 MHZ-1 MHZ — 900
ne 40 Maz > 140 7 °4

Theinitial value 6.4 can be rounded up or downto the valid
nearest n, which was defined aboveas including (0.5, 1, 2,
3,...). In this example, 6.4 is rounded downto 6.0, which is
inserted into EQ.(5) for the case of (F--Fy)=Fpr.

Fo - Fir
ra

_ 901 MHZ-1 MHZ—900 MHZ
~ n = n

Fag =

= 150 MHZ
 

AR

In other words, under-sampling a 901 MHZ EMcarrier
signal at 150 MHZ generates an intermediate signal at 1
MHZ. When the under-sampled EM carrier signal is a modu-
lated carrier signal, the intermediate signal will also substan-
tially include the modulation. The modulated intermediate
signal can be demodulated through any conventional
demodulation technique.

Alternatively, instead of starting from a desired aliasing
rate, a list ofsuitable aliasing rates can be determined from the
modified form of EQ.(5), by solving for various values of n.
Example solutionsare listed below.

Far
 

_ (Fo-Fir) _ Foire _ 901 MHZ-1 MHZ 900 MHZ
~ n a an n ~ n

Solving for n=0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6:
900 MHZ/0.5=1.8 GHZ (i.e., second harmonic, illustrated

in FIG. 25A as 2502);
900 MHZ/1=900 MHZ(i.e., fundamental frequency,illus-

trated in FIG. 25B as 2504);
900 MHZ/2=450 MHZ(i.e., second sub-harmonic, illus-

trated in FIG. 25C as 2506);
900 MHZ/3=300 MHZ (.e., third sub-harmonic, illus-

trated in FIG. 25D as 2508);
900 MHZ/4=225 MHZ(i.e., fourth sub-harmonic, illus-

trated in FIG. 25E as 2510);
900 MHZ/5=180 MHZ(i.e.fifth sub-harmonic, illustrated

in FIG. 25F as 2512); and 900 MHZ/6=150 MHZ(..e., sixth
sub-harmonic, illustrated in FIG. 25G as 2514).

The steps described above can be performedforthe case of
(F-+F-) ina similar fashion. The results can be compared to
the results obtained from the case of (F.-F,,,) to determine
which providesbetter result for an application.

In an embodiment, the invention down-converts an EM
signal to a relatively standard IF in therangeof, for example,
100 KHZ to 200 MHZ.In another embodiment, referred to
herein as a small off-set implementation, the invention down-
converts an EM signalto a relatively low frequency of, for
example, less than 100 KHZ. In another embodiment,
referred to herein asa large off-set implementation, the inven-
tion down-converts an EM signal to a relatively higher IF
signal, such as, for example, above 200 MHZ.

Thevariousoff-set implementations provideselectivity for
different applications. Generally, lower data rate applications
can operate at lower intermediate frequencies. But higher
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intermediate frequencies can allow more information to be
supported for a given modulation technique.

In accordance with the invention, a designer picks an opti-
mum information bandwidth for an application and an opti-
mum intermediate frequency to support the basebandsignal.
The intermediate frequency should be high enoughto support
the bandwidth of the modulating basebandsignal Fy,..

Generally, as the aliasing rate approaches a harmonic or
sub-harmonic frequency of the EM signal, the frequency of
the down-converted IF signal decreases. Similarly, as the
aliasing rate moves away from a harmonic or sub-harmonic
frequency of the EM signal, the IF increases.

Aliased frequencies occur above and below every har-
monic of the aliasing frequency. In order to avoid mapping
other aliasing frequencies in the band ofthe aliasing fre-
quency (IF) of interest, the IF of interest is preferably not near
onehalfthe aliasing rate.

Asdescribed in example implementations below,an alias-
ing module, including a universal frequency translator (UFT)
module built in accordance with the invention, provides a
wide range of flexibility in frequency selection and can thus
be implementedin a wide range ofapplications. Conventional
systems cannot easily offer, or do not allow, this level of
flexibility in frequency selection.

1.1.2 Structural Description
FIG.16 illustrates a block diagram of an under-sampling

system 1602 according to an embodimentof the invention.
The under-sampling system 1602 is an example embodiment
of the generic aliasing system 1302 in FIG. 13. The under-
sampling system 1602 includes an under-sampling module
1606. The under-sampling module 1606 receives the EM
signal 1304 and an under-sampling signal 1604, which
includes under-sampling pulses having negligible apertures
that tend towards zero time, occurring at a frequency equal to
the aliasing rate F,,. The under-sampling signal 1604 is an
example embodimentofthe aliasing signal 1310. The under-
sampling module 1606 under-samples the EM signal 1304 at
the aliasing rate F_,, of the under-sampling signal 1604. The
under-sampling system 1602 outputs a down-converted sig-
nal 1308A.

Preferably, the under-sampling module 1606 under-
samples the EM signal 1304 to down-convert it to the inter-
mediate signal F;,. in the manner shown in the operational
flowchart 1407 of FIG. 14B. But it should be understoodthat

the scope andspirit of the invention includesotherstructural
embodiments for performingthe steps of the flowchart 1407.
The specifics of the other structural embodiments will be
apparentto personsskilled in the relevant art(s) based on the
discussion contained herein. In an embodiment,the aliasing
rate F,, of the under-sampling signal 1604 is chosen in the
mannerdiscussed in Section II.1.1.1 so that the under-sam-

pling module 1606 under-samples the EM carrier signal 1304
generating the intermediate frequency F;,..

The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 is now
described with reference to the flowchart 1407 and to the

timing diagrams in FIGS. 15A-D.In step 1408, the under-
sampling module 1606 receives the AM signal 616 (FIG.
15A).In step 1410, the under-sampling module 1606 receives
the under-sampling signal 1502 (FIG. 15B).In step 1412, the
under-sampling module 1606 under-samples the AM carrier
signal 616 at the aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal
1502, or a multiple thereof, to down-convert the AM carrier
signal 616 to the intermediate signal 1506 (FIG. 15D).

Example implementations of the under-sampling module
1606 are provided in Sections 4 and 5 below.
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1.2 Example Embodiments
Various embodiments related to the method(s) and struc-

ture(s) described above are presented in this section (andits
subsections). These embodiments are described herein for
purposesof illustration, and not limitation. The invention is
not limited to these embodiments. Alternate embodiments

(including equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations,
etc., ofthe embodiments described herein) will be apparent to
persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings
contained herein. The invention is intended and adapted to
include such alternate embodiments.

The method for down-converting the EM signal 1304 to the
intermediate signal F,,., illustrated in the flowchart 1407 of
FIG. 14B, can be implemented with any type of EM signal,
including unmodulated EM carrier signals and modulated
carrier signals including, but not limited to, AM, FM, PM,
etc., or any combination thereof. Operation of the flowchart
1407 of FIG. 14Bis described below for AM, FM and PM
carrier signals. The exemplary descriptions below are
intended to facilitate an understanding of the present inven-
tion. The present invention is not limited to or by the exem-
plary embodiments below.

1.2.1 First Example Embodiment: Amplitude Modulation
1.2.1.1 Operational Description
Operation of the exemplary process of the flowchart 1407

in FIG. 14Bis described below for the analog AM carrier
signal 516, illustrated in FIG. 5C, and for the digital AM
carrier signal 616, illustrated in FIG. 6C.

1.2.1.1.1 Analog AM Carrier Signal
A process for down-converting the analog AM carriersig-

nal 516 in FIG. 5C to an analog AM intermediate signal is
now described with reference to the flowchart 1407 in FIG.

14B. The analog AM carrier signal 516 is re-illustrated in
FIG. 19A for convenience. For this example, the analog AM
carrier signal 516 oscillates at approximately 901 MHZ.In
FIG. 19B, an analog AM carrier signal 1904 illustrates a
portion of the analog AM carrier signal 516 on an expanded
timescale.

The process begins at step 1408, which includesreceiving
the EM signal. This is represented by the analog AM carrier
signal 516 in FIG. 19A.

Step 1410 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 19C illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 1906 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 19B. The under-sampling signal 1906 includes
a train of pulses 1907 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The pulses 1907 repeat at the
aliasing rate, or pulse repetition rate, which is determined or
selected as previously described. Generally, when down-con-
verting to an intermediate signal, the aliasing rate F,, is
substantially equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a sub-
harmonic of the difference frequency Fpy;--. For this
example, the aliasing rate is approximately 450 MHZ.

Step 1412 includes under-sampling the EM signalat the
aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to the interme-
diate signal F,,. Step 1412 is illustrated in FIG. 19B by
under-sample points 1905.

Because a harmonicof the aliasingrate is off-set from the
AMcarrier signal 516, the under-sample points 1905 “walk
through” the analog AM carrier signal 516. In this example,
the under-sample points 1905 “walk through” the analog AM
carrier signal 516 at approximately a one megahertz rate. In
other words, the under-sample points 1905 occurat different
locations on subsequent cycles of the AM carrier signal 516.
As a result, the under-sample points 1905 capture varying
amplitudes ofthe analog AM signal 516. For example, under-
sample point 1905A hasa larger amplitude than under sample
point 1905B.
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In FIG. 19D, the under-sample points 1905 correlate to
voltage points 1908. In an embodiment, the voltage points
1908 form an analog AM intermediate signal 1910. This can
be accomplished in many ways. For example, each voltage
point 1908 can be heldat a relatively constant level until the
next voltage point is received. This results in a stair-step
output which can be smoothedorfiltered if desired, as dis-
cussed below.

In FIG. 19E, an AM intermediate signal 1912 represents
the AM intermediate signal 1910, after filtering, on a com-
pressed time scale. Although FIG. 19E illustrates the AM
intermediate signal 1912as a filtered outputsignal, the output
signal does not needto befiltered or smoothed to be within the
scope of the invention. Instead, the output signal can be tai-
lored for different applications.

TheAM intermediate signal 1912is substantially similar to
the AM carrier signal 516, except that the AM intermediate
signal 1912is at the 1 MHZ intermediate frequency. The AM
intermediate signal 1912 can be demodulated through any
conventional AM demodulation technique.

The drawingsreferred to hereinillustrate frequency down-
conversion in accordancewiththe invention. For example, the
AM intermediate signal 1910 in FIG. 19D and the AM inter-
mediate signal 1912 in FIG. 19E illustrate that the AM carrier
signal 516 was successfully down-converted to an intermedi-
ate signal by retaining enough basebandinformationfor suf-
ficient reconstruction.

1.2.1.1.2 Digital AM Carrier Signal
A process for down-converting the digital AM carriersig-

nal 616 m FIG.6C to a digital AM intermediate signal is now
described with reference to the flowchart 1407 in FIG. 14B.

The digital AM carrier signal 616 is re-illustrated in FIG. 18A
for convenience. For this example, the digital AM carrier
signal 616 oscillates at approximately 901 MHZ. In FIG.
18B, anAM carrier signal 1804illustrates a portion ofthe AM
signal 616, from timet0 to t1, on an expandedtimescale.

The process begins at step 1408, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the AM signal 616 in
FIG. 18A.

Step 1410 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 18C illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 1806 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 18B. The under-sampling signal 1806 includes
a train of pulses 1807 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The pulses 1807 repeat at the
aliasing rate, or pulse repetition rate, which is determined or
selected as previously described. Generally, when down-con-
verting to an intermediate signal, the aliasing rate F,, is
substantially equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a sub-
harmonic of the difference frequency Fy;--. For this
example, the aliasing rate is approximately 450 MHZ.

Step 1412 includes under-sampling the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to the interme-
diate signal F,,. Step 1412 is illustrated in FIG. 18B by
under-sample points 1805.

Because a harmonicofthe aliasing rateis off-set from the
AMcarrier signal 616, the under-sample points 1805 walk
through the AM carrier signal 616. In other words, the under-
sample points 1805 occurat different locations of subsequent
cycles of the AM signal 616. As a result, the under-sample
points 1805 capture various amplitudes ofthe AM signal 616.
In this example, the under-sample points 1805 walk through
the AM carriersignal 616 at approximately a 1 MHZrate. For
example, under-sample point 1805A has a larger amplitude
than under-sample point 1805B.

In FIG. 18D, the under-sample points 1805 correlate to
voltage points 1808. In an embodiment, the voltage points
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1805 form an AM intermediate signal 1810. This can be
accomplished in many ways. For example, each voltage point
1808 can be held at a relatively constant level until the next
voltage point is received. This results in a stair-step output
which can be smoothedor filtered if desired, as discussed
below.

In FIG. 18E, an AM intermediate signal 1812 represents
the AM intermediate signal 1810, after filtering, on a com-
pressed time scale. Although FIG. 18E illustrates the AM
intermediate signal 1812as a filtered outputsignal, the output
signal does not needto befiltered or smoothed to be within the
scope of the invention. Instead, the output signal can betai-
lored for different applications.

TheAM intermediate signal 1812 is substantially similar to
the AM carrier signal 616, except that the AM intermediate
signal 1812is at the 1 MHZ intermediate frequency. The AM
intermediate signal 1812 can be demodulated through any
conventional AM demodulation technique.

The drawingsreferred to hereinillustrate frequency down-
conversion in accordancewith the invention. For example, the
AM intermediate signal 1810 in FIG. 18D and the AM inter-
mediate signal 1812 in FIG. 18E illustrate that the AM carrier
signal 616 was successfully down-converted to an intermedi-
ate signal by retaining enough baseband informationfor suf-
ficient reconstruction.

1.2.1.2 Structural Description
The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 is now

described for the analog AM carrier signal 516, with refer-
ence to the flowchart 1407 and to the timing diagrams of
FIGS. 19A-E.In step 1408, the under-sampling module 1606
receives the AM carrier signal 516 (FIG. 19A).In step 1410,
the under-sampling module 1606 receives the under-sam-
pling signal 1906 (FIG. 19C). In step 1412, the under-sam-
pling module 1606 under-samples the AM carrier signal 516
at the aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal 1906 to
down-convert it to the AM intermediate signal 1912 (FIG.
19E).

The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 is now
described for the digital AM carriersignal 616, with reference
to the flowchart 1407 and to the timing diagrams of FIGS.
18A-E. In step 1408, the under-sampling module 1606
receives the AM carrier signal 616 (FIG. 18A).In step 1410,
the under-sampling module 1606 receives the under-sam-
pling signal 1806 (FIG. 18C). In step 1412, the under-sam-
pling module 1606 under-samples the AM carrier signal 616
at the aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal 1806 to
down-convert it to the AM intermediate signal 1812 (FIG.
18E).

Example implementations of the under-sampling module
1606 are provided in Sections 4 and 5 below.

1.2.2 Second Example Embodiment: Frequency Modula-
tion

1.2.2.1 Operational Description
Operation of the exemplary process of the flowchart 1407

in FIG. 14B is described below for the analog FM carrier
signal 716, illustrated in FIG. 7C, and for the digital FM
carrier signal 816, illustrated in FIG. 8C.

1.2.2.1.1 Analog FM Carrier Signal
A process for down-converting the analog FM carriersig-

nal 716 to an analog FM intermediate signal is now described
with reference to the flowchart 1407 in FIG. 14B. The analog
FM carrier signal 716 is re-illustrated in FIG. 20A for conve-
nience. For this example, the analog FM carrier signal 716
oscillates at approximately 901 MHZ. In FIG. 20B, an FM
carrier signal 2004 illustrates a portion of the analog FM
carrier signal 716, from time t1 to t3, on an expanded time
scale.
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The process begins at step 1408, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. This is represented in FIG. 20A by the FM
carrier signal 716.

Step 1410 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 20C illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 2006 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 20B. The under-sampling signal 2006 includes
a train of pulses 2007 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The pulses 2007 repeat at the
aliasing rate or pulse repetition rate, which is determined or
selected as previously described. Generally, when down-con-
verting to an intermediate signal, the aliasing rate F,, is
substantially equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a sub-
harmonic of the difference frequency F,,,,. For this
example, where the FM carrier signal 716 is centered around
901 MHZ,the aliasing rate is approximately 450 MHZ.

Step 1412 includes under-sampling the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to the interme-
diate signal F,,. Step 1412 is illustrated in FIG. 20B by
under-sample points 2005.

Because a harmonicofthe aliasing rateis off-set from the
FM carrier signal 716, the under-sample points 2005 occur at
different locations of subsequent cycles ofthe under-sampled
signal 716. In other words, the under-sample points 2005
walk through the signal 716. As a result, the under-sample
points 2005 capture various amplitudes of the FM carrier
signal 716.

In FIG. 20D, the under-sample points 2005 correlate to
voltage points 2008. In an embodiment, the voltage points
2005 form an analog FM intermediate signal 2010. This can
be accomplished in many ways. For example, each voltage
point 2008 can be heldat a relatively constant level until the
next voltage point is received. This results in a stair-step
output which can be smoothedorfiltered if desired, as dis-
cussed below.

In FIG. 20E, an FM intermediate signal 2012 illustrates the
FM intermediate signal 2010,after filtering, on a compressed
time scale. Although FIG. 20E illustrates the FM intermediate
signal 2012 asa filtered output signal, the output signal does
not needto befiltered or smoothed to be within the scope of
the invention. Instead, the output signal can be tailored for
different applications.

The FM intermediate signal 2012 is substantially similar to
the FM carrier signal 716, except that the FM intermediate
signal 2012 is at the 1 MHZ intermediate frequency. The FM
intermediate signal 2012 can be demodulated through any
conventional FM demodulation technique.

The drawingsreferred to hereinillustrate frequency down-
conversion in accordancewiththe invention. For example, the
FM intermediate signal 2010 in FIG. 20D and the FM inter-
mediate signal 2012 in FIG. 20Eillustrate that the FM carrier
signal 716 was successfully down-converted to an intermedi-
ate signal by retaining enough basebandinformationfor suf-
ficient reconstruction.

1.2.2.1.2 Digital FM Carrier Signal
A process for down-converting the digital FM carrier sig-

nal 816 to a digital FM intermediate signal is now described
with reference to the flowchart 1407 in FIG. 14B. The digital
FM carrier signal 816 is re-illustrated in FIG. 21A for conve-
nience. For this example, the digital FM carrier signal 816
oscillates at approximately 901 MHZ. In FIG. 21B, an FM
carrier signal 2104 illustrates a portion of the FM carrier
signal $16, from timet1 to t3, on an expandedtimescale.

The process begins at step 1408, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. This is represented in FIG. 21A, by the FM
carrier signal 816.
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Step 1410 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 21C illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 2106 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 21B. The under-sampling signal 2106 includes
a train of pulses 2107 having negligible apertures that tend
toward zero time in duration. The pulses 2107 repeat at the
aliasing rate, or pulse repetition rate, which is determined or
selected as previously described. Generally, when down-con-
verting to an intermediate signal, the aliasing rate F,, is
substantially equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a sub-
harmonic of the difference frequencyF,7-.. In this example,
where the FM carrier signal 816 is centered around 901 MHZ,
the aliasing rate is selected as approximately 450 MHZ,
which is a sub-harmonic of 900 MHZ,whichis off-set by 1
MHZfrom the center frequency of the FM carrier signal 816.

Step 1412 includes under-sampling the EM signalat the
aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signalto an intermedi-
ate signal F,,.. Step 1412is illustrated in FIG. 21B by under-
sample points 2105.

Because a harmonicof the aliasingrate is off-set from the
FM carrier signal 816, the under-sample points 2105 occur at
different locations of subsequent cycles of the FM carrier
signal 816. In other words, the under-sample points 2105
walk through the signal 816. As a result, the under-sample
points 2105 capture various amplitudesof the signal 816.

In FIG. 21D, the under-sample points 2105 correlate to
voltage points 2108. In an embodiment, the voltage points
2108 form a digital FM intermediate signal 2110. This can be
accomplished in many ways. For example, each voltage point
2108 can be held at a relatively constant level until the next
voltage point is received. This results in a stair-step output
which can be smoothedor filtered if desired, as described
below.

In FIG. 21E, an FM intermediate signal 2112 represents the
FM intermediate signal 2110, after filtering, on a compressed
time scale. Although FIG.21Eillustrates the FM intermediate
signal 2112 asa filtered output signal, the output signal does
not needto befiltered or smoothed to be within the scope of
the invention. Instead, the output signal can be tailored for
different applications.

The FM intermediate signal 2112 is substantially similar to
the FM carrier signal 816, except that the FM intermediate
signal 2112is at the 1 MHZ intermediate frequency. The FM
intermediate signal 2112 can be demodulated through any
conventional FM demodulation technique.

The drawingsreferred to hereinillustrate frequency down-
conversion m accordancewith the invention. For example, the
FM intermediate signal 2110 in FIG. 21D and the FM inter-
mediate signal 2112 in FIG.21Eillustrate that the FM carrier
signal 816 was successfully down-converted to an intermedi-
ate signal by retaining enough baseband informationfor suf-
ficient reconstruction.

1.2.2.2 Structural Description
The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 is now

described for the analog FM carriersignal 716, with reference
to the flowchart 1407 and the timing diagrams of FIGS. 20A-
E.In step 1408, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the
FM carrier signal 716 (FIG. 20A). In step 1410, the under-
sampling module 1606 receives the under-sampling signal
2006 (FIG. 20C). In step 1412, the under-sampling module
1606 under-samples the FM carrier signal 716 atthe aliasing
rate of the under-sampling signal 2006 to down-convert the
FM carrier signal 716 to the FM intermediate signal 2012
(FIG. 20E).

The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 is now
describedfor the digital FM carrier signal 816, with reference
to the flowchart 1407 and the timing diagrams of FIGS. 21A-
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E.In step 1408, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the
FM carrier signal 816 (FIG. 21A). In step 1410, the under-
sampling module 1606 receives the under-sampling signal
2106 (FIG. 21C). In step 1412, the under-sampling module
1606 under-samples the FM carrier signal 816 at the aliasing
rate of the under-sampling signal 2106 to down-convert the
FM carrier signal 816 to the FM intermediate signal 2112
(FIG. 21E).

Example implementations of the under-sampling module
1606 are provided in Sections 4 and 5 below.

1.2.3 Third Example Embodiment: Phase Modulation
1.2.3.1 Operational Description
Operation of the exemplary process of the flowchart 1407

in FIG. 14B is described below for the analog PM carrier
signal 916, illustrated in FIG. 9C, and for the digital PM
carrier signal 1016, illustrated in FIG. 10C.

1.2.3.1.1 Analog PM Carrier Signal
A process for down-converting the analog PM carrier sig-

nal 916 to an analog PM intermediate signal is now described
with reference to the flowchart 1407 in FIG. 14B. The analog
PM carrier signal 916 is re-illustrated in FIG. 23A for conve-
nience. For this example, the analog PM carrier signal 916
oscillates at approximately 901 MHZ. In FIG. 23B, a PM
carrier signal 2304 illustrates a portion of the analog PM
carrier signal 916, from time t1 to t3, on an expanded time
scale.

The process of down-converting the PM carrier signal 916
to a PM intermediate signal begins at step 1408, which
includes receiving an EM signal. This is represented in FIG.
23, by the analog PM carrier signal 916.

Step 1410 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 23C illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 2306 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 23B. The under-sampling signal 2306 includes
a train of pulses 2307 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The pulses 2307 repeat at the
aliasing rate, or pulse repetition rate, which is determined or
selected as previously described. Generally, when down-con-
verting to an intermediate signal, the aliasing rate F,, is
substantially equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a sub-
harmonic ofthe difference frequency F,,,,.-. In this example,
the aliasing rate is approximately 450 MHZ.

Step 1412 includes under-sampling the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to the interme-
diate signalF,,.. Step 1412 is illustrated in FIG. 23B by under-
sample points 2305.

Because a harmonicofthe aliasing rateis off-set from the
PM carrier signal 916, the under-sample points 2305 occur at
different locations of subsequent cycles of the PM carrier
signal 916. Asaresult, the under-sample points capture vari-
ous amplitudes of the PM carrier signal 916.

In FIG. 23D, voltage points 2308 correlate to the under-
sample points 2305. In an embodiment, the voltage points
2308 form an analog PM intermediate signal 2310. This can
be accomplished in many ways. For example, each voltage
point 2308 can be heldat a relatively constant level until the
next voltage point is received. This results in a stair-step
output which can be smoothed or filtered if desired, as
described below.

In FIG. 23E, an analog PM intermediate signal 2312 illus-
trates the analog PM intermediate signal 2310, after filtering,
ona compressedtime scale. Although FIG. 23E illustrates the
PM intermediate signal 2312 asafiltered output signal, the
output signal does not needto befiltered or smoothed to be
within the scope of the invention. Instead, the output signal
can betailored for different applications.
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The analog PM intermediate signal 2312 is substantially
similar to the analog PM carrier signal 916, except that the
analog PM intermediate signal 2312 is at the 1 MHZ inter-
mediate frequency. The analog PM intermediate signal 2312
can be demodulated through any conventional PM demodu-
lation technique.

The drawingsreferred to hereinillustrate frequency down-
conversion in accordancewith the invention. For example, the
analog PM intermediate signal 2310 in FIG. 23D and the
analog PM intermediate signal 2312 in FIG. 23E illustrate
that the analog PM carrier signal 2316 was successfully
down-converted to an intermediate signal by retaining
enough baseband information for sufficient reconstruction.

1.2.3.1.2 Digital PM Carrier Signal
A process for down-converting the digital PM carrier sig-

nal 1016 to a digital PM intermediate signal IS now described
with reference to the flowchart 1407 in FIG. 14B. Thedigital
PM carrier signal 1016 is re-illustrated in FIG. 22A for con-
venience.For this example, the digital PM carrier signal 1016
oscillates at approximately 901 MHZ. In FIG. 22B, a PM
carrier signal 2204 illustrates a portion of the digital PM
carrier signal 1016, from time t1 to t3, on an expanded time
scale.

The process begins at step 1408, which includesreceiving
an EMsignal. This is represented in FIG. 22A bythe digital
PM carrier signal 1016.

Step 1408 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rateF,,. FIG. 22C illustrates example
under-sampling signal 2206 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 22B. The under-sampling signal 2206 includes
a train of pulses 2207 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The pulses 2207 repeat at the
aliasingrate, or a pulse repetition rate, which is determined or
selected as previously described. Generally, when down-con-
verting to an intermediate signal, the aliasing rate F,, is
substantially equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a sub-
harmonic of the difference frequency F,,,-,. In this example,
the aliasing rate is approximately 450 MHZ.

Step 1412 includes under-sampling the EM signalat the
aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signalto an intermedi-
ate signalF,,.. Step 1412is illustrated in FIG. 22B by under-
sample points 2205.

Because a harmonicof the aliasingrate is off-set from the
PM carrier signal 1016, the under-sample points 2205 occur
at different locations of subsequent cycles of the PM carrier
signal 1016.

In FIG. 22D, voltage points 2208 correlate to the under-
sample points 2205. In an embodiment, the voltage points
2208 form a digital analog PM intermediate signal 2210. This
can be accomplished in many ways. For example, each volt-
age point 2208 can be held ata relatively constantlevel until
the next voltage point is received. This results in a stair-step
output which can be smoothed or filtered if desired, as
described below.

In FIG. 22E,a digital PM intermediate signal 2212 repre-
sents the digital PM intermediate signal 2210 on a com-
pressed time scale. Although FIG. 22E illustrates the PM
intermediate signal 2212 as a filtered outputsignal, the output
signal does not needto befiltered or smoothed to be within the
scope of the invention. Instead, the output signal can betai-
lored for different applications.

The digital PM intermediate signal 2212 is substantially
similar to the digital PM carrier signal 1016, except that the
digital PM intermediate signal 2212 is at the 1 MHZ interme-
diate frequency. The digital PM carrier signal 2212 can be
demodulated through any conventional PM demodulation
technique.
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The drawingsreferred to hereinillustrate frequency down-
conversion in accordancewiththe invention. For example, the
digital PM intermediate signal 2210 in FIG. 22D and the
digital PM intermediate signal 2212 in FIG.22Eillustrate that
the digital PM carrier signal 1016 was successfully down-
convertedto an intermediate signal by retaining enough base-
band information for sufficient reconstruction.

1.2.3.2 Structural Description
The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 is now

described for the analog PM carriersignal 916, with reference
to the flowchart 1407 and the timing diagrams ofFIGS. 23A-
E.In step 1408, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the
PM carrier signal 916 (FIG. 23A). In step 1410, the under-
sampling module 1606 receives the under-sampling signal
2306 (FIG. 23C). In step 1412, the under-sampling module
1606 under-samples the PM carrier signal 916 at the aliasing
rate of the under-sampling signal 2306 to down-convert the
PM carrier signal 916 to the PM intermediate signal 2312
(FIG. 23E).

The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 is now
described for the digital PM carrier signal 1016, with refer-
ence to the flowchart 1407 andthe timing diagrams of FIGS.
22A-E. In step 1408, the under-sampling module 1606
receives the PM carrier signal 1016 (FIG. 22A). In step 1410,
the under-sampling module 1606 receives the under-sam-
pling signal 2206 (FIG. 22C). In step 1412, the under-sam-
pling module 1606 under-samples the PM carrier signal 1016
at the aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal 2206 to
down-convert the PM carrier signal 1016 to the PM interme-
diate signal 2212 (FIG. 22E).

Example implementations of the under-sampling module
1606 are provided in Sections 4 and 5 below.

1.2.4 Other Embodiments

The embodiments described above are provided for pur-
posesofillustration. These embodiments are not intended to
limit the invention. Alternate embodiments,differing slightly
or substantially from those described herein, will be apparent
to personsskilled in the relevantart(s) based on the teachings
contained herein. Such alternate embodimentsfall within the

scope andspirit ofthe present invention. Example implemen-
tations of the under-sampling module 1606 are provided in
Sections 4 and 5 below.

1.3 Implementation Examples
Exemplary operational and/or structural implementations

related to the method(s), structure(s), and/or embodiments
described aboveare presented in Sections 4 and 5 below. The
implementations are presented for purposes ofillustration,
and not limitation. The inventionis not limitedto the particu-
lar implementation examples described therein. Alternate
implementations (including equivalents, extensions, varia-
tions, deviations, etc., of those described herein) will be
apparentto personsskilled in the relevant art(s) based on the
teachings contained herein. Such alternate implementations
fall within the scope andspirit of the present invention.
2. Directly Down-Converting an EM Signal to a Baseband
Signal (Direct-to-Data)

In an embodiment,the invention directly down-converts an
EMsignal to a baseband signal, by under-sampling the EM
signal. This embodimentis referred to herein as direct-to-data
down-conversion andis illustrated in FIG. 45B as 4510.

This embodiment can be implemented with modulated and
unmodulated EM signals. This embodiment is described
herein using the modulatedcarrier signal F,,.. in FIG. 1, as an
example. In the example, the modulatedcarrier signal Fy, is
directly down-converted to the demodulated baseband signal
Fpyg- Upon reading the disclosure and examplestherein, one
skilled in the relevant art(s) will understandthat the invention
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is applicable to down-convert any EM signal, including but
not limited to, modulated carrier signals and unmodulated
carrier signals.

The following sections describe example methods for
directly down-converting the modulatedcarrier signal F,,..to
the demodulated baseband signal F,,,,. Exemplary struc-
tural embodiments for implementing the methodsare also
described. It should be understood that the invention is not

limited to the particular embodiments described below.
Equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc., of the
following will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
art(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such equiva-
lents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc., are within the
scope andspirit of the present invention.

The following sections include a high level discussion,
example embodiments, and implementation examples.

2.1 High Level Description
This section (including its subsections) provides a high-

level description of directly down-converting the modulated
carrier signal F,,-. to the demodulated basebandsignal Fyyyz,
according to the invention. In particular, an operational pro-
cess ofdirectly down-converting the modulated carriersignal
Fyc to the demodulated basebandsignal F,,,, is described at
a high-level. Also, a structural implementation for imple-
menting this process is described at a high-level. The struc-
tural implementation is described herein for illustrative pur-
poses, and is not limiting. In particular, the process described
in this section can be achieved using any numberof structural
implementations, one of which is described in this section.
The details of such structural implementations will be appar-
ent to personsskilled in the relevantart(s) based on the teach-
ings contained herein.

2.1.1 Operational Description
FIG. 14C depicts a flowchart 1413 thatillustrates an exem-

plary methodfor directly down-converting an EM signal to a
demodulated baseband signal F,,,,. The exemplary method
illustrated in the flowchart 1413 is an embodiment of the
flowchart 1401 in FIG. 14A.

Anyand all combinations of modulation techniques are
valid for this invention. Forease ofdiscussion, the digital AM
carrier signal 616 is usedto illustrate a high level operational
description of the invention. Subsequent sections provide
detailed descriptions for AM and PM example embodiments.
FM presents special considerations that are dealt with sepa-
rately in Section I.3, below. Upon reading the disclosure and
examplestherein, one skilled in the relevantart(s) will under-
stand that the invention can be implemented to down-convert
any type of EM signal, including any form of modulated
carrier signal and unmodulatedcarrier signals.

The method illustrated in the flowchart 1413 is now

described at a high level using the digital AM carrier signal
616, from FIG. 6C. The digital AM carrier signal 616 is
re-illustrated in FIG. 33A for convenience.

The process of the flowchart 1413 begins at step 1414,
which includes receiving an EM signal. Step 1414 is repre-
sented by the digital AM carrier signal 616 in FIG. 33A.

Step 1416 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 33B illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 3302 which includesa train of pulses
3303 having negligible apertures that tend towards zero time
in duration. The pulses 3303 repeatat the aliasing rate or pulse
repetition rate. The aliasing rate is determined in accordance
with EQ.(2), reproduced below for convenience.

Foon Fsathip EQ. (2)

Whendirectly down-converting an EM signal to baseband
(i.e., zero IF), EQ. (2) becomes:

Foun Fap EQ. (8)
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Thus, to directly down-convert the AM signal 616 to a
demodulated baseband signal, the aliasing rate is substan-
tially equal to the frequency of the AM signal 616 or to a
harmonic or sub-harmonic thereof. Althoughthe aliasing rate
is too low to permit reconstruction of higher frequency com-
ponents ofthe AM signal 616 (i.e., the carrier frequency),it is
high enough to permit substantial reconstruction of the lower
frequency modulating baseband signal 310.

Step 1418 includes under-sampling the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to directly down-convert it to the demodulated
baseband signalF,,,,. FIG. 33C illustrates a stair step
demodulated basebandsignal 3304, which is generated by the
direct down-conversion process. The demodulated baseband
signal 3304 is similar to the digital modulating baseband
signal 310 in FIG.3.

FIG. 33D depicts a filtered demodulated baseband signal
3306, which can be generated from thestair step demodulated
baseband signal 3304. The invention can thus generate a
filtered output signal, a partially filtered output signal, or a
relatively unfiltered stair step output signal. The choice
betweenfiltered,partially filtered and non-filtered output sig-
nals is generally a design choice that depends uponthe appli-
cation of the invention.

2.1.2 Structural Description
FIG.16 illustrates the block diagram ofthe under-sampling

system 1602 according to an embodimentof the invention.
The under-sampling system 1602 is an example embodiment
of the genetic aliasing system 1302 in FIG. 13.

Inadirect to data embodiment, the frequency of the under-
sampling signal 1604 is substantially equal to a harmonic of
the EM signal 1304 or, more typically, a sub-harmonic
thereof. Preferably, the under-sampling module 1606 under-
samples the EM signal 1304to directly down-convert it to the
demodulated baseband signalF,,,,, in the manner shown in
the operational flowchart 1413. But it should be understood
that the scope andspirit of the invention includesother struc-
tural embodiments for performing the steps of the flowchart
1413. The specifics of the other structural embodiments will
be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on
the discussion contained herein.

The operationofthe aliasing system 1602 is now described
for the digital AM carrier signal 616, with reference to the
flowchart 1413 andto the timing diagrams in FIGS. 33A-D.
In step 1414, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the
AMcarrier signal 616 (FIG. 33A). In step 1416, the under-
sampling module 1606 receives the under-sampling signal
3302 (FIG. 33B).

In step 1418, the under-sampling module 1606 under-
samples the AM carrier signal 616 at the aliasing rate of the
under-sampling signal 3302 to directly down-convert the AM
carrier signal 616 to the demodulated basebandsignal 3304 in
FIG. 33C orthefiltered demodulated basebandsignal 3306 in
FIG. 33D.

Example implementations of the under-sampling module
1606 are provided in Sections 4 and 5 below.

2.2 Example Embodiments
Various embodiments related to the method(s) andstruc-

ture(s) described above are presented in this section (andits
subsections). These embodiments are described herein for
purposesof illustration, and not limitation. The invention is
not limited to these embodiments. Alternate embodiments

(including equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations,
etc., ofthe embodiments described herein) will be apparent to
persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings
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contained herein. The invention is intended and adapted to
include such alternate embodiments.

The method for down-converting the EM signal 1304 to the
demodulated baseband signal F,,,5, illustrated in the flow-
chart 1413 of FIG. 14C, can be implemented with any type
EMsignal, including modulated carrier signals, including but
not limited to, AM, PM,etc., or any combination thereof.
Operation of the flowchart 1413 of FIG. 14C is described
below forAM and PM carrier signals. The exemplary descrip-
tions below are intendedto facilitate an understanding ofthe
present invention. The present invention is not limited to or by
the exemplary embodiments below.

2.2.1 First Example Embodiment: Amplitude Modulation
2.2.1.1 Operational Description
Operation of the exemplary processof the flowchart 1413

in FIG. 14C is described below for the analog AM carrier
signal 516, illustrated in FIG. 5C and for the digital AM
carrier signal 616, illustrated in FIG. 6C.

2.2.1.1.1 Analog AM Carrier Signal
A process for directly down-converting the analog AM

carrier signal 516 to a demodulated basebandsignal is now
described with reference to the flowchart 1413 in FIG. 14C.

The analog AM carrier signal 516 is re-illustrated in 35A for
convenience. For this example, the analog AM carrier signal
516 oscillates at approximately 900 MHZ.In FIG. 35B, an
analog AM carrier signal 3504 illustrates a portion of the
analog AM carrier signal 516 on an expanded timescale.

The process begins at step 1414, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the analog AM carrier
signal 516.

Step 1416 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 35C illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 3506 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 35B. The under-sampling signal 3506 includes
a train of pulses 3507 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The pulses 3507 repeat at the
aliasing rate or pulse repetition rate, which is determined or
selected as previously described. Generally, when directly
down-converting to a demodulated basebandsignal, the alias-
ing rate F,, is substantially equal to a harmonic or, more
typically, a sub-harmonic ofthe under-sampledsignal. In this
example, the aliasing rate is approximately 450 MHZ.

Step 1418 includes under-sampling the EM signalat the
aliasing rate to directly down-convert it to the demodulated
basebandsignal F,,,9. Step 1418 is illustrated in FIG. 35B by
under-sample points 3505. Because a harmonic ofthe alias-
ing rate is substantially equal to the frequency of the signal
516, essentially no IF is produced. The only substantial
aliased componentis the basebandsignal.

In FIG. 35D, voltage points 3508 correlate to the under-
sample points 3505. In an embodiment, the voltage points
3508 form a demodulated baseband signal 3510. This can be
accomplished in many ways. For example, each voltage point
3508 can be held at a relatively constant level until the next
voltage point is received. This results in a stair-step output
which can be smoothedor filtered if desired, as described
below.

In FIG. 35E, a demodulated baseband signal 3512 repre-
sents the demodulated baseband signal 3510,after filtering,
ona compressed time scale. Although FIG. 35Eillustrates the
demodulated basebandsignal 3512 as a filtered output signal,
the output signal does not needto befiltered or smoothed to be
within the scope of the invention. Instead, the output signal
can betailored for different applications.

The demodulated baseband signal 3512 is substantially
similar to the modulating baseband signal 210. The demodu-
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lated basebandsignal 3512 can be processed using any signal
processing technique(s) without further down-conversion or
demodulation.

Thealiasing rate ofthe under-sampling signalis preferably
controlled to optimize the demodulated baseband signal for
amplitude output and polarity, as desired.

In the example above, the under-sample points 3505 occur
at positive locations of the AM carrier signal 516. Alterna-
tively, the under-sample points 3505 can occur at other loca-
tions including negative points of the analog AM carrier sig-
nal 516. When the under-sample points 3505 occur at
negative locations of the AM carrier signal 516, the resultant
demodulated basebandsignalis inverted relative to the modu-
lating baseband signal 210.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate direct to data
down—conversion in accordance with the invention. For

example, the demodulated basebandsignal 3510 in FIG. 35D
and the demodulated basebandsignal 3512 in FIG. 35Eillus-
trate that the AM carrier signal 516 was successfully down-
converted to the demodulated basebandsignal 3510 byretain-
ing enough baseband information for—sufficient
reconstruction.

2.2.1.1.2 Digital AM Carrier Signal
A process for directly down-converting the digital AM

carrier signal 616 to a demodulated baseband signal is now
described with reference to the flowchart 1413 in FIG. 14C.

The digital AM carrier signal 616 is re-illustrated in FIG. 36A
for convenience. For this example, the digital AM carrier
signal 616 oscillates at approximately 901 MHZ. In FIG.
36B, a digital AM carrier signal 3604illustrates a portion of
the digital AM carrier signal 616 on an expandedtimescale.

The process begins at step 1414, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the digital AM carrier
signal 616.

Step 1416 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 36C illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 3606 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 36B. The under-sampling signal 3606 includes
a train of pulses 3607 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The pulses 3607 repeat at the
aliasing rate or pulse repetition rate, which is determined or
selected as previously described. Generally, when directly
down-converting to a demodulated basebandsignal, the alias-
ing rate F,, is substantially equal to a harmonic or, more
typically, a sub-harmonic ofthe under-sampledsignal. In this
example, the aliasing rate is approximately 450 MHZ.

Step 1418 includes under-sampling the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to directly down-convert it to the demodulated
basebandsignal F,,,5. Step 1418 is illustrated in FIG. 36B by
under-sample points 3605. Because the aliasing rate is sub-
stantially equal to the AM carrier signal 616, or to aharmonic
or sub-harmonic thereof, essentially no IF is produced. The
only substantial aliased componentis the basebandsignal.

In FIG. 36D, voltage points 3608 correlate to the under-
sample points 3605. In an embodiment, the voltage points
3608 form a demodulated baseband signal 3610. This can be
accomplished in many ways. For example, each voltage point
3608 can be held at a relatively constant level until the next
voltage point is received. This results in a stair-step output
which can be smoothedor filtered if desired, as described
below.

In FIG. 36E, a demodulated basebandsignal 3612 repre-
sents the demodulated baseband signal 3610, after filtering,
ona compressedtime scale. Although FIG. 36Eillustrates the
demodulated basebandsignal 3612 asa filtered output signal,
the output signal does not needto befiltered or smoothed to be
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within the scope of the invention. Instead, the output signal
can betailored for different applications.

The demodulated baseband signal 3612 is substantially
similar to the digital modulating baseband signal 310. The
demodulated analog basebandsignal 3612 can be processed
using any signal processing technique(s) without further
down-conversion or demodulation.

Thealiasing rate ofthe under-sampling signalis preferably
controlled to optimize the demodulated baseband signal for
amplitude output and polarity, as desired.

In the example above, the under-sample points 3605 occur
at positive locations of signal portion 3604. Alternatively, the
under-sample points 3605 can occur at other locations includ-
ing negative locations of the signal portion 3604. When the
under-sample points 3605 occur at negative points, the result-
ant demodulated baseband signalIS inverted with respect to
the modulating basebandsignal 310.

The drawingsreferred to hereinillustrate frequency down-
conversion in accordancewith the invention. For example, the
demodulated baseband signal 3610 in FIG. 36D and the
demodulated basebandsignal 3612 in FIG. 36E illustrate that
the digital AM carrier signal 616 was successfully down-
converted to the demodulated basebandsignal 3610 byretain-
ing enough basebandinformation for sufficient reconstruc-
tion.

2.2.1.2 Structural Description
The operation of the under-sampling module 1606 is now

described for the analog AM carrier signal 516, with refer-
ence to the flowchart 1413 andthe timing diagrams of FIGS.
35A-E. In step 1414, the under-sampling module 1606
receives the analog AM carrier signal 516 (FIG. 35A).In step
1416, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the under-
sampling signal 3506 (FIG. 35C). In step 1418, the under-
sampling module 1606 under-samples the analog AM carrier
signal 516 at the aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal
3506to directly to down-convert the AM carrier signal 516 to
the demodulated analog basebandsignal 3510 in FIG. 35D or
to the filtered demodulated analog baseband signal 3512 in
FIG. 35E.

The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 is now
described for the digital AM carriersignal 616, with reference
to the flowchart 1413 and the timing diagramsofFIGS. 36A-
E.In step 1414, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the
digital AM carrier signal 616 (FIG. 36A). In step 1416, the
under-sampling module 1606 receives the under-sampling
signal 3606 (FIG. 36C). In step 1418, the under-sampling
module 1606 under-samplesthe digital AM carriersignal 616
at the aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal 3606 to
down-convert the digital AM carrier signal 616 to the
demodulated digital baseband signal 3610 in FIG. 36D or to
the filtered demodulated digital basebandsignal 3612 in FIG.
36E.

Example implementations of the under-sampling module
1606 are provided in Sections 4 and 5 below.

2.2.2 Second Example Embodiment: Phase Modulation
2.2.2.1 Operational Description
Operation of the exemplary processof the flowchart 1413

in FIG. 14C is described below for the analog PM carrier
signal 916, illustrated in FIG. 9C, and for the digital PM
carrier signal 1016,illustrated in FIG. 10C.

2.2.2.1.1 Analog PM Carrier Signal
A process for directly down-converting the analog PM

carrier signal 916 to a demodulated basebandsignal is now
described with reference to the flowchart 1413 in FIG. 14C.

The analog PM carrier signal 916is re-illustrated in 37A for
convenience. For this example, the analog PM carrier signal
916 oscillates at approximately 900 MHZ.In FIG. 37B, an
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analog PM carrier signal 3704 illustrates a portion of the
analog PM carrier signal 916 on an expandedtimescale.

The process begins at step 1414, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the analog PM signal
916.

Step 1416 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 37C illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 3706 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 37B. The under-sampling signal 3706 includes
a train of pulses 3707 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The pulses 3707 repeat at the
aliasing rate or pulse repetition rate, which is determined or
selected as previously described.

Generally, when directly down-converting to a demodu-
lated baseband signal, the aliasing rate F,, is substantially
equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a sub-harmonic ofthe
under-sampled signal. In this example, the aliasing rate is
approximately 450 MHZ.

Step 1418 includes under-sampling the analog PM carrier
signal 916 at the aliasing rate to directly down-convert it to a
demodulated basebandsignal. Step 1418is illustrated in FIG.
37B by under-sample points 3705.

Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is substantially
equalto the frequency ofthe signal 916,or substantially equal
to a harmonic or sub-harmonic thereof, essentially no IF is
produced. The only substantial aliased componentis the base-
bandsignal.

In FIG. 37D, voltage points 3708 correlate to the under-
sample points 3705. In an embodiment, the voltage points
3708 form a demodulated baseband signal 3710. This can be
accomplished in many ways. For example, each voltage point
3708 can be held at a relatively constant level until the next
voltage point is received. This results in a stair-step output
which can be smoothedor filtered if desired, as described
below.

In FIG. 37E, a demodulated baseband signal 3712 repre-
sents the demodulated baseband signal 3710, after filtering,
ona compressedtime scale. Although FIG. 37Eillustrates the
demodulated basebandsignal 3712 as a filtered output signal,
the output signal does not needto befiltered or smoothed to be
within the scope of the invention. Instead, the output signal
can betailored for different applications.

The demodulated baseband signal 3712 is substantially
similar to the analog modulating baseband signal 210. The
demodulated baseband signal 3712 can be processed without
further down-conversion or demodulation.

Thealiasing rate ofthe under-sampling signalis preferably
controlled to optimize the demodulated baseband signal for
amplitude output and polarity, as desired.

In the example above, the under-sample points 3705 occur
at positive locations of the analog PM carrier signal 916.
Alternatively, the under-sample points 3705 can occur at
other locations include negative points of the analog PM
carrier signal 916. When the under-sample points 3705 occur
at negative locations of the analog PM carrier signal 916, the
resultant demodulated basebandsignal is inverted relative to
the modulating basebandsignal 210.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate direct to data
down-conversion in accordance with the invention. For

example, the demodulated basebandsignal 3710 in FIG. 37D
and the demodulated basebandsignal 3712 in FIG. 37Eillus-
trate that the analog PM carrier signal 916 was successfully
down-converted to the demodulated basebandsignal 3710 by
retaining enough baseband information for sufficient recon-
struction.
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2.2.2.1.2 Digital PM Carrier Signal
A process for directly down-converting the digital PM

carrier signal 1016 to a demodulated basebandsignal is now
described with reference to the flowchart 1413 in FIG. 14C.

The digital PM carrier signal 1016 is re-illustrated in 38A for
convenience. For this example, the digital PM carrier signal
1016 oscillates at approximately 900 MHZ.In FIG. 38B, a
digital PM carrier signal 3804 illustrates a portion of the
digital PM carrier signal 1016 on an expandedtimescale.

The process begins at step 1414, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the digital PM signal
1016.

Step 1416 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rateF,,. FIG. 38C illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 3806 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 38B. The under-sampling signal 3806 includes
a train of pulses 3807 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The pulses 3807 repeat at the
aliasing rate or pulse repetition rate, which is determined or
selected as described above.

Generally, when directly down-converting to a demodu-
lated basebandsignal, the aliasing rate F,, is substantially
equal to a harmonicor, more typically, a sub-hannonic of the
under-sampled signal. In this example, the aliasing rate is
approximately 450 MHZ.

Step 1418 includes under-sampling the digital PM carrier
signal 1016 atthe aliasing rate to directly down-convert it to
a demodulated baseband signal. Thisis illustrated in FIG.
38B by under-sample points 3705.

Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is substantially
equalto the frequency ofthe signal 1016, essentially no IF is
produced. The only substantial aliased componentis the base-
bandsignal.

In FIG. 38D, voltage points 3808 correlate to the under-
sample points 3805. In an embodiment, the voltage points
3808 form a demodulated baseband signal 3810. This can be
accomplished in many ways. For example, each voltage point
3808 can be held at a relatively constant level until the next
voltage point is received. This results in a stair-step output
which can be smoothedor filtered if desired, as described
below.

In FIG. 38E, a demodulated baseband signal 3812 repre-
sents the demodulated baseband signal 3810,after filtering,
ona compressed time scale. Although FIG. 38Eillustrates the
demodulated basebandsignal 3812 as a filtered output signal,
the output signal does not needto befiltered or smoothed to be
within the scope of the invention. Instead, the output signal
can betailored for different applications.

The demodulated baseband signal 3812 is substantially
similar to the digital modulating baseband signal 310. The
demodulated basebandsignal 3812 can be processed without
further down-conversion or demodulation.

Thealiasing rate ofthe under-sampling signalis preferably
controlled to optimize the demodulated baseband signal for
amplitude output and polarity, as desired.

In the example above, the under-sample points 3805 occur
at positive locations of the digital PM carrier signal 1016.
Alternatively, the under-sample points 3805 can occur at
other locations include negative points of the digital PM
carrier signal 1016. When the under-sample points 3805
occur at negative locations of the digital PM carrier signal
1016, the resultant demodulated basebandsignal is inverted
relative to the modulating baseband signal 310.

The drawingsreferred to hereinillustrate frequency down-
conversion in accordancewith the invention. For example, the
demodulated baseband signal 3810 in FIG. 38D and the
demodulated basebandsignal 3812 in FIG. 38E illustrate that
the digital PM carrier signal 1016 was successfully down-
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converted to the demodulated basebandsignal 3810 byretain-
ing enough baseband information for sufficient reconstruc-
tion.

2.2.2.2 Structural Description
The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 is now

described for the analog PM carriersignal 916, with reference
to the flowchart 1413 and the timing diagrams ofFIGS. 37A-
E.In step 1414, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the
analog PM carrier signal 916 (FIG. 37 A). In step 1416, the
under-sampling module 1606 receives the under-sampling
signal 3706 (FIG. 37C). In step 1418, the under-sampling
module 1606 under-samples the analog PM carriersignal 916
at the aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal 3706 to
down-convert the PM carrier signal 916 to the demodulated
analog baseband signal 3710 in FIG. 37D orto the filtered
demodulated analog baseband signal 3712 in FIG. 37E.

The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 is now
described for the digital PM carrier signal 1016, with refer-
ence to the flowchart 1413 andthe timing diagrams of FIGS.
38A-E. In step 1414, the under-sampling module 1606
receives the digital PM carrier signal 1016 (FIG. 38A). In step
1416, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the under-
sampling signal 3806 (FIG. 38C). In step 1418, the under-
sampling module 1606 under-samples the digital PM carrier
signal 1016 at the aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal
3806 to down-convert the digital PM carrier signal 1016to the
demodulated digital baseband signal 3810 in FIG. 38D or to
the filtered demodulated digital basebandsignal 3812 in FIG.
38E.

2.2.3 Other Embodiments

The embodiments described above are provided for pur-
posesofillustration. These embodiments are not intended to
limit the invention. Alternate embodiments,differing slightly
or substantially from those described herein, will be apparent
to personsskilled in the relevantart(s) based on the teachings
contained herein. Such alternate embodimentsfall within the

scope andspirit of the present invention.
2.3 Implementation Examples
Exemplary operational and/or structural implementations

related to the method(s), structure(s), and/or embodiments
described above are presented in Sections 4 and 5 below.
These implementationsare presented for purposesofillustra-
tion, and not limitation. The invention is not limited to the
particular implementation examples described therein. Alter-
nate implementations (including equivalents, extensions,
variations, deviations, etc., of those described herein) will be
apparentto personsskilled in the relevant art(s) based on the
teachings contained herein. Such alternate implementations
fall within the scope andspirit of the present invention.
3. Modulation Conversion

In an embodiment, the invention down-converts an FM

carrier signal F-,,- to a non-FM signal Fiyon-zan; by under-
sampling the FM carrier signal F,,,-. This embodimentis
illustrated in FIG. 45B as 4512.

In an example embodiment, the FM carrier signal Fp4,. is
down-converted to a phase modulated (PM)signal F,,,. In
another example embodiment, the FM carrier signal F-,,. is
down-converted to an amplitude modulated (AM)signal
F4,7 The invention is not limited to these embodiments. The
down-converted signal can be demodulated with any conven-
tional demodulation technique to obtain a demodulated base-
bandsignal Fpyre.

The invention can be implemented with any type of FM
signal. Exemplary embodiments are provided below for
down-converting a frequency shift keying (FSK) signal to a
non-FSK signal. FSK is a sub-set of FM, wherein an FM
signal shifts or switches between two or more frequencies.
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FSKis typically used for digital modulating baseband sig-
nals, such as the digital modulating baseband signal 310 in
FIG. 3. For example, in FIG.8, the digital FM signal 816 is an
FSK signal that shifts between an upper frequency and a
lower frequency, corresponding to amplitude shifts in the
digital modulating baseband signal 310. The FSKsignal 816
is used in example embodiments below.

In a first example embodiment, the FSK signal 816 is
under-sampledatan aliasing rate that is based on a mid-point
between the upper and lower frequencies of the FSK signal
816. Whenthe aliasing rate is based on the midpoint, the FSK
signal 816 is down-converted to a phase shift keying (PSK)
signal. PSK is a sub-set of phase modulation, wherein a PM
signal shifts or switches between two or more phases. PSKis
typically used for digital modulating baseband signals. For
example, in FIG. 10, the digital PM signal 1016 is a PSK
signal that shifts between two phases. The PSK signal 1016
can be demodulated by any conventional PSK demodulation
technique(s).

In a second example embodiment, the FSK signal 816 is
under-sampled atan aliasing rate that is based upon either the
upper frequency or the lower frequency of the FSK signal
816. Whenthealiasing rate is based upon the upper frequency
or the lower frequency of the FSK signal 816, the FSK signal
816 is down-converted to an amplitude shift keying (ASK)
signal. ASK is a sub-set ofamplitude modulation, wherein an
AMsignal shifts or switches between two or more ampli-
tudes. ASKis typically used for digital modulating baseband
signals. For example, in FIG. 6, the digital AM signal 616 is
an ASKsignal that shifts between the first amplitude and the
second amplitude. The ASK signal 616 can be demodulated
by any conventional ASK demodulation technique(s).

The following sections describe methods for under-sam-
pling an FMcarrier signal F,,,.< to down-convert it to the
non-FM signal Fiyox-ray- Exemplary structural embodi-
ments for implementing the methods are also described. It
should be understood that the invention is not limited to the

particular embodiments described below. Equivalents, exten-
sions, variations, deviations, etc., of the following will be
apparentto personsskilled in the relevant art(s) based on the
teachings contained herein. Such equivalents, extensions,
variations, deviations, etc., are within the scope andspirit of
the present invention.

The following sections include a high level discussion,
example embodiments, and implementation examples.

3.1 High Level Description
This section (including its subsections) provides a high-

level description ofunder-sampling the FM carriersignal Fp-4,
to down-convert it to the non-FMsignalFwyoy-_za2, according
to the invention. In particular, an operational process for
down-converting the FM carrier signal F,,, to the non-FM
signal Fwoy-ran 18 described at a high-level. Also,a structural
implementation for implementing this process is described at
a high-level. The structural implementation is described
herein forillustrative purposes, andis notlimiting. In particu-
lar, the process described in this section can be achieved using
any numberofstructural implementations, one of which is
described in this section. The details of such structural imple-
mentations will be apparentto personsskilled in the relevant
art(s) based on the teachings containedherein.

3.1.1 Operational Description
FIG. 14D depicts a flowchart 1419 that illustrates an exem-

plary method for down-converting the FM carrier signal
Facto the non-FM signalFwon_z- The exemplary method
illustrated in the flowchart 1419 is an embodiment of the
flowchart 1401 in FIG. 14A.
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Anyandall forms of frequency modulation techniques are
valid for this invention. For ease ofdiscussion, the digital FM
carrier (FSK) signal 816 is used to illustrate a high level
operational description of the invention. Subsequentsections
provide detailed flowcharts and descriptions for the FSK sig-
nal 816. Upon reading the disclosure and examplestherein,
one skilled in the relevant art(s) will understand that the
invention can be implemented to down-convert any type of
FM signal.

The methodillustrated in the flowchart 1419 is described

below at a high level for down-converting the FSK signal 816
in FIG. 8C to a PSK signal. The FSK signal 816 is re-illus-
trated in FIG. 39A for convenience.

The process of the flowchart 1419 begins at step 1420,
whichincludes receiving an FM signal. This is represented by
the FSK signal 816. The FSK signal 816 shifts between an
upper frequency 3910 and a lower frequency 3912. In an
exemplary embodiment, the upper frequency 3910 is
approximately 901 MHZ andthe lower frequency 3912 is
approximately 899 MHZ.

Step 1422 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 39Billustrates an example
under-sampling signal 3902 which includesa train of pulses
3903 having negligible apertures that tend towards zero time
in duration. The pulses 3903 repeatat the aliasing rate or pulse
repetition rate.

When down-converting an FM carrier signal F,,,- to a
non-FM signal Fiyon-ras the aliasing rate is substantially
equal to a frequency contained within the FM signal, or sub-
stantially equal to a harmonic or sub-harmonicthereof. In this
example overview embodiment, where the FSK signal 816 is
to be down-converted to a PSK signal, the aliasing rate is
based on a mid-point between the upper frequency 3910 and
the lower frequency 3912. For this example, the mid-pointis
approximately 900 MHZ.In another embodimentdescribed
below, where the FSK signal 816 is to be down-converted to
an ASKsignal, the aliasing rate is based on either the upper
frequency 3910 or the lower frequency 3912, not the mid-
point.

Step 1424 includes under-sampling the FM signal F,,,- at
the aliasing rate to down-convert the FM carrier signal Frye
to the non-FM signal Fuyox.ran: Step 1424 is illustrated in
FIG. 39C, which illustrates a stair step PSK signal 3904,
whichis generated by the modulation conversion process.

Whenthe upper frequency 3910 is under-sampled, the PSK
signal 3904 has a frequency of approximately 1 MHZ andis
used as a phase reference. When the lower frequency 3912 is
under-sampled, the PSK signal 3904 has a frequency of 1
MHZandis phase shifted 180 degrees from the phaserefer-ence.

FIG. 39D depicts a PSK signal 3906, which isa filtered
version of the PSK signal 3904. The invention can thus gen-
erate a filtered outputsignal, a partially filtered output signal,
or a relatively unfiltered stair step output signal.

The choice between filtered, partially filtered and non-
filtered output signals is generally a design choice that
depends upon the application of the invention.

Thealiasing rate ofthe under-sampling signalis preferably
controlled to optimize the down-converted signal for ampli-
tude output and polarity, as desired.

Detailed exemplary embodiments for down-converting an
FSKsignal to a PSK signal and for down-converting an FSK
signal to an ASKsignal are provided below.

3.1.2 Structural Description
FIG.16 illustrates the block diagram ofthe under-sampling

system 1602 according to an embodimentof the invention.
The under-sampling system 1602 includes the under-sam-
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pling module 1606. The under-sampling system 1602 is an
example embodimentof the generic aliasing system 1302 in
FIG. 13.

In a modulation conversion embodiment, the EM signal
1304 is an FM carrier signal and the under-sampling module
1606 under-samples the FM carrier signal at a frequency that
is substantially equal to a harmonic of a frequency within the
FM signal or, more typically, substantially equal to a sub-
harmonic ofa frequency within the FM signal. Preferably, the
under-sampling module 1606 under-samples the FM carrier

signal F,-4,- to down-convert it to. a non-FM signal Foxray
in the manner shownin the operational flowchart 1419. Butit
should be understood that the scope and spirit ofthe invention
includes other structural embodiments for performing the
steps of the flowchart 1419. The specifics of the other struc-
tural embodiments will be apparent to personsskilled in the
relevant art(s) based on the discussion contained herein.

The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 shall
now be described with reference to the flowchart 1419 and the

timing diagrams of FIGS. 39A-39D.In step 1420, the under-
sampling module 1606 receives the FSK signal 816. In step
1422, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the under-
sampling signal 3902. In step 1424, the under-sampling mod-
ule 1606 under-samples the FSK signal 816 at the aliasing
rate of the under-sampling signal 3902 to down-convert the
FSKsignal 816 to the PSK signal 3904 or 3906.

Example implementations of the under-sampling module
1606 are provided in Section 4 below.

3.2 Example Embodiments
Various embodiments related to the method(s) and struc-

ture(s) described above are presented in this section (andits
subsections). These embodiments are described herein for
purposesof illustration, and not limitation. The invention is
not limited to these embodiments. Alternate embodiments

(including equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations,
etc., ofthe embodiments described herein) will be apparent to
persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings
contained herein. The invention is intended and adapted to
include such alternate embodiments.

The method for down-converting an FM carrier signal
Fryc to a non-FMsignal, Foyox-xp» illustrated in the flow-
chart 1419 ofFIG. 14D, can be implemented with any type of
FM carrier signal including, but not limited to, FSK signals.
The flowchart 1419 is described in detail below for down-

converting an FSK signal to a PSK signal and for down-
converting a PSK signal to an ASK signal. The exemplary
descriptions below are intendedto facilitate an understanding
ofthe present invention. The present invention is not limited
to or by the exemplary embodiments below.

3.2.1 First Example Embodiment: Down-Converting an
FM Signal to a PM Signal

3.2.1.1 Operational Description
Operation of the exemplary processof the flowchart 1419

in FIG. 14D is now described for down-converting the FSK
signal 816 illustrated in FIG. 8C to a PSK signal. The FSK
signal 816 is re-illustrated in FIG. 40A for convenience.

The FSKsignal 816 shifts betweena first frequency 4006
and a second frequency 4008. In the exemplary embodiment,
the first frequency 4006 is lower than the second frequency
4008. In an alternative embodiment, the first frequency 4006
is higher than the second frequency 4008. For this example,
the first frequency 4006 is approximately 899 MHZ and the
second frequency 4008 is approximately 901 MHZ.

FIG. 40B illustrates an FSK signal portion 4004 that rep-
resents a portion of the FSK signal 816 on an expanded time
scale.
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The process of down-converting the FSK signal 816 to a
PSKsignal begins at step 1420, which includes receiving an
FM signal. This is represented by the FSK signal 816.

Step 1422 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 40C illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 4007 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 40B. The under-sampling signal 4007 includes
a train of pulses 4009 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The pulses 4009 repeat at the
aliasing rate, which is determined or selected as described
above. Generally, when down-converting an FM signal to a
non-FMsignal, the aliasing rate is substantially equal to a
harmonic or, more typically, a sub-harmonic of a frequency
contained within the FM signal.

In this example, where an FSK signal is being down-con-
verted to a PSKsignal, the aliasingrate is substantially equal
to a harmonic of the mid-point betweenthe frequencies 4006
and 4008 or, more typically, substantially equal to a sub-
harmonic of the mid-point between the frequencies 4006 and
4008. In this example, wherethefirst frequency 4006 is 899
MHZand second frequency 4008 is 901 MHZ, the mid-point
is approximately 900 MHZ.Suitable aliasing rates include
1.8 GHZ, 900 MHZ, 450 MHZ,etc. In this example, the
aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal 4008 is approxi-
mately 450 MHZ.

Step 1424 includes under-sampling the FM signal at the
aliasing rate to down-convert it to the non-FM signal
Fwon-rm: Step 1424 is illustrated in FIG. 40B by under-
sample points 4005. The under-sample points 4005 occurat
the aliasing rate of the pulses 4009.

In FIG. 40D, voltage points 4010 correlate to the under-
sample points 4005. In an embodiment, the voltage points
4010 form a PSKsignal 4012. This can be accomplished in
many ways. For example, each voltage point 4010 can be held
at a relatively constant level until the next voltage point is
received. This results in a stair-step output which can be
smoothedorfiltered if desired, as described below.

Whenthefirst frequency 4006 is under-sampled, the PSK
signal 4012 has a frequency of approximately 1 MHZ andis
used as a phase reference. When the second frequency 4008is
under-sampled, the PSK signal 4012 has a frequency of 1
MHZandis phase shifted 180 degrees from the phaserefer-ence.

In FIG. 40F, a PSK signal 4014 illustrates the PSK signal
4012, after filtering, on a compressed time scale. Although
FIG.40Eillustrates the PSK signal 4012 asa filtered output
signal 4014, the output signal does not needto befiltered or
smoothedto be within the scopeofthe invention. Instead, the
output signal can be tailored for different applications. The
PSKsignal 4014 can be demodulated through any conven-
tional phase demodulation technique.

Thealiasing rate ofthe under-sampling signalis preferably
controlled to optimize the down-converted signal for ampli-
tude output and polarity, as desired.

In the example above, the under-sample points 4005 occur
at positive locations of the FSK signal 816. Alternatively, the
under-sample points 4005 can occur at other locations includ-
ing negative points of the FSK signal 816. When the under-
sample points 4005 occur at negative locations of the FSK
signal 816, the resultant PSK signalis invertedrelative to the
PSKsignal 4014.

The drawingsreferred to herein illustrate modulation con-
version in accordance with the invention. For example, the
PSKsignal 4014 in FIG. 40E illustrates that the FSK signal
816 was successfully down-converted to the PSK signal 4012
and 4014 by retaining enough baseband information for suf-
ficient reconstruction.
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3.2.1.2 Structural Description
The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 is now

described for down-converting the FSK signal 816 to a PSK
signal, with reference to the flowchart 1419 and to the timing
diagrams of FIGS. 40A-E.In step 1420, the under-sampling
module 1606 receives the FSK signal 816 (FIG. 40A).In step
1422, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the under-
sampling signal 4007 (FIG. 40C). In step 1424, the under-
sampling module 1606 under-samples the FSK signal 816 at
the aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal 4007 to down-
convert the FSK signal 816 to the PSK signal 4012 in FIG.
40D or the PSK signal 4014 in FIG. 40E.

3.2.2. Second Example Embodiment: Down-Converting
an FM Signal to an AM Signal

3.2.2.1 Operational Description
Operation of the exemplary process of FIG. 14D is now

described for down-converting the FSK signal 816,illustrated
in FIG. 8C, to an ASK signal. The FSK signal 816 is re-
illustrated in FIG. 41A for convenience.

The FSKsignal 816 shifts betweena first frequency 4106
and a second frequency 4108. In the exemplary embodiment,
the first frequency 4106 is lower than the second frequency
4108. In an alternative embodiment, the first frequency 4106
is higher than the second frequency 4108. For this example,
the first frequency 4106 is approximately 899 MHZ and the
second frequency 4108 is approximately 901 MHZ.

FIG.41B illustrates an FSK signal portion 4104 that rep-
resents a portion of the FSK signal 816 on an expanded time
scale.

The process of down-converting the FSK signal 816 to an
ASKsignal begins at step 1420, which includes receiving an
FM signal. This is represented by the FSK signal 816.

Step 1422 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 41C illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 4107 illustrated on approximately the
sametime scale as FIG. 42B. The under-sampling signal 4107
includes a train of pulses 4109 having negligible apertures
that tend towards zero time in duration. The pulses 4109
repeatat the aliasing rate, or pulse repetition rate. The aliasing
rate is determined or selected as described above.

Generally, when down-converting an FM signal to a non-
FM signal, the aliasing rate is substantially equal to a har-
monic ofa frequency within the FM signal or, more typically,
to asub-harmonicofa frequency within the FM signal. When
an FSKsignal 816 is being down-converted to an ASKsignal,
the aliasing rate is substantially equal to a harmonicofthe first
frequency 4106 or the second frequency 4108 or, more typi-
cally, substantially equal to a sub-harmonic of thefirst fre-
quency 4106 or the second frequency 4108. In this example,
wherethefirst frequency 4106 is 899 MHZ and the second
frequency 4108 is 901 MHZ,the aliasing rate can be substan-
tially equal to a harmonic or sub-harmonic of 899 MHZ or
901 MHZ.In this examplethe aliasing rate is approximately
449.5 MHZ, which is a sub-harmonic ofthe first frequency
4106.

Step 1424 includes under-sampling the FM signal at the
aliasing rate to down-convert it to anon-FMsignal Fwon-zx9-
Step 1424is illustrated in FIG. 41B by under-sample points
4105. The under-sample points 4105 occur at the aliasing rate
of the pulses 4109. When the first frequency 4106 is under-
sampled, the aliasing pulses 4109 and the under-sample
points 4105 occur at the samelocation ofsubsequent cycles of
the FSK signal 816. This generates a relatively constant out-
put level. But when the second frequency 4108 is under-
sampled, the aliasing pulses 4109 and the under-sample
points 4005 occurat different locations of subsequent cycles
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ofthe FSK signal 816. This generatesan oscillating pattern at
approximately (901 MHZ-899 MHZ)=2 MHZ.

In FIG. 41D, voltage points 4110 correlate to the under-
sample points 4105. In an embodiment, the voltage points
4110 form an ASK signal 4112. This can be accomplished in
many ways. For example, each voltage point 4110 can be held
at a relatively constant level until the next voltage point is
received. This results in a stair-step output which can be
smoothedorfiltered if desired, as described below.

In FIG. 41E, an ASKsignal 4114illustrates the ASK signal
4112, after filtering, on a compressed time scale. Although
FIG.41E illustrates the ASK signal 4114 asa filtered output
signal, the output signal does not need to be filtered or
smoothedto be within the scopeofthe invention. Instead, the
output signal can be tailored for different applications. The
ASKsignal 4114 can be demodulated through any conven-
tional amplitude demodulation technique.

When down-converting from FM to AM,the aliasing rate
of the under-sampling signal is preferably controlled to opti-
mize the demodulated baseband signal for amplitude output
and/or polarity, as desired.

In an alternative embodiment, the aliasing rate is based on
the second frequency andthe resultantASK signalis reversed
relative to the ASK signal 4114.

The drawingsreferred to herein illustrate modulation con-
version in accordance with the invention. For example, the
ASKsignal 4114 in FIG.41Eillustrates that the FSK carrier
signal 816 was successfully down-converted to the ASK sig-
nal 4114 by retaining enough baseband information for suf-
ficient reconstruction.

3.2.2.2 Structural Description
The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 is now

described for down-converting the FSK signal 816 to anASK
signal, with reference to the flowchart 1419 andto the timing
diagrams of FIGS. 41A-E.In step 1420, the under-sampling
module 1606 receives the FSK signal 816 (FIG. 41A). In step
1422, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the under-
sampling signal 4107 (FIG. 41C). In step 1424, the under-
sampling module 1606 under-samples the FSK signal 816 at
the aliasing of the under-sampling signal 4107 to down-con-
vert the FSK signal 816 to the ASK signal 4112 of FIG. 41D
or the ASK signal 4114 in FIG.41E.

3.2.3 Other Example Embodiments
The embodiments described above are provided for pur-

posesofillustration. These embodiments are not intended to
limit the invention. Alternate embodiments,differing slightly
or substantially from those described herein, will be apparent
to personsskilled in the relevantart(s) based on the teachings
contained herein. Such alternate embodimentsfall within the

scope andspirit of the present invention.
3.3 Implementation Examples
Exemplary operational and/or structural implementations

related to the method(s), structure(s), and/or embodiments
described above are presented in Sections 4 and 5 below.
These implementationsare presented for purposesofillustra-
tion, and not limitation. The invention is not limited to the
particular implementation examples described therein. Alter-
nate implementations (including equivalents, extensions,
variations, deviations, etc., of those described herein) will be
apparentto personsskilled in the relevant art(s) based on the
teachings contained herein. Such alternate implementations
fall within the scope andspirit of the present invention.
4. Implementation Examples

Exemplary operational and/or structural implementations
related to the method(s), structure(s), and/or embodiments
described in the Sub-Sections above are presented in this
section (andits subsections). These implementationsare pre-
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sented herein for purposesof illustration, and notlimitation.
The inventionis not limited to the particular implementation
examples described herein. Alternate implementations (in-
cluding equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc.,
of those described herein) will be apparent to persons skilled
in the relevantart(s) based on the teachings contained herein.
Such alternate implementations fall within the scope and
spirit of the present invention.

FIG.13illustrates a generic aliasing system 1302, includ-
ing an aliasing module 1306. FIG. 16 illustrates an under-
sampling system 1602, which includes an under-sampling
module 1606. The under-sampling module 1606 receives an
under-sampling signal 1604 having analiasing rate F.,,. The
under-sampling signal 1604 includesa train of pulses having
negligible apertures that tend towards zero time in duration.
The pulses repeatat the aliasing rate F,,. The under-sampling
system 1602 is an example implementation of the generic
aliasing system 1303. The under-sampling system 1602 out-
puts a down-converted signal 1308A.

FIG. 26Aillustrates an exemplary sample and hold system
2602, which is an exemplary implementation of the under-
sampling system 1602. The sample and hold system 2602 is
described below.

FIG. 26B illustrates an exemplary inverted sample and
hold system 2606, whichis an alternative example implemen-
tation of the under-sampling system 1602. The inverted
sample and hold system 2606 is described below.

4.1 The Under-Sampling System as a Sample and Hold
System

FIG. 26A is a block diagram of a the sample and hold
system 2602, which is an example embodimentof the under-
sampling module 1606 in FIG. 16, which is an example
embodimentofthe generic aliasing module 1306 in FIG. 13.

The sample and hold system 2602 includes a sample and
hold module 2604, which receives the EM signal 1304 and the
under-sampling signal 1604. The sample and hold module
2604 under-samples the EM signal atthe aliasing rate of the
under-sampling signal 1604, as described in the sections
above with respect to the flowcharts 1401 in FIG. 14A, 1407
in FIG. 14B, 1413 in FIG. 14C and 1419 in FIG. 14D. The
under-sampling system 1602 outputs a down-converted sig-
nal 1308A.

FIG. 27 illustrates an under-sampling system 2701 as a
sample and hold system, which is an example implementation
ofthe under-sampling system 2602. The under-sampling sys-
tem 2701 includes a switch module 2702 and a holding mod-
ule 2706. The under-sampling system 2701 is described
below.

FIG. 24A illustrates an under-sampling system 2401 as a
break before make under-sampling system, whichis an alter-
native implementation of the under-sampling system 2602.
The break before make under-sampling system 2401 is
described below.

4.4.1 The Sample and Hold System as a Switch Module
and a Holding Module

FIG.27illustrates an exemplary embodimentofthe sample
and hold module 2604 from FIG. 26A. In the exemplary
embodiment, the sample and hold module 2604 includes a
switch module 2702, and a holding module 2706.

Preferably, the switch module 2702 and the holding mod-
ule 2706 under-sample the EM signal 1304 to down-convert
it in any of the manners shown in the operation flowcharts
1401, 1407, 1413 and 1419. For example, the sample and hold
module 2604 can receive and under-sample any of the modu-
lated carrier signal signals described above, including, but not
limited to, the analog AM signal 516, the digital AM signal
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616, the analog FM signal 716, the digital FM signal 816, the
analog PM signal 916, the digital PM signal 1016, etc., and
any combinationsthereof.

The switch module 2702 and the holding module 2706
down-convert the EM signal 1304 to an intermediate signal,
to a demodulated baseband or to a different modulation

scheme, depending uponthealiasing rate.
For example, operation of the switch module 2702 and the

holding module 2706 are now described for down-converting
the EM signal 1304 to an intermediate signal, with reference
to the flowchart 1407 and the example timing diagrams in
FIG. 79A-F.

In step 1408, the switch module 2702 receives the EM
signal 1304 (FIG. 79A). In step 1410, the switch module 2702
receives the under-sampling signal 1604 (FIG. 79C). In step
1412, the switch module 2702 and the holding module 2706
cooperate to under-sample the EM signal 1304 and down-
convert it to an intermediate signal. More specifically, during
step 1412, the switch module 2702 closes during each under-
sampling pulse to couple the EM signal 1304 to the holding
module 2706. In an embodiment, the switch module 2702
closes on rising edges ofthe pulses. In an alternative embodi-
ment, the switch module 2702 closes on falling edges of the
pulses. When the EM signal 1304 is coupled to the holding
module 2706, the amplitude of the EM signal 1304 is cap-
tured by the holding module 2706. The holding module 2706
is designed to capture and hold the amplitude ofthe EM signal
1304 within the short time frame of each negligible aperture
pulse. FIG. 79B illustrates the EM signal 1304 after under-
sampling.

The holding module 2706 substantially holds or maintains
each under-sampled amplitude until a subsequent under-
sample. (FIG. 79D). The holding module 2706 outputs the
under-sampled amplitudes as the down-converted signal
1308A. The holding module 2706 can output the down-con-
verted signal 1308A as an unfilteredsignal, suchasa stair step
signal (FIG. 79), as a filtered down-converted signal (FIG.
79F) or as a partially filtered down-converted signal.

4.1.2 The Sample and Hold System as Break-Before-Make
Module

FIG. 24A illustrates a break-before-make under-sampling
system 2401, which is an alternative implementation of the
under-sampling system 2602.

Preferably, the break-before-make under-sampling system
2401 under-samples the EM signal 1304 to down-convert it in
any of the manners shownin the operation flowcharts 1401,
1407, 1413 and 1419. For example, the sample and hold
module 2604 can receive and under-sample any of the
unmodulated or modulated carrier signal signals described
above, including, but not limited to, the analog AM signal
516, the digital AM signal 616, the analog FM signal 716, the
digital FM signal 816, the analog PM signal 916, the digital
PM signal 1016, etc., and combinations thereof.

The break-before-make under-sampling system 2401
down-converts the EM signal 1304 to an intermediate signal,
to a demodulated baseband or to a different modulation

scheme, depending uponthealiasing rate.
FIG. 24A includes a break-before-make switch 2402. The

break-before-make switch 2402 includes a normally open
switch 2404 and a normally closed switch 2406. The nor-
mally open switch 2404 is controlled by the under-sampling
signal 1604, as previously described. The normally closed
switch 2406 is controlled by an isolation signal 2412. In an
embodiment, the isolation signal 2412 is generated from the
under-sampling signal 1604. Alternatively, the under-sam-
pling signal 1604 is generated from the isolation signal 2412.
Alternatively, the isolation signal 2412 is generated indepen-
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dently from the under-sampling signal 1604. The break-be-
fore-make module 2402 substantially isolates a sample and
hold input 2408 from a sample and hold output 2410.

FIG. 24B illustrates an example timing diagram of the
under-sampling signal 1604 that controls the normally open
switch 2404. FIG. 24C illustrates an example timing diagram
ofthe isolation signal 2412 that controls the normally closed
switch 2406. Operation of the break-before-make module
2402 is described with reference to the example timing dia-
grams in FIGS. 24B and 24C.

Prior to time t0, the normally open switch 2404 and the
normally closed switch 2406 are at their normalstates.

Attime 10, the isolation signal 2412 in FIG. 24C opensthe
normally closed switch 2406. Then, just after time to, the
normally open switch 2404 and the normally closed switch
2406 are open andthe input 2408 is isolated from the output
2410.

At time t1, the under-sampling signal 1604 in FIG. 24B
briefly closes the normally open switch 2404. This couples
the EM signal 1304 to the holding module 2416.

Prior to t2, the under-sampling signal 1604 in FIG. 24B
opens the normally open switch 2404. This de-couples the
EMsignal 1304 from the holding module 2416.

Attime12,the isolation signal 2412 in FIG. 24C closes the
normally closed switch 2406. This couples the holding mod-
ule 2416 to the output 2410.

The break-before-make under-sampling system 2401
includes a holding module 2416, which can be similar to the
holding module 2706 in FIG. 27. The break-before-make
under-sampling system 2401 down-converts the EM signal
1304 in a mannersimilar to that described with reference to

the under-sampling system 2702 in FIG. 27.
4.1.3 Example Implementations of the Switch Module
The switch module 2702 in FIG.27 and the switch modules

2404 and 2406 in FIG. 24A can be anytype of switch device
that preferably has a relatively low impedance when closed
and a relatively high impedance when open. The switch mod-
ules 2702, 2404 and 2406 can be implemented with normally
open or normally closed switches. The switch device need not
be an ideal switch device. FIG. 28B illustrates the switch

modules 2702, 2404 and 2406 as, for example, a switch
module 2810.

The switch device 2810 (e.g., switch modules 2702, 2404
and 2406) can be implemented with any type of suitable
switch device, including, but not limited to mechanical switch
devices andelectrical switch devices, optical switch devices,
etc., and combinations thereof. Such devices include, but are
notlimited to transistor switch devices, diode switch devices,
relay switch devices, optical switch devices, micro-machine
switch devices, etc.

In an embodiment, the switch module 2810 can be imple-
mented as a transistor, such as, for example, a field effect
transistor (FET), a bi-polar transistor, or any other suitable
circuit switching device.

In FIG. 28A,the switch module 2810 is illustrated as a FET
2802. The FET 2802 can be any type of FET, including, but
notlimited to, a MOSFET, a JFET, aGaAsFET,etc. The FET
2802 includes a gate 2804, a source 2806 and a drain 2808.
The gate 2804 receives the under-sampling signal 1604 to
control the switching action between the source 2806 and the
drain 2808. Generally, the source 2806 and the drain 2808 are
interchangeable.

It should be understood that the illustration of the switch

module 2810 as a FET 2802 in FIG. 28A is for example
purposes only. Any device having switching capabilities
could be used to implement the switch module 2810 (e.g.,
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switch modules 2702, 2404 and 2406), as will be apparent to
persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the discussion
contained herein.

In FIG. 28C, the switch module 2810 is illustrated as a
diode switch 2812, which operates as a two lead device when
the under-sampling signal 1604 is coupled to the output 2813.

In FIG. 28D, the switch module 2810 is illustrated as a
diode switch 2814, which operates as a two lead device when
the under-sampling signal 1604 is coupled to the output 2815.

4.1.4 Example Implementations of the Holding Module
The holding modules 2706 and 2416 preferably captures

and holds the amplitudeofthe original, unaffected, EM signal
1304 within the short time frame of each negligible aperture
under-sampling signal pulse.

In an exemplary embodiment, holding modules 2706 and
2416 are implementedas a reactive holding module 2901 in
FIG. 29A, although the invention is not limited to this
embodiment. A reactive holding module is a holding module
that employs one or more reactive electrical components to
preferably quickly charge to the amplitude of the EM signal
1304. Reactive electrical components include, but are not
limited to, capacitors and inductors.

In an embodiment, the holding modules 2706 and 2416
include one or more capacitive holding elements, illustrated
in FIG. 29B as a capacitive holding module 2902. In FIG.
29C, the capacitive holding module 2902 is illustrated as one
or more capacitors illustrated generally as capacitor(s) 2904.
Recall that the preferred goal of the holding modules 2706
and 2416 is to quickly charge to the amplitude of the EM
signal 1304. In accordance with principles of capacitors, as
the negligible aperture of the under-sampling pulses tends to
zero time in duration, the capacitive value of the capacitor
2904 can tend towards zero Farads. Example values for the
capacitor 2904 can range from tensofpico Faradsto fractions
of pico Farads. A terminal 2906 serves as an output of the
sample and hold module 2604. The capacitive holding mod-
ule 2902 provides the under-samples at the terminal 2906,
where they can be measured as a voltage. FIG. 29Fillustrates
the capacitive holding module 2902 as including a series
capacitor 2912, which can be utilized in an inverted sample
and hold system as described below.

In an alternative embodiment, the holding modules 2706
and 2416 include one or more inductive holding elements,
illustrated in FIG. 29D as an inductive holding module 2908.

In an alternative embodiment, the holding modules 2706
and 2416 include a combination of one or more capacitive
holding elements and one or more inductive holding ele-
ments, illustrated in FIG. 29E as a capacitive/inductive hold-
ing module 2910.

FIG. 29Gillustrates an integrated under-sampling system
that can be implemented to down-convert the EM signal 1304
as illustrated in, and described with reference to, FIGS. 79A-
F,

4.1.5 Optional Under-Sampling Signal Module
FIG.30 illustrates an under-sampling system 3001, which

IS an example embodiment of the under-sampling system
1602. The under-sampling system 3001 includes an optional
under-sampling signal module 3002 that can perform any of
avariety offunctions or combinationsoffunctions, including,
but not limited to, generating the under-sampling signal 1604.

In an embodiment, the optional under-sampling signal
module 3002 includes an aperture generator, an example of
whichis illustrated in FIG. 29J as an aperture generator 2920.
The aperture generator 2920 generates negligible aperture
pulses 2926 from an input signal 2924. The input signal 2924
can be any type of periodic signal, including, but not limited
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to, a sinusoid, a square wave, a saw-tooth wave, etc. Systems
for generating the input signal 2924 are described below.

The width or aperture of the pulses 2926 is determined by
delay through the branch 2922ofthe aperture generator 2920.
Generally, as the desired pulse width decreases, the tolerance
requirements ofthe aperture generator 2920 increase. In other
words, to generate negligible aperture pulses for a given input
EMfrequency, the components utilized in the example aper-
ture generator 2920 require greater reaction times, which are
typically obtained with more expensive elements, such as
gallium arsenide (GaAs),etc.

The example logic and implementation shownin the aper-
ture generator 2920 are provided for illustrative purposes
only, and are notlimiting. The actual logic employed can take
many forms. The example aperture generator 2920 includes
an optional inverter 2928, which is shown for polarity con-
sistency with other examples provided herein. An example
implementation of the aperture generator 2920is illustrated
in FIG. 29K.

Additional examples of aperture generation logic is pro-
vided in FIGS. 29H and 291. FIG. 29H illustrates a rising
edge pulse generator 2940, which generates pulses 2926 on
rising edges of the input signal 2924. FIG. 291 illustrates a
falling edge pulse generator 2950, which generates pulses
2926 on falling edges of the input signal 2924.

In an embodiment,the input signal 2924 is generated exter-
nally ofthe under-sampling signal module 3002,as illustrated
in FIG. 30. Alternatively, the input signal 2924 is generated
internally by the under-sampling signal module 3002. The
input signal 2924 can be generated by an oscillator, as illus-
trated in FIG. 29L by an oscillator 2930. The oscillator 2930
can be internal to the under-sampling signal module 3002 or
external to the under-sampling signal module 3002. The
oscillator 2930 can be external to the under-sampling system
3001.

The type of down-conversion performed by the under-
sampling system 3001 depends uponthe aliasing rate of the
under-sampling signal 1604, which is determinedby thefre-
quencyofthe pulses 2926. The frequency of the pulses 2926
is determined by the frequency of the input signal 2924. For
example, when the frequency of the input signal 2924 is
substantially equal to a harmonic or a sub-harmonic of the
EMsignal 1304, the EM signal 1304 is directly down-con-
verted to baseband (e.g. when the EM signal is an AM signal
or a PM signal), or converted from FM to a non-FM signal.
Whenthe frequency of the input signal 2924 is substantially
equal to a harmonic or a sub-harmonic ofa difference fre-
quency, the EM signal 1304 IS down-converted to an inter-
mediate signal.

The optional under-sampling signal module 3002 can be
implementedin hardware, software, firmware, or any combi-
nation thereof.

4.2 The Under-Sampling System as an Inverted Sample
and Hold

FIG. 26B illustrates an exemplary inverted sample and
hold system 2606, whichis an alternative example implemen-
tation of the under-sampling system 1602.

FIG.42 illustrates a inverted sample and hold system 4201,
which is an example implementation of the inverted sample
and hold system 2606 in FIG. 26B. The sample and hold
system 4201 includes a sample and hold module 4202, which
includes a switch module 4204 and a holding module 4206.
The switch module 4204 can be implemented as described
above with reference to FIGS. 28A-D.

The holding module 4206 can be implemented as
described above with reference to FIGS. 29A-F, for the hold-
ing modules 2706 and 2416. In the illustrated embodiment,
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the holding module 4206 includes one or more capacitors
4208. The capacitor(s) 4208 are selected to pass higherfre-
quency components of the EM signal 1304 through to a
terminal 4210, regardless of the state of the switch module
4204. The capacitor 4202 stores charge from the EM signal
1304 during aliasing pulses of the under-sampling signal
1604 and the signal at the terminal 4210 is thereafter off-set
by an amount related to the charge stored in the capacitor
4206.

Operation of the inverted sample and hold system 4201 is
illustrated in FIGS. 34A-F. FIG. 34A illustrates an example
EMsignal 1304. FIG. 34Billustrates the EM signal 1304 after
under-sampling. FIG. 34C illustrates the under-sampling sig-
nal 1606, which includes a train of aliasing pulses having
negligible apertures.

FIG. 34D illustrates an example down-converted signal
1308A. FIG. 34E illustrates the down-converted signal
1308A on acompressedtimescale. Since the holding module
4206 is series element, the higher frequencies(e.g., RF) ofthe
EMsignal 1304 can be seen on the down-converted signal.
This can be filtered as illustrated in FIG. 34F.

The inverted sample and hold system 4201 can be used to
down—convert any type of EM signal, including modulated
carrier signals and unmodulatedcarrier signals, to IF signals
and to demodulated basebandsignals.

4.3 Other Implementations
The implementations described above are provided for

purposes of illustration. These implementations are not
intended to limit the invention. Alternate implementations,
differing slightly or substantially from those described
herein, will be apparent to personsskilledin the relevantart(s)
based on the teachings contained herein. Such alternate
implementationsfall within the scope andspirit ofthe present
invention.

5. Optional Optimizations of Under-Sampling at an Aliasing
Rate

The methods and systems described in sections above can
be optionally optimized with one or moreofthe optimization
methods or systems described below.

5.1 Doubling the Aliasing Rate (FAR) of the Under-Sam-
pling Signal

In an embodiment, the optional under-sampling signal
module 3002 in FIG. 30 includes a pulse generator module
that generates aliasing pulses at a multiple ofthe frequency of
the oscillating source, such as twice the frequency of the
oscillating source. The input signal 2926 may be any suitable
oscillating source.

FIG. 31Aillustrates an example circuit 3102 that generates
a doubler output signal 3104 (FIGS. 31A and C) that may be
used as an under-sampling signal 1604. The example circuit
3102 generates pulses onrising and falling edges of the input
oscillating signal 3106 of FIG. 31B. Input oscillating signal
3106 is one embodimentof optional input signal 2926. The
circuit 3102 can be implemented as a pulse generator and
aliasing rate (FAR) doubler, providing the under-sampling
signal 1604 to under-sampling module 1606 in FIG.30.

Thealiasing rate is twice the frequency of the inputoscil-
lating signal F,<- 3106, as shown by EQ.(9) below.

Far=2-Fosc EQ. (9)

The aperture width of the aliasing pulses is determined by
the delay throughafirst inverter 3108 of FIG. 31A. As the
delay is increased, the aperture is increased. A second inverter
3112 is shown to maintain polarity consistency with
examples described elsewhere. In an alternate embodiment
inverter 3112 is omitted. Preferably, the pulses have negli-
gible aperture widths that tend toward zero time. The doubler
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output signal 3104 maybefurther conditioned as appropriate
to drive a switch module with negligible aperture pulses. The
circuit 3102 may be implemented with integrated circuitry,
discretely, with equivalent logic circuitry, or with any valid
fabrication technology.

5.2 Differential Implementations
The invention can be implementedinavariety of differen-

tial configurations. Differential configurations are useful for
reducing common mode noise. This can be very useful in
receiver systems where common modeinterference can be
caused by intentional or unintentional radiators such as cel-
lular phones, CBradios,electrical appliancesetc. Differential
configurations are also useful in reducing any common mode
noise due to charge injection of the switch in the switch
module or dueto the design and layout ofthe system in which
the invention is used. Any spurious signal that is induced in
equal magnitude and equal phase in both input leads of the
invention will be substantially reduced or eliminated. Some
differential configurations, including someof the configura-
tions below, are also useful for increasing the voltage and/or
for increasing the powerofthe down-converted signal 1308A.
While an example of a differential under-sampling module is
shownbelow, the example is shown for the purposeof illus-
tration, not limitation. Alternate embodiments (including
equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc.) of the
embodiment described herein will be apparent to those
skilled in the relevant art based on the teachings contained
herein. The invention is intended and adapted to include such
alternate embodiments.

FIG. 44A illustrates an example differential system 4402
that can be includedin the under-sampling module 1606. The
differential system 4202 includesan inverted under-sampling
design similar to that described with reference to FIG. 42. The
differential system 4402 includes inputs 4404 and 4406 and
outputs 4408 and 4410. The differential system 4402 includes
a first inverted sample and hold module 4412, which includes
a holding module 4414 and a switch module 4416. The dif-
ferential system 4402 also includes a second inverted sample
and hold module 4418, which includes a holding module
4420 and the switch module 4416, which it shares in common
with sample and hold module 4412.

Oneor both of the inputs 4404 and 4406 are coupled to an
EMsignalsource. For example, the inputs can be coupled to
an EM signal source, wherein the input voltages at the inputs
4404 and 4406 are substantially equal in amplitude but 180
degrees out of phase with one another. Alternatively, where
dual inputs are unavailable, one of the inputs 4404 and 4406
can be coupled to ground.

In operation, when the switch module 4416 is closed, the
holding modules 4414 and 4420 are in series and, provided
they have similar capacitive values, they charge to equal
amplitudes but opposite polarities. When the switch module
4416 is open, the voltage at the output 4408is relative to the
input 4404,and thevoltageat the output 4410 is relative to the
voltage at the input 4406.

Portions of the voltages at the outputs 4408 and 4410
include voltage resulting from charge stored in the holding
modules 4414 and 4420, respectively, when the switch mod-
ule 4416 was closed. The portions of the voltages at the
outputs 4408 and 4410 resulting from the stored charge are
generally equal in amplitude to one another but 180 degrees
out of phase.

Portions ofthe voltages at the outputs 4408 and 4410 also
include ripple voltage or noise resulting from the switching
action of the switch module 4416. But because the switch

moduleis positioned between the two outputs, the noise intro-
duced by the switch module appears at the outputs 4408 and
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4410 as substantially equal and in-phase with one another. As
a result, the ripple voltage can be substantiallyfiltered out by
inverting the voltage at one of the outputs 4408 or 4410 and
adding it to the other remaining output. Additionally, any
noise that is impressed with substantially equal amplitude and
equal phase onto the input terminals 4404 and 4406 by any
other noise sources will tend to be canceled in the same way.

The differential system 4402 is effective when used with a
differential front end (inputs) and a differential back end
(outputs). It can also be utilized in the following configura-
tions, for example:

a) A single-input front end andadifferential back end; and
b) A differential front end and single-output back end.

Examples of these system are provided below.
5.2.1 Differential Input-to-Differential Output
FIG.44Billustrates the differential system 4402 wherein

the inputs 4404 and 4406 are coupled to equal and opposite
EMsignal sources, illustrated here as dipole antennas 4424
and 4426. In this embodiment, when oneofthe outputs 4408
or 4410 is inverted and addedto the other output, the common
mode noise due to the switching module 4416 and other
common modenoise present at the input terminals 4404 and
4406 tend to substantially cancel out.

5.2.2 Single Input-to-Differential Output
FIG. 44C illustrates the differential system 4402 wherein

the input 4404 is coupled to an EM signal source such as a
monopole antenna 4428 and the input 4406 is coupled to
ground.

FIG.44Eillustrates an example single inputto differential
output receiver/down-converter system 4436. The system
4436 includesthe differential system 4402 wherein the input
4406 is coupled to ground. The input 4404 is coupled to an
EMsignal source 4438.

The outputs 4408 and 4410 are coupled to a differential
circuit 4444 suchasafilter, which preferably inverts one of
the outputs 4408 or 4410 and addsit to the other output 4408
or 4410. This substantially cancels common modenoise gen-
erated by the switch module 4416. The differential circuit
4444 preferably filters the higher frequency components of
the EM signal 1304 that pass through the holding modules
4414 and 4420. Theresultant filtered signal is output as the
down-converted signal 1308A.

5.2.3 Differential Input-to-Single Output
FIG. 44D illustrates the differential system 4402 wherein

the inputs 4404 and 4406 are coupled to equal and opposite
EMsignal sources illustrated here as dipole antennas 4430
and 4432. The output is taken from terminal 4408.

5.3 Smoothing the Down-Converted Signal
The down-converted signal 1308A may be smoothed by

filtering as desired. The differential circuit 4444 implemented
as a filter in FIG. 44Eillustrates but one example. Filtering
may be accomplishedinany ofthe described embodiments by
hardware, firmware and software implementation as is well
known bythoseskilled in thearts.

5.4 Load Impedance and Input/Output Buffering
Someof the characteristics of the down-converted signal

1308A depend upon characteristics of a load placed on the
down-converted signal 1308A. For example, in an embodi-
ment, when the down-converted signal 1308A is coupled to a
high impedanceload, the charge that is applied to a holding
module such as holding module 2706 in FIG. 27 or 2416 in
FIG. 24A during a pulse generally remains held by the hold-
ing module until the next pulse. This results in a substantially
stair-step-like representation of the down-converted signal
1308Aasillustrated in FIG. 15C, for example. A high imped-
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ance load enables the under-sampling system 1606 to accu-
rately represent the voltage of the original unaffected input
signal.

The down-converted signal 1308A can be buffered with a
high impedance amplifier, if desired.

Alternatively, or in addition to buffering the down-con-
verted signal 1308A, the input EM signal maybe buffered or
amplified by a low noise amplifier.

5.5 Modifying the Under-Sampling Signal Utilizing Feed-
back

FIG. 30 shows an embodimentofa system 3001 which uses
down-converted signal 1308A as feedback 3006 to control
various characteristics ofthe under-sampling module 1606 to
modify the down-converted signal 1308A.

Generally, the amplitude of the down-converted signal
1308A varies as a function of the frequency and phasediffer-
ences between the EM signal 1304 and the under-sampling
signal 1604. In an embodiment, the down-converted signal
1308A is used as the feedback 3006 to control the frequency
and phase relationship between the EM signal 1304 and the
under-sampling signal 1604. This can be accomplished using
the example block diagram shownin FIG. 32A. The example
circuit illustrated in FIG. 32A can be includedin the under-

sampling signal module 3002. Alternate implementations
will be apparentto personsskilledin the relevant art(s) based
on the teachings contained herein. Alternate implementations
fall within the scope andspirit ofthe present invention.In this
embodiment a state-machine is used for clarity, and is not
limiting.

In the example ofFIG. 32A,a state machine 3204 reads an
analogto digital converter, AID 3202, and controlsa digital to
analog converter (DAC) 3206. In an embodiment, the state
machine 3204 includes 2 memory locations, Previous and
Current, to store and recall the results ofreading AID 3202.In
an embodiment, the state machine 3204 utilizes at least one
memory flag.

DAC 3206 controls an input to a voltage controlled oscil-
lator, VCO 3208. VCO 3208 controls a frequency input of a
pulse generator 3210, which, in an embodiment, is substan-
tially similar to the pulse generator shown in FIG. 29J. The
pulse generator 3210 generates the under-sampling signal
1604.

In an embodiment, the state machine 3204 operates in
accordance with the state machine flowchart 3220 in FIG.

32B. Theresult of this operation is to modify the frequency
and phase relationship between the under-sampling signal
1604 and the EM signal 1304, to substantially maintain the
amplitude of the down-converted signal 1308A at an opti-
mum level.

The amplitude of the down-converted signal 1308A can be
madeto vary with the amplitude of the under-sampling signal
1604. In an embodiment where Switch Module 2702 is a FET

as shown in FIG. 28A, wherein the gate 2804 receives the
under-sampling signal 1604, the amplitude of the under-sam-
pling signal 1604 can determine the “on” resistance of the
FET, which affects the amplitude of down-converted signal
1308A. Under-sampling signal module 3002, as shown in
FIG. 32C, can be an analog circuit that enables an automatic
gain control function. Alternate implementations will be
apparentto personsskilled in the relevant art(s) based on the
teachings contained herein. Alternate implementations fall
within the scope andspirit of the present invention.

Ill. DOWN-CONVERTING BY TRANSFERRING
ENERGY

The energy transfer embodimentsofthe invention provide
enhancedsignal to noise ratios and sensitivity to very small
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signals, as well as permitting the down-converted signal to
drive lower impedanceloads unassisted. The energy transfer
aspects of the invention are represented generally by 4506 in
FIGS. 45A and 45B. Fundamental descriptions ofhow this is
accomplished is presented step by step beginning with a
comparison with an under-sampling system.

0.1 Energy Transfer Compared to Under-Sampling
Section II above disclosed methods and systems for down-

converting an EM signal by under-sampling. The under-sam-
pling systemsutilize a sample and hold system controlled by
an under-sampling signal. The under-sampling signal
includesa train ofpulses having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The negligible aperture pulses
minimize the amount of energy transferred from the EM
signal. This protects the under-sampled EMsignal from dis-
tortion or destruction. The negligible aperture pulses also
make the sample and hold system a high impedance system.
An advantage of under-sampling is that the high impedance
input allows accurate voltage reproduction of the under-
sampled EM signal. The methods and systems disclosed in
Section II are thus useful for many situations including, but
not limited to, monitoring EM signals without distorting or
destroying them.

Because the under-sampling systemsdisclosed in Section
II transfer only negligible amounts of energy, they are not
suitableforall situations. For example, in radio communica-
tions, received radio frequency (RF)signals are typically very
weak and must be amplified in order to distinguish them over
noise. The negligible amounts of energy transferred by the
under-sampling systems disclosed in Section II may not be
sufficient to distinguish received RF signals over noise.

In accordance with an aspect ofthe invention, methods and
systemsare disclosed below for down-converting EM signals
by transferring non-negligible amounts of energy from the
EMsignals. The resultant down-converted signals have suf-
ficient energy to allow the down-converted signals to be dis-
tinguishable from noise. The resultant down-converted sig-
nals also have sufficient energy to drive lower impedance
circuits without buffering.

Down-converting by transferring energy is introduced
below in an incremental fashion to distinguishit from under-
sampling. The introduction begins with further descriptions
of under-sampling.

0.1.1 Review of Under-Sampling
FIG.78Aillustrates an exemplary under-sampling system

7802 for down-converting an input EM signal 7804. The
under-sampling system 7802 includes a switching module
7806 and a holding module shownas a holding capacitance
7808. An under-sampling signal 7810 controls the switch
module 7806. The under-sampling signal 7810 includes a
train ofpulses having negligible pulse widthsthat tend toward
zero time. An example of a negligible pulse width or duration
can be in the range of 1-10 psec for under-sampling a 900
MHZsignal. Any other suitable negligible pulse duration can
be used as well, where accurate reproduction of the original
unaffected input signal voltage is desired without substan-
tially affecting the original input signal voltage.

In an under-sampling environment, the holding capaci-
tance 7808 preferably has a small capacitance value. This
allows the holding capacitance 7808 to substantially charge to
the voltage of the input EM signal 7804 during the negligible
apertures of the under-sampling signal pulses. For example,
in an embodiment, the holding capacitance 7808 has a value
in the range of 1 pF. Other suitable capacitance values can be
used to achieve substantially the voltage ofthe original unaf-
fected input signal. Various capacitances can be employed for
certain effects, which are described below. The under-sam-
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pling system is coupledto a load 7812. In FIG. 78B, the load
7812 of FIG. 78A is illustrated as a high impedance load
7818. A high impedanceloadis onethatis relatively insig-
nificant to an output drive impedanceofthe system for a given
output frequency. The high impedance load 7818 allows the
holding capacitance 7808 to substantially maintain the charge
accumulated during the under-sampling pulses.

FIGS. 79A-F illustrate example timing diagrams for the
under-sampling system 7802. FIG. 79A illustrates an
example input EM signal 7804.

FIG. 79C illustrates an example under-sampling signal
7810, including pulses 7904 having negligible apertures that
tend towards zero time in duration.

FIG.79Billustrates the negligible effects to the input EM
signal 7804 when under-sampled, as measured at a terminal
7814 of the under-sampling system 7802. In FIG. 79B, neg-
ligible distortions 7902 correlate with the pulses ofthe under-
sampling signal 7810. In this embodiment, the negligible
distortions 7902 occur at different locations of subsequent
cycles of the input EM signal 7804. As a result, the input EM
signal will be down-converted. The negligible distortions
7902 represent negligible amounts of energy, in the form of
charge that is transferred to the holding capacitance 7808.

Whenthe load 7812 is a high impedanceload,the holding
capacitance 7808 does not significantly discharge between
pulses 7904. As a result, charge that is transferred to the
holding capacitance 7808 during a pulse 7904 tendsto “hold”
the voltage value sampled constantat the terminal 7816 until
the next pulse 7904. When voltage of the input EM signal
7804 changes between pulses 7904, the holding capacitance
7808 substantially attains the new voltage and the resultant
voltage at the terminal 7816 formsa stair step pattern, as
illustrated in FIG. 79D.

FIG.79Eillustrates the stair step voltage of FIG. 79D ona
compressed time scale. The stair step voltage illustrated in
FIG. 79E can befiltered to produce the signal illustrated in
FIG.79F. Thesignals illustrated in FIGS. 79D, E, and F have
substantially all of the baseband characteristics of the input
EMsignal 7804 in FIG. 79A, except that the signals illus-
trated in FIGS. 79D,E, and F have been successfully down-
converted.

Note that the voltage level of the down-converted signals
illustrated in FIGS. 79E and 79Fare substantially close to the
voltage level of the input EM signal 7804. The under-sam-
pling system 7802 thus down-converts the input EM signal
7804 with reasonable voltage reproduction, without substan-
tially affecting the input EM signal 7804. But also note that
the poweravailable at the outputis relatively negligible (e.g.:
V7/R; ~5 mV and 1 MOhm), given the input EM signal 7804
would typically have a driving impedance, in an RF environ-
ment, of 50 Ohms(e.g.: V7/R; ~5 mV and 50 Ohms).

0.1.1.1 Effects of Lowering the Impedanceof the Load
Effects of lowering the impedanceofthe load 7812 are now

described. FIGS. 80A-E illustrate example timing diagrams
for the under-sampling system 7802 whenthe load 7812 is a
relatively low impedanceload, one thatis significant relative
to the output drive impedanceofthe system for a given output
frequency.

FIG. 80A illustrates an example input EM signal 7804,
whichIS substantially similar to that illustrated in FIG. 79A.

FIG. 80C illustrates an example under-sampling signal
7810, including pulses 8004 having negligible apertures that
tend towards zero time in duration. The example under-sam-
pling signal 7810 illustrated in FIG. 80C is substantially
similar to that illustrated in FIG. 79C.

FIG.80Billustrates the negligible effects to the input EM
signal 7804 when under-sampled, as measured at a terminal
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7814 of the under-sampling system 7802. In FIG. 80B, neg-
ligible distortions 8002 correlate with the pulses 8004 of the
under-sampling signal 7810 in FIG. 80C.In this example, the
negligible distortions 8002 occur at different locations of
subsequent cycles of the input EM signal 7804. As a result,
the input EM signal 7804 will be down-converted. The neg-
ligible distortions 8002 represent negligible amounts of
energy, in the form ofchargethat is transferredto the holding
capacitance 7808.

Whenthe load 7812 is a low impedanceload, the holding
capacitance 7808 is significantly discharged by the load
between pulses 8004 (FIG. 80C). As a result, the holding
capacitance 7808 cannot reasonablyattain or “hold”the volt-
age of the original EM input signal 7804, as was seen in the
case of FIG. 79D.Instead, the charge appears as the output
illustrated in FIG. 80D.

FIG.80Eillustrates the output from FIG. 80D on a com-
pressed time scale. The output in FIG. 80E can befiltered to
produce the signal illustrated in FIG. 80F. The down-con-
verted signal illustrated in FIG. 80F is substantially similar to
the down-converted signal illustrated in FIG. 79F, except that
the signal illustrated in FIG. 80F is substantially smaller in
magnitude than the amplitude of the down-converted signal
illustrated in FIG. 79F. This is because the low impedance of
the load 7812 prevents the holding capacitance 7808 from
reasonably attaining or “holding”the voltage of the original
EM input signal 7804. As a result, the down-converted signal
illustrated in FIG. 80F cannot provide optimal voltage repro-
duction, and hasrelatively negligible power available at the
output (e.g.: V7/R; ~200 and 2 KOhms), given the input
EMsignal 7804 would typically have a driving impedance, in
an RF environment, of 50 Ohms(e.g.: V7/R; ~5 mV and 50
Ohms).

0.1.1.2 Effects of Increasing the Value of the Holding
Capacitance

Effects of increasing the value of the holding capacitance
7808, while having to drive a low impedance load 7812,is
now described. FIGS. 81 A-F illustrate example timing dia-
gramsfor the under-sampling system 7802 whenthe holding
capacitance 7808 hasa larger value, in the range of 18 pF for
example.

FIG. 81 A illustrates an example input EM signal 7804,
which IS substantially similarto that illustrated in FIGS. 79A
and 80A.

FIG. 81 C illustrates an example under-sampling signal
7810, including pulses 8104 having negligible apertures that
tend towards zero time in duration. The example under-sam-
pling signal 7810 illustrated in FIG. 81C is substantially
similarto that illustrated in FIGS. 79C and 80C.

FIG.81Billustrates the negligible effects to the input EM
signal 7804 when under-sampled, as measuredat a terminal
7814 of the under-sampling system 7802. In FIG. 81B, neg-
ligible distortions 8102 correlate with the pulses 8104 of the
under-sampling signal 7810 in FIG. 81C. Upon close inspec-
tion, the negligible distortions 8102 occur at different loca-
tions of subsequent cycles of the input EM signal 7804. As a
result, the input EM signal 7804 will be down-converted. The
negligible distortions 8102 represent negligible amounts of
energy, in the form ofchargethat is transferredto the holding
capacitance 7808.

FIG. 81D illustrates the voltage measured at the terminal
7816, which is a result of the holding capacitance 7808
attempting to attain and “hold”the original input EM signal
voltage, butfailing to do so, during the negligible apertures of
the pulses 8104 illustrated in FIG. 81 C.

Recall that when the load 7812 is a low impedanceload, the
holding capacitance 7808 is significantly discharged by the
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load between pulses 8104 (FIG. 81C), this again is seen in
FIGS. 81D andE.Asa result, the holding capacitance 7808
cannot reasonably attain or “hold”the voltage ofthe original
EM inputsignal 7804, as was seen in the case of FIG. 79D.
Instead, the charge appears as the outputillustrated in FIG.
81D.

FIG.81Eillustrates the down-converted signal 8106 ona
compressed time scale. Note that the amplitude of the down-
converted signal 8106is significantly less than the amplitude
of the down-converted signal illustrated in FIGS. 80D and
80E.This is due to the higher capacitive value of the holding
capacitance 7808. Generally, as the capacitive value
increases, it requires more charge to increase the voltage for
a given aperture. Because of the negligible aperture of the
pulses 8104 in FIG. 81 C,there is insufficient timeto transfer
significant amounts of energy or charge from the input EM
signal 7804 to the holding capacitance 7808. Asa result, the
amplitudes attained by the holding capacitance 7808are sig-
nificantly less than the amplitudes of the down-converted
signal illustrated in FIGS. 80D and 80E.

In FIGS. 80E and 80F, the output signal, non-filtered or
filtered, cannot provide optimal voltage reproduction, and has
relatively negligible power availableat the output(e.g.: V7/R;
~150 CIV and 2 KOhms), given the input EM signal 7804
would typically have a driving impedance, in an RF environ-
ment, of 50 Ohms(e.g.: V7/R; ~5 mV and 50 Ohms).

In summary, under-sampling systems, such as the under-
sampling system 7802 illustrated in FIG. 78, are well suited
for down-converting EM signals with relatively accurate volt-
age reproduction. Also, they have a negligible affect on the
original input EM signal. As illustrated above, however, the
under-sampling systems, such as the under-sampling system
7802 illustrated in FIG.78, are not well suited for transferring
energy or for driving lower impedance loads.

0.1.2 Introduction to Energy Transfer
In an embodiment, the present invention transfers energy

from an EM signal by utilizing an energy transfer signal
instead of an under-sampling signal. Unlike under-sampling
signals that have negligible aperture pulses, the energy trans-
fer signal includes a train of pulses having non-negligible
apertures that tend away from zero. This provides more time
to transfer energy from an EM inputsignal. Onedirect benefit
is that the input impedanceof the system is reduced so that
practical impedance matchingcircuits can be implemented to
further improve energy transfer and thus overall efficiency.
The non-negligible transferred energy significantly improves
the signal to noise ratio and sensitivity to very small signals,
as well as permitting the down-convertedsignalto drive lower
impedance loads unassisted. Signals that especially benefit
include low poweronestypified by RF signals. One benefit of
anon-negligible aperture is that phase noise within the energy
transfer signal does not have as drastic of an effect on the
down-converted output signal as under-sampling signal
phase noise or conventional sampling signal phase noise does
on their respective outputs.

FIG. 82A illustrates an exemplary energy transfer system
8202 for down-converting an input EM signal 8204. The
energy transfer system 8202 includes a switching module
8206 anda storage moduleillustrated as a storage capacitance
8208. The terms storage module and storage capacitance, as
used herein, are distinguishable from the terms holding mod-
ule and holding capacitance, respectively. Holding modules
and holding capacitances, as used above, identify systems
that store negligible amounts of energy from an under-
sampled input EM signal with the intent of “holding”a volt-
age value. Storage modules and storage capacitances, on the
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other hand, refer to systemsthat store non-negligible amounts
of energy from an input EM signal.

The energy transfer system 8202 receives an energy trans-
fer signal 8210, which controls the switch module 8206. The
energy transfer signal 8210 includes a train ofenergy transfer
pulses having non-negligible pulse widths that tend away
from zero time in duration. The non-negligible pulse widths
can be any non-negligible amount. For example, the non-
negligible pulse widths can beY2 of a period of the input EM
signal. Alternatively, the non-negligible pulse widths can be
any other fraction of a period of the input EM signal, or a
multiple of a period plus a fraction. In an example embodi-
ment, the input EM signal is approximately 900 MHZ andthe
non-negligible pulse width is approximately 550 pico sec-
onds. Any other suitable non-negligible pulse duration can be
used.

In an energy transfer environment, the storage module,
illustrated in FIG. 82 as a storage capacitance 8208, prefer-
ably has the capacity to handle the power being transferred,
and to allow it to accept a non-negligible amount of power
during a non-negligible aperture period. This allowsthe stor-
age capacitance 8208 to store energy transferred from the
input EM signal 8204, without substantial concern for accu-
rately reproducingthe original, unaffected voltage level ofthe
input EM signal 8204. For example, in an embodiment, the
storage capacitance 8208 has a value in the range of 18 pF.
Other suitable capacitance values and storage modules can be
used.

Onebenefit ofthe energy transfer system 8202 is that, even
when the input EM signal 8204 is a very small signal, the
energy transfer system 8202 transfers enough energy from the
input EM signal 8204 that the input EM signal can beeffi-
ciently down-converted.

The energytransfer system 8202 is coupled to a load 8212.
Recall from the overview ofunder-sampling that loads can be
classified as high impedanceloads or low impedance loads. A
high impedanceloadis one thatis relatively insignificant to
an output drive impedance of the system for a given output
frequency. A low impedance load is one that is relatively
significant. Another benefit of the energy transfer system
8202 is that the non-negligible amountsoftransferred energy
permit the energy transfer system 8202 to effectively drive
loads that would otherwise be classified as low impedance
loads in under-sampling systems and conventional sampling
systems. In other words, the non-negligible amountsoftrans-
ferred energy ensurethat, even for lower impedanceloads, the
storage capacitance 8208 accepts and maintains sufficient
energy or charge to drive the load 8202. This is illustrated
below in the timing diagrams of FIGS. 83A-F.

FIGS. 83A-Fillustrate example timing diagrams for the
energy transfer system 8202 in FIG. 82. FIG. 83A illustrates
an example input EM signal 8302.

FIG. 83C illustrates an example under-sampling signal
$304, including energy transfer pulses 8306 having non-neg-
ligible apertures that tend away from zero time in duration.

FIG.83Billustrates the effects to the input EM signal 8302,
as measured at a terminal 8214 in FIG. 82A, when non-
negligible amounts of energy are transfer from it. In FIG.
83B, non-negligible distortions 8308 correlate with the
energy transfer pulses 8306 in FIG. 83C.In this example, the
non-negligible distortions 8308 occurat different locations of
subsequent cycles of the input EM signal 8302. The non-
negligible distortions 8308 represent non-negligible amounts
of transferred energy, in the form of chargethatis transferred
to the storage capacitance 8208 in FIG. 82.

FIG. 83D illustrates a down-converted signal 8310 thatis
formed by energy transferred from the input EM signal 8302.
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FIG.83Eillustrates the down-converted signal 8310 ona
compressed time scale. The down-converted signal 8310 can
befiltered to produce the down-converted signal 8312 illus-
trated in FIG. 83F. The down-converted signal 8312 is similar
to the down-converted signalillustrated in FIG. 79F, except
that the down-converted signal 8312 has substantially more
power(e.g.: V7/R; approximately (~) 2 mV and 2 K Ohms)
than the down-converted signalillustrated in FIG. 79F (e.g.:
V7/R; ~5 mV and 1M Ohm). Asa result, the down-converted
signals 8310 and 8312 canefficiently drive lower impedance
loads, given the input EM signal 8204 would typically have a
driving impedance, in an RF environment, of50 Ohms (V7/R;
~5 mV and 50 Ohms).

The energy transfer aspects of the invention are repre-
sented generally by 4506 in FIGS. 45A and 45B.
1. Down-Converting an EM Signal to an IF EM Signal by
Transferring Energy from the EM Signalat an Aliasing Rate

In an embodiment, the invention down-converts an EM
signal to an IF signal by transferring energy from the EM
signal at an aliasing rate. This embodimentis illustrated by
4514 in FIG. 45B.

This embodimentcanbe implemented with any type ofEM
signal, including, but not limited to, modulated carrier signals
and unmodulated carrier signals. This embodiment is
described herein using the modulated carrier signal F,,. in
FIG. 1 as an example. In the example, the modulated carrier
signal F,,- is down-converted to an intermediate frequency
(IF) signal F,,.. The intermediate frequency signal F,,.can be
demodulated to a baseband signal F,,,;, using conventional
demodulation techniques. Upon reading the disclosure and
examplestherein, one skilled in the relevantart(s) will under-
stand that the invention can be implemented to down-convert
any EM signal, including, but not limited to, modulated car-
rier signals and unmodulatedcarrier signals.

The following sections describe methods for down-con-
verting an EM signalto an IF signalF,,.by transferring energy
from the EM signalat an aliasing rate. Exemplary structural
embodiments for implementing the methods are also
described. It should be understood that the invention is not

limited to the particular embodiments described below.
Equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc., of the
following will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
art(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such equiva-
lents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc., are within the
scope andspirit of the present invention.

The following sections include a high level discussion,
example embodiments, and implementation examples.

1.1 High Level Description
This section (including its subsections) provides a high-

level description of down-converting an EM signal to an IF
signal F,,. by transferring energy, according to the invention.
In particular, an operational process of down-converting the
modulated canier signal F,,-. to the IF modulated caniersig-
nal F,,, by transferring energy, is described at a high-level.
Also, a structural implementation for implementingthis pro-
cess is describedat a high-level. This structural implementa-
tion is described herein for illustrative purposes, and is not
limiting. In particular, the process described in this section
can be achieved using any numberofstructural implementa-
tions, one of whichis describedin this section. The details of
such structural implementations will be apparent to persons
skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings contained
herein.

1.1.1 Operational Description
FIG. 46Bdepicts a flowchart 4607thatillustrates an exem-

plary method for down-converting an EM signal to an inter-
mediate signalF,,, by transferring energy from the EM signal
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at an aliasing rate. The exemplary methodillustrated in the
flowchart 4607 is an embodimentofthe flowchart 460 in FIG.
46A.

Any and all combinations of modulation techniques are
valid for this invention. Forease ofdiscussion, the digital AM
carrier signal 616 is usedtoillustrate a high level operational
description of the invention. Subsequent sections provide
detailed flowcharts and descriptions for AM, FM and PM
example embodiments. Upon reading the disclosure and
examplestherein, one skilled in the relevantart(s) will under-
stand that the invention can be implemented to down-convert
any type of EM signal, including any form of modulated
carrier signal and unmodulatedcarriersignals.

The method illustrated in the flowchart 4607 is now

described at a high level using the digital AM carrier signal
616 of FIG. 6C. Subsequent sections provide detailed flow-
charts and descriptions for AM, FM and PM example
embodiments. Upon reading the disclosure and examples
therein, one skilled in the relevant art(s) will understand that
the invention can be implemented to down-convert any type
of EM signal, including any form ofmodulatedcarrier signal
and unmodulated carrier signals.

The process begins at step 4608, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. Step 4608 is illustrated by the digital AM
carrier signal 616. The digital AM carrier signal 616 of FIG.
6C is re-illustrated in FIG. 47 A for convenience. FIG. 47E

illustrates a portion of the digital AM carrier signal 616 on an
expanded timescale.

Step 4610 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate FAR. FIG. 47Billustrates an example
energy transfer signal 4702. The energy transfer signal 4702
includesa train of energy transfer pulses 4704 having non-
negligible apertures 4701 that tend away from zero time dura-
tion. Generally, the apertures 4701 can be any time duration
other than the period of the EM signal. For example, the
apertures 4701 can be greater or less than a period of the EM
signal. Thus, the apertures 4701 can be approximately Yio, 4,
YW, ¥%, etc., or any other fraction of the period of the EM
signal. Alternatively, the apertures 4701 can be approxi-
mately equal to one or more periods ofthe EM signal plus io,
Ya, Va, ¥%, etc., or any other fraction of a period of the EM
signal. The apertures 4701 can be optimized based on one or
moreofa variety of criteria, as described in sections below.

The energy transfer pulses 4704 repeat at the aliasingrate.
A suitable aliasing rate can be determined or selected as
described below. Generally, when down-converting an EM
signal to an intermediate signal, the aliasing rate is substan-
tially equal to a difference frequency, which is described
below,or substantially equal to a harmonicor, moretypically,
a sub-harmonic ofthe difference frequency.

Step 4612 includestransferring energy from the EM signal
at the aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to the
intermediate signal F,,. FIG. 47C illustrates transferred
energy 4706, which is transferred from the EM signal during
the energy transfer pulses 4704. Because a harmonic of the
aliasing rate occurs at an off-set of the frequency of the AM
signal 616,the pulses 4704 “walk through” theAM signal 616
at the off-set frequency. By “walking through” the AM signal
616, the transferred energy 4706 forms an AM intermediate
signal 4706 that is similar to theAM carrier signal 616, except
that the AM intermediate signal has a lower frequency than
the AM carrier signal 616. The AM carrier signal 616 can be
down-convertedto any frequency below theAM carrier signal
616 by adjusting the aliasing rate FAR, as described below.

FIG. 47D depicts the AM intermediate signal 4706 as a
filtered output signal 4708. In an alternative embodiment,the
invention outputs a stair step, or non-filtered output signal.
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The choice betweenfiltered,partially filtered and non-filtered
output signals is generally a design choice that depends upon
the application of the invention.

The intermediate frequency of the down-converted signal
F,,, which, in this example, is the intermediate signal 4706
and 4708, can be determined from EQ. (2), which is repro-
duced below for convenience.

Foon Fsathip EQ. (2)

A suitable aliasing rate F_,, can be determinedin a variety
ofways. An example methodfor determiningthe aliasing rate
F4; 1s provided below. After reading the description herein,
one skilledin the relevant art(s) will understand howto deter-
mine appropriate aliasing rates for EM signals, including
onesin addition to the modulatedcarrier signals specifically
illustrated herein.

In FIG.48, a flowchart 4801 illustrates an example process
for determining an aliasing rate F,,. But a designer may
choose, or an application may dictate, that the values be
determined in an order that is different than the illustrated

order. The process beginsat step 4802, which includesdeter-
mining, or selecting, the frequency of the EM signal. The
frequency of the AM carrier signal 616 can be, for example,
901 MHZ.

Step 4804 includes determining,or selecting, the interme-
diate frequency. Thisis the frequency to which the EM signal
will be down-converted. The intermediate frequency can be
determined, or selected, to match a frequency requirement of
a down-stream demodulator. The intermediate frequency can
be, for example, 1 MHZ.

Step 4806 includes determining the aliasing rate or rates
that will down-convert the EM signalto the IF specified in
step 4804.

EQ.(2) can be rewritten as EQ.(3):

 

WEgp-FctFip EQ. (3)

Which can be rewritten as EQ. (4):

he Fo+Fip EQ. (4)Far

Oras EQ.(5):

Fen = FotFip EQ. (5)

(F. F,,) can be defined as a difference value F,7-,, as illus-

 

trated in EQ.(6):

ctln)-Fpire EQ. (6)

EQ.(4) can be rewritten as EQ.(7):

nw LIFE EQ. 7)
~ Far

From EQ. (7), it can be seen that, for a given n and a
constant Fyp, Fyy-- is constant. For the case of Fy--=Fo-
F,,, and for a constant F5,as F. increases, F,,, necessarily
increases. For the case of F,7--=F>+F,, and for a constant
Fpyr; as F- increases, F,,,necessarily decreases. In the latter
case ofFyy-p-=F+F-, any phase or frequency changes on F.
correspond to reversed or inverted phase or frequency
changes on F,,.. This is mentioned to teach the reader that if
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Fpypp=F-+Fp18 used, the above effect will occur to the phase
and frequency response of the modulated intermediate signal
Fy.

EQs. (2) through (7) can be solved for any valid n. A
suitable n can be determined for any given difference fre-
quency F,,,, and for any desired aliasing rate Fyr(pesired):
EQs. (2) through (7) can be utilized to identify a specific
harmonic closest to a desired aliasing rate Fse(pesirea) that
will generate the desired intermediate signal F,,..

An example is now provided for determining a suitable n
for a given difference frequency F,,,;-; and for a desired
aliasing rate Fyp(pesirea) For ease ofillustration, only the case
of (F.+F,,-) is illustrated in the example below.

Fo-Fir _
Faresired)  Far(Desired)

FoirF 

The desired aliasing rate Fsz(pesirea) Can be, for example,
140 MHZ.Using the previous examples, where the carrier
frequency is 901 MHZ andthe IF is 1 MHZ,an initial value of
nis determinedas:

_ 901 MHZ-1 MHZ _ 900
"= —T40 MHZ = Tap

Theinitial value 6.4 can be rounded up or downto the valid
nearest n, which was defined above as including (0.5, 1,
2,3,...). In this example, 6.4 is rounded downto 6.0, which
is inserted into EQ.(5) for the case of (F--F-)=Forr

F. — Fir
Fag = ———

_ 901 MHZ —- 1 MHZ _ 900 MHZ—— = 150 MHZ
AR 6 6

 

In other words, transferring energy from a 901 MHZ EM
carrier signal at 150 MHZ generates an intermediate signalat
1 MHZ. When the EM carrier signal is a modulated carrier
signal, the intermediate signal will also substantially include
the modulation. The modulated intermediate signal can be
demodulated through any conventional demodulation tech-
nique.

Alternatively, instead of starting from a desired aliasing
rate, a list of suitable aliasing rates can be determined from the
modified form of EQ.(5), by solving for various values of n.
Example solutionsare listed below.

(Fo — Fir)
Fag = —————ra

_ Foireff
 

_ 901 MHZ — 1 MHZ
~ n

_ 900 MHZ
~ n

 

Solving for n=0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6:
900 MHZ/0.5=1.8 GHZ (i.e., second harmonic);
900 MHZ/1=900 MHZ (..e., fundamental frequency);
900 MHZ/2=450 MHZ (1.e., second sub-harmonic);
900 MHZ/3=300 MHZ (1.e., third sub-harmonic);
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900 MHZ/4=225 MHZ (i.e., fourth sub-harmonic);
900 MHZ/5=180 MHZ (i.e., fifth sub-harmonic); and
900 MHZ/6=150 MHZ(1.e., sixth sub-harmonic).
The steps described above can be performedforthe case of

(F-+F-) ina similar fashion. The results can be compared to
the results obtained from the case of (F.-F,,-) to determine
which providesbetter result for an application.

In an embodiment, the invention down-converts an EM
signal to a relatively standard IF in therangeof, for example,
100 KHZ to 200 MHZ.In another embodiment, referred to
herein as a small off-set implementation, the invention down-
converts an EM signalto a relatively low frequency of, for
example, less than 100 KHZ. In another embodiment,
referred to herein asa large off-set implementation, the inven-
tion down-converts an EM signal to a relatively higher IF
signal, such as, for example, above 200 MHZ.

Thevariousoff-set implementations provideselectivity for
different applications. Generally, lower data rate applications
can operate at lower intermediate frequencies. But higher
intermediate frequencies can allow more information to be
supported for a given modulation technique.

In accordance with the invention, a designer picks an opti-
mum information bandwidth for an application and an opti-
mum intermediate frequency to support the basebandsignal.
The intermediate frequency should be high enough to support
the bandwidth of the modulating basebandsignal Fy,..

Generally, as the aliasing rate approaches a harmonic or
sub-harmonic frequency of the EM signal, the frequency of
the down-converted IF signal decreases. Similarly, as the
aliasing rate moves away from a harmonic or sub-harmonic
frequency of the EM signal, the IF increases.

Aliased frequencies occur above and below every har-
monic of the aliasing frequency. In order to avoid mapping
other aliasing frequencies in the band ofthe aliasing fre-
quency (IF) of interest, the IF of interest should not be near
one half the aliasing rate.

Asdescribed in example implementations below, an alias-
ing module, including a universal frequencytranslator (UFT)
module built in accordance with the invention provides a wide
range of flexibility in frequency selection and can thus be
implemented in a wide range of applications. Conventional
systems cannot easily offer, or do not allow, this level of
flexibility in frequency selection.

1.1.2 Structural Description
FIG. 63 illustrates a block diagram of an energy transfer

system 6302 according to an embodimentofthe invention.
The energytransfer system 6302 is an example embodiment
of the generic aliasing system 1302 in FIG. 13. The energy
transfer system 6302 includes an energy transfer module
6304. The energy transfer module 6304 receives the EM
signal 1304 and an energy transfer signal 6306, which
includesa train of energy transfer pulses having non-negli-
gible apertures that tend away from zero time in duration,
occurring at a frequency equalto the aliasing rate F,,. The
energy transfer signal 6306 is an example embodimentofthe
aliasing signal 1310 in FIG. 13. The energy transfer module
6304 transfers energy from the EM signal 1304at the aliasing
rate F,, of the energy transfer signal 6306.

Preferably, the energy transfer module 6304 transfers
energy from the EM signal 1304 to down-convert it to the
intermediate signal F,, in the manner shown in the opera-
tional flowchart 4607 of FIG. 46B. But it should be under-

stood that the scope andspirit of the invention includes other
structural embodiments for performing the steps of the flow-
chart 4607. The specifics of the otherstructural embodiments
will be apparentto personsskilledin the relevant art(s) based
on the discussion contained herein.
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The operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now
described in detail with reference to the flowchart 4607 and to

the timing diagramsillustrated in FIGS. 47A-E.In step 4608,
the energy transfer module 6304 receives the AM carrier
signal 616. In step 4610, the energy transfer module 6304
receives the energy transfer signal 4702. In step 4612, the
energy transfer module 6304 transfers energy from the AM
carrier signal 616 at the aliasing rate to down-convert the AM
carrier signal 616 to the intermediate signal 4706 or 4708.

Example implementations of the energy transfer system
6302 are provided in Sections 4 and 5 below.

1.2 Example Embodiments
Various embodiments related to the method(s) andstruc-

ture (s) described aboveare presented in this section (andits
subsections). These embodiments are described herein for
purposesof illustration, and not limitation. The invention is
not limited to these embodiments. Alternate embodiments

(including equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations,
etc., ofthe embodiments described herein) will be apparent to
persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings
contained herein. The invention is intended and adapted to
include such alternate embodiments.

The method for down-converting the EM signal 1304 by
transferring energy can be implemented with any type of EM
signal, including modulated carrier signals and unmodulated
carrier signals. For example, the method of the flowchart
4601 can be implemented to down-convert AM signals, FM
signals, PM signals, etc., or any combination thereof. Opera-
tion ofthe flowchart 4601 ofFIG.46Ais described below for

down-converting AM, FM and PM. The down-conversion
descriptions include down-converting to intermediate sig-
nals, directly down-converting to demodulated basebandsig-
nals, and down-converting FM signals to non-FM signals.
The exemplary descriptions below are intended to facilitate
an understanding ofthe present invention. The present inven-
tion is not limited to or by the exemplary embodiments below.

1.2.1 First Example Embodiment: Amplitude Modulation
1.2.1.1 Operational Description
Operation of the exemplary process of the flowchart 4607

in FIG. 46B is described below for the analog AM carrier
signal 516, illustrated in FIG. 5C, and for the digital AM
carrier signal 616, illustrated in FIG. 6C.

1.2.1.1.1 Analog AM Carrier Signal
A process for down-converting the analog AM carrier sig-

nal 516 in FIG. 5C to an analog AM intermediate signal is
now describedfor the flowchart 4607 in FIG. 46B. The analog
AMcarrier signal 516 is re-illustrated in FIG. 50A for con-
venience. For this example, the analog AM carrier signal 516
oscillates at approximately 901 MHZ.In FIG. 50B,an analog
AM carrier signal 5004 illustrates a portion ofthe analog AM
carrier signal 516 on an expandedtimescale.

The process begins at step 4608, which includesreceiving
the EM signal. This is represented by the analog AM carrier
signal 516.

Step 4610 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 50C illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 5006 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 50B. The energytransfer signal 5006 includes a
train of energy transfer pulses 5007 having non-negligible
apertures 5009 that tend away from zero time in duration. The
energy transfer pulses 5007 repeat at the aliasing rate F,,,
which is determinedor selected as previously described. Gen-
erally, when down-converting to an intermediate signal, the
aliasing rate F,, is substantially equal to a hannonic or, more
typically, a sub-harmonicofthe difference frequency Fyy...

Step 4612 includestransferring energy from the EM signal
at the aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to an
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intermediate signal F,,.. In FIG. 50D, an affected analog AM
carrier signal 5008 illustrates effects of transferring energy
from the analog AM carriersignal 516at the aliasing rate F,,.
The affected analog AM carrier signal 5008 is illustrated on
substantially the same time scale as FIGS. 50B and 50C.

FIG. 50E illustrates a down-converted AM intermediate

signal 5012, which is generated by the down-conversion pro-
cess. The AM intermediate signal 5012is illustrated with an
arbitrary load impedance. Load impedance optimizations are
discussed in Section 5 below.

The down-converted signal 5012 includes portions 5010A,
which correlate with the energy transfer pulses 5007 in FIG.
50C, and portions 5010B, which are between the energy
transfer pulses 5007. Portions 5010A represent energy trans-
ferred from the AM analog signal 516 to a storage device,
while simultaneously driving an output load. The portions
5010A occur when a switching module is closed by the
energy transfer pulses 5007. Portions 5010B represent energy
stored in a storage device continuing to drive the load. Por-
tions 5010B occur whenthe switching module is openedafter
energy transfer pulses 5007.

Because a harmonicof the aliasingrate is off-set from the
analog AM carrier signal 516, the energy transfer pulses 5007
“walk through” the analog AM carrier signal 516 at the dif-
ference frequency F,,---. In other words, the energy transfer
pulses 5007 occurat different locations of subsequent cycles
of the AM carrier signal 516. As a result, the energy transfer
pulses 5007 capture varying amounts of energy from the
analog AM carrier signal 516, as illustrated by portions
5010A,which provides theAM intermediate signal 5012 with
an oscillating frequency F,,..

In FIG. 50F, anAM intermediate signal 5014 illustrates the
AM intermediate signal 5012 on a compressedtimescale. In
FIG. 50G, an AM intermediate signal 5016 representsa fil-
tered version of the AM intermediate signal 5014. The AM
intermediate signal 5016 is substantially similar to the AM
carrier signal 516, except that the AM intermediate signal
5016 is at the intermediate frequency. The AM intermediate
signal 5016 can be demodulated through any conventional
demodulation technique.

The present invention can output the unfiltered AM inter-
mediate signal 5014, the filtered AM intermediate signal
5016, a partially filtered AM intermediate signal, a stair step
output signal, etc. The choice between these embodiments is
generally a design choice that depends uponthe application
of the invention.

The signals referred to herein illustrate frequency down-
conversion in accordancewith the invention. For example, the
AM intermediate signals 5014 in FIG. 50F and 5016 in FIG.
50G illustrate that the AM carrier signal 516 was successfully
down-converted to an intermediate signal by retaining
enough baseband information for sufficient reconstruction.

1.2.1.1.2 Digital AM Carrier Signal
A process for down-converting the digital AM carriersig-

nal 616 to a digital AM intermediate signal is now described
for the flowchart 4607 in FIG. 46B. The digital AM carrier
signal 616 is re-illustrated in FIG. 51A for convenience. For
this example, the digital AM carrier signal 616 oscillates at
approximately 901 MHZ.In FIG. 51B,a digital AM carrier
signal 5104 illustrates a portion of the digital AM carrier
signal 616 on an expandedtimescale.

The process begins at step 4608, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the digital AM carrier
signal 616.

Step 4610 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 51C illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 5106 on substantially the same time
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scale as FIG. 51B. The energytransfer signal 5106 includes a
train of energy transfer pulses 5107 having non-negligible
apertures 5109 that tend away from zero time in duration. The
energy transfer pulses 5107 repeatat the aliasing rate, which
is determinedorselected as previously described. Generally,
when down-converting to an intermediate signal, the aliasing
rate is substantially equal to a harmonicor, moretypically, a
sub-harmonicof the difference frequency Fy77-;.

Step 4612 includestransferring energy from the EM signal
at the aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to the
intermediate signal F,,.. In FIG. 51D,an affected digital AM
carrier signal 5108 illustrates effects of transferring energy
from the digital AM carrier signal 616 at the aliasing rate F,,.
The affected digital AM carrier signal 5108 is illustrated on
substantially the same time scale as FIGS. 51B and 51C.

FIG. 51E illustrates a down-converted AM intermediate

signal 5112, which is generated by the down-conversion pro-
cess. The AM intermediate signal 5112is illustrated with an
arbitrary load impedance. Load impedanceoptimizationsare
discussed in Section 5 below.

The down-converted signal 5112 includes portions 5110A,
which correlate with the energy transfer pulses 5107 in FIG.
51C, and portions 5110B, which are between the energy
transfer pulses 5107. Portions 5110A represent energy trans-
ferred from the digital AM carrier signal 616 to a storage
device, while simultaneously driving an output load. The
portions 5110A occur when a switching moduleis closed by
the energy transfer pulses 5107. Portions 5110B represent
energy stored in a storage device continuing to drive the load.
Portions 5110B occur when the switching module is opened
after energy transfer pulses 5107.

Because a harmonicofthe aliasing rateis off-set from the
frequency of the digital AM carrier signal 616, the energy
transfer pulses 5107 “walk through” the digital AM signal
616 at the difference frequency F,,,,-. In other words, the
energy transfer pulse 5107 occur at different locations of
subsequent cycles of the digital AM carrier signal 616. As a
result, the energy transfer pulses 5107 capture varying
amounts of energy from the digital AM carrier signal 616, as
illustrated by portions 5110, which provides the AM interme-
diate signal 5112 with an oscillating frequency F;,.

In FIG. 51 F, a digital AM intermediate signal 5114illus-
trates the AM intermediate signal 5112 on a compressed time
scale. In FIG. 51G, an AM intermediate signal 5116 repre-
sents a filtered version of the AM intermediate signal 5114.
The AM intermediate signal 5116 is substantially similar to
the AM carrier signal 616, except that the AM intermediate
signal 5116 is at the intermediate frequency. The AM inter-
mediate signal 5116 can be demodulated through any con-
ventional demodulation technique.

The present invention can output the unfiltered AM inter-
mediate signal 5114, the filtered AM intermediate signal
5116, a partially filtered AM intermediate signal, a stair step
output signal, etc. The choice between these embodiments is
generally a design choice that depends upon the application
of the invention.

The signals referred to herein illustrate frequency down-
conversion in accordancewiththe invention. For example, the
AM intermediate signals 5114 in FIG. 51F and 5116 in FIG.
51G illustrate that the AM carrier signal 616 was successfully
down-converted to an intermediate signal by retaining
enough baseband information for sufficient reconstruction.

1.2.1.2 Structural Description
The operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now

described for the analog AM carrier signal 516, with refer-
ence to the flowchart 4607 and to the timing diagrams in
FIGS. 50A-G.In step 4608, the energy transfer module 6304
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receives the analog AM carrier signal 516. In step 4610, the
energy transfer module 6304 receives the energy transfer
signal 5006. In step 4612, the energy transfer module 6304
transfers energy from the analog AM carriersignal 516 at the
aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal 5006, to down-
convert the analog AM carrier signal 516 to the AM interme-
diate signal 5012.

The operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now
described for the digital AM carriersignal 616, with reference
to the flowchart 1401 and the timing diagrams in FIGS. 51A-
G.In step 4608, the energy transfer module 6304 receives the
digital AM carrier signal 616. In step 4610, the energy trans-
fer module 6304 receives the energy transfer signal 5106. In
step 4612, the energy transfer module 6304 transfers energy
from the digital AM carrier signal 616at the aliasing rate of
the energy transfer signal 5106, to down-convert the digital
AMcarrier signal 616 to the AM intermediate signal 5112.

Example embodimentsofthe energy transfer module 6304
are disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.

1.2.2 Second Example Embodiment: Frequency Modula-
tion

1.2.2.1 Operational Description
Operation of the exemplary processof the flowchart 4607

in FIG. 46B is described below for the analog FM carrier
signal 716, illustrated in FIG. 7C, and for the digital FM
carrier signal 816, illustrated in FIG. 8C.

1.2.2.1.1 Analog FM Carrier Signal
A process for down-converting the analog FM carriersig-

nal 716 III FIG. 7C to an FM intermediate signal is now
described for the flowchart 4607 in FIG. 46B. The analog FM
carrier signal 716 is re-illustrated in FIG. 52A for conve-
nience. For this example, the analog FM carrier signal 716
oscillates around approximately 901 MHZ.In FIG. 52B, an
analog FM carrier signal 5204 illustrates a portion of the
analog FM carrier signal 716 on an expandedtimescale.

The process begins at step 4608, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the analog FM carrier
signal 716.

Step 4610 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 52C illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 5206 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 52B. The energy transfer signal 5206 includes a
train of energy transfer pulses 5207 having non-negligible
apertures that tend away from zero time in duration. The
energy transfer pulses 5207 repeat at the aliasing rate F,,,
which is determinedor selected as previously described. Gen-
erally, when down-converting to an intermediate signal, the
aliasingrate F,, is substantially equal to a harmonic or, more
typically, a sub-harmonicofthe difference frequency Fyypp-

Step 4612 includestransferring energy from the EM signal
at the aliasing rate to down-conveli the EM signal to an
intermediate signal F,,.. In FIG. 52D,an affected analog FM
carrier signal 5208 illustrates effects of transferring energy
from the analog FM carrier signal 716 at the aliasing rate
FAR.The affected analog FM carrier signal 5208is illustrated
on substantially the sametime scale as FIGS. 52B and 52C.

FIG. 52E illustrates a down-converted FM intermediate

signal 5212, which is generated by the down-conversion pro-
cess. The FM intermediate signal 5212 is illustrated with an
arbitrary load impedance. Load impedance optimizations are
discussed in Section 5 below.

The down-converted signal 5212 includes portions 5210A,
which correlate with the energy transfer pulses 5207 in FIG.
52C, and portions 5210B, which are between the energy
transfer pulses 5207. Portions 5210A represent energy trans-
ferred from the analog FM carrier signal 716 to a storage
device, while simultaneously driving an output load. The
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portions 5210A occur when a switching moduleis closed by
the energy transfer pulses 5207. Portions 5210B represent
energy stored in a storage device continuing to drive the load.
Portions 5210B occur when the switching module is opened
after energy transfer pulses 5207.

Because a harmonicofthe aliasing rateis off-set from the
frequency of the analog FM carrier signal 716, the energy
transfer pulses 5207 “walk through” the analog FM carrier
signal 716 at the difference frequency F,,,-. In other words,
the energy transfer pulse 5207 occur at different locations of
subsequent cycles of the analog FM carrier signal 716. As a
result, the energy transfer pulses 5207 capture varying
amounts of energy from the analog FM carrier signal 716, as
illustrated by portions 5210, which provides the FM interme-
diate signal 5212 with an oscillating frequency F;,.

In FIG. 52F, an analog FM intermediate signal 5214 illus-
trates the FM intermediate signal 5212 on a compressed time
scale. In FIG. 52G, an FM intermediate signal 5216 repre-
sents a filtered version of the FM intermediate signal 5214.
The FM intermediate signal 5216 is substantially similar to
the analog FM carrier signal 716, except that the FM inter-
mediate signal 5216 is at the intermediate frequency. The FM
intermediate signal 5216 can be demodulated through any
conventional demodulation technique.

The present invention can output the unfiltered FM inter-
mediate signal 5214, the filtered FM intermediate signal
5216, a partially filtered FM intermediate signal, a stair step
output signal, etc. The choice between these embodiments is
generally a design choice that depends upon the application
of the invention.

The signals referred to herein illustrate frequency down-
conversion in accordancewiththe invention. For example, the
FM intermediate signals 5214 in FIG. 52F and 5216 in FIG.
52G illustratethat the FM carrier signal 716 was successfully
down-converted to an intermediate signal by retaining
enough baseband information for sufficient reconstruction.

1.2.2.1.2 Digital PM Carrier Signal
A process for down-converting the digital FM carrier sig-

nal 816 in FIG. 8C is now describedfor the flowchart 4607 in

FIG.46B.The digital FM carrier signal 816 is re-illustrated in
FIG. 53A for convenience. For this example, the digital FM
carrier signal 816 oscillates at approximately 901 MHZ.In
FIG. 53B,a digital FM carrier signal 5304 illustrates a portion
ofthe digital FM carrier signal 816 on an expandedtimescale.

The process begins at step 4608, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the digital FM carrier
signal $16.

Step 4610 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 53C illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 5306 on substantially the same time
scale as FIG. 53B. The energytransfer signal 5306 includes a
train of energy transfer pulses 5307 having non-negligible
apertures 5309 that tend away from zero time in duration. The
energy transfer pulses 5307 repeat at the aliasing rate, which
is determinedorselected as previously described. Generally,
when down-converting to an intermediate signal, the aliasing
rate F,, is substantially equal to a harmonic or, more typi-
cally, a sub-harmonicofthe difference frequency F,77-;.

Step 4612 includestransferring energy from the EM signal
at the aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to the an
intermediate signal F,,.. In FIG. 53D, an affected digital FM
carrier signal 5308 illustrates effects of transferring energy
from the digital FM carrier signal 816 at the aliasing rate F,,.
The affected digital FM carrier signal 5308is illustrated on
substantially the same time scale as FIGS. 53B and 53C.

FIG. 53E illustrates a down-converted FM intermediate

signal 5312, which is generated by the down-conversion pro-
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cess. The down-converted signal 5312 includes portions
5310A, which correlate with the energy transfer pulses 5307
in FIG. 53C, and portions 5310B, which are between the
energy transfer pulses 5307. Down-converted signal 5312 is
illustrated with an arbitrary load impedance. Load impedance
optimizations are discussed in Section 5 below.

Portions 5310A represent energy transferred from the digi-
tal FM carrier signal 816 to a storage device, while simulta-
neously driving an output load. The portions 5310A occur
when a switching module is closed by the energy transfer
pulses 5307.

Portions 5310B represent energy stored in a storage device
continuing to drive the load. Portions 5310B occur when the
switching module is openedafter energy transfer pulses 5307.

Because a harmonicof the aliasingrate is off-set from the
frequency of the digital FM carrier signal 816, the energy
transfer pulses 5307 “walk through” the digital FM carrier
signal 816 at the difference frequency F,,;,--. In other words,
the energy transfer pulse 5307 occur at different locations of
subsequent cycles of the digital FM carrier signal 816. As a
result, the energy transfer pulses 5307 capture varying
amounts of energy from the digital FM carrier signal 816, as
illustrated by portions 5310, which provides the FM interme-
diate signal 5312 with an oscillating frequency F,,.

In FIG. 53F, a digital FM intermediate signal 5314illus-
trates the FM intermediate signal 5312 on a compressed time
scale. In FIG. 53G, an FM intermediate signal 5316 repre-
sents a filtered version of the FM intermediate signal 5314.
The FM intermediate signal 5316 is substantially similar to
the digital FM carrier signal 816, except that the FM inter-
mediate signal 5316 is at the intermediate frequency. The FM
intermediate signal 5316 can be demodulated through any
conventional demodulation technique.

The present invention can output the unfiltered FM inter-
mediate signal 5314, the filtered FM intermediate signal
5316, a partially filtered FM intermediate signal, a stair step
output signal, etc. The choice between these embodiments is
generally a design choice that depends uponthe application
of the invention.

The signals referred to herein illustrate frequency down-
conversion in accordancewith the invention. For example, the
FM intermediate signals 5314 in FIG. 53F and 5316 in FIG.
53G illustrate that the FM carrier signal 816 was successfully
down-converted to an intermediate signal by retaining
enough baseband information for sufficient reconstruction.

1.2.2.2 Structural Description
The operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now

described for the analog FM carriersignal 716, with reference
to the flowchart 4607 and the timing diagrams in FIGS. 52A-
G.In step 4608, the energy transfer module 6304 receives the
analog FM carrier signal 716. In step 4610, the energy trans-
fer module 6304 receives the energy transfer signal 5206. In
step 4612, the energy transfer module 6304 transfers energy
from the analog FM carrier signal 716at the aliasing rate of
the energy transfer signal 5206, to down-convert the analog
FM carrier signal 716 to the FM intermediate signal 5212.

The operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now
describedfor the digital FM carrier signal 816, with reference
to the flowchart 4607 and the timing diagrams in FIGS. 53A-
G.In step 4608, the energy transfer module 6304 receives the
digital FM carrier signal 816. In step 4610, the energy transfer
module 6304 receives the energy transfer signal 5306. In step
4612, the energy transfer module 6304 transfers energy from
the digital FM carrier signal 816 at the aliasing rate of the
energy transfer signal 5306, to down-convert the digital FM
carrier signal 816 to the FM intermediate signal 5212.
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Example embodimentsofthe energy transfer module 6304
are disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.

1.2.3 Third Example Embodiment: Phase Modulation
1.2.3.1 Operational Description
Operation of the exemplary process of the flowchart 4607

in FIG. 46B is described below for the analog PM carrier
signal 916, illustrated in FIG. 9C, and for the digital PM
carrier signal 1016, illustrated in FIG. 10C.

1.2.3.1.1 Analog PM Carrier Signal
A process for down-converting the analog PM carrier sig-

nal 916 in FIG. 9C to an analog PM intermediate signal is now
described for the flowchart 4607 in FIG. 46B. The analog PM
carrier signal 916 is re-illustrated in FIG. 54A for conve-
nience. For this example, the analog PM carrier signal 916
oscillates at approximately 901 MHZ.In FIG. 54B,an analog
PM carrier signal 5404illustrates a portion of the analog PM
carrier signal 916 on an expandedtimescale.

The process begins at step 4608, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the analog PM carrier
signal 916.

Step 4610 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 54C illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 5406 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 54B. The energytransfer signal 5406 includes a
train of energy transfer pulses 5407 having non-negligible
apertures that tend away from zero time in duration. The
energy transfer pulses 5407 repeat at the aliasing rate, which
is determinedorselected as previously described. Generally,
when down-converting to an intermediate signal, the aliasing
rate F,, 1s substantially equal to a harmonic or, more typi-
cally, a sub-harmonicofthe difference frequency F,77-;.

Step 4612 includestransferring energy from the EM signal
at the aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to the IF
signal F,,.. In FIG. 54D,an affected analog PM carrier signal
5408illustrates effects of transferring energy from the analog
PM carrier signal 916 at the aliasing rate F,,. The affected
analog PM carrier signal 5408 is illustrated on substantially
the same time scale as FIGS. 54B and 54C.

FIG. 54E illustrates a down-converted PM intermediate

signal 5412, which is generated by the down-conversion pro-
cess. The down-converted PM intermediate signal 5412
includes portions 5410A, which correlate with the energy
transfer pulses 5407 in FIG. 54C, and portions 5410B, which
are betweenthe energy transfer pulses 5407. Down-converted
signal 5412 is illustrated with an arbitrary load impedance.
Load impedance optimizations are discussed in Section 5
below.

Portions 5410A represent energy transferred from the ana-
log PM carrier signal 916 to a storage device, while simulta-
neously driving an output load. The portions 5410A occur
when a switching module is closed by the energy transfer
pulses 5407.

Portions 5410B represent energy stored in a storage device
continuing to drive the load. Portions 5410B occur when the
switching module is openedafter energy transfer pulses 5407.

Because a harmonicofthe aliasing rateis off-set from the
frequency of the analog PM carrier signal 716, the energy
transfer pulses 5407 “walk through” the analog PM carrier
signal 916 at the difference frequency F,,;,--. In other words,
the energy transfer pulse 5407 occur at different locations of
subsequent cycles of the analog PM carrier signal 916. As a
result, the energy transfer pulses 5407 capture varying
amounts of energy from the analog PM carrier signal 916, as
illustrated by portions 5410, which provides the PM interme-
diate signal 5412 with an oscillating frequency F;,.

In FIG. 54F, an analog PM intermediate signal 5414 illus-
trates the PM intermediate signal 5412 on a compressed time
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scale. In FIG. 54G, an PM intermediate signal 5416 repre-
sents a filtered version of the PM intermediate signal 5414.
The PM intermediate signal 5416 is substantially similar to
the analog PM carrier signal 916, except that the PM inter-
mediate signal 5416 is at the intermediate frequency. The PM
intermediate signal 5416 can be demodulated through any
conventional demodulation technique.

The present invention can output the unfiltered PM inter-
mediate signal 5414, the filtered PM intermediate signal
5416, a partially filtered PM intermediate signal, a stair step
output signal, etc. The choice between these embodiments is
generally a design choice that depends uponthe application
of the invention.

The signals referred to herein illustrate frequency down-
conversion in accordancewith the invention. For example, the
PM intermediate signals 5414 in FIG. 54F and 5416 in FIG.
54G illustrate that the PM carrier signal 916 was successfully
down-converted to an intermediate signal by retaining
enough baseband information for sufficient reconstruction.

1.2.3.1.2 Digital PM Carrier Signal
A process for down-converting the digital PM carrier sig-

nal 1016 in FIG. 10C to a digital PM signal is now described
for the flowchart 3607 in FIG. 46B. The digital PM carrier
signal 1016 is re-illustrated in FIG. 55. for convenience. For
this example, the digital PM carrier signal 1016 oscillates at
approximately 901 MHZ.In FIG. 55B,a digital PM carrier
signal 5504 illustrates a portion of the digital PM carrier
signal 1016 on an expanded timescale.

The process begins at step 4608, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the digital PM carrier
signal 1016.

Step 4610 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 55C illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 5506 on substantially the same time
scale as FIG. 55B. The energy transfer signal 5506 includes a
train of energy transfer pulses 5507 having non-negligible
apertures 5509 that tend away from zero time in duration. The
energy transfer pulses 5507 repeatat an aliasing rate, which is
determined or selected as previously described. Generally,
when down-converting to an intermediate signal, the aliasing
rate F,, 1s substantially equal to a harmonic or, more typi-
cally, a sub-harmonicofthe difference frequency Fp77.

Step 4612 includestransferring energy from the EM signal
at the aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to an
intermediate signal F,,.. In FIG. 55D, an affected digital PM
carrier signal 5508 illustrates effects of transferring energy
from the digital PM carrier signal 1016 at the aliasing rate
Fjz. The affected digital PM carrier signal 5508is illustrated
on substantially the sametime scale as FIGS. 55B and 55C.

FIG. 55E illustrates a down-converted PM intermediate

signal 5512, which is generated by the down-conversion pro-
cess. The down-converted PM intermediate signal 5512
includes portions 5510A, which correlate with the energy
transfer pulses 5507 in FIG. 55C, and portions 5510B, which
are between the energy transfer pulses 5507. Down-converted
signal 5512is illustrated with an arbitrary load impedance.
Load impedance optimizations are discussed in Section 5
below.

Portions 5510A represent energy transferred from the digi-
tal PM carrier signal 1016 to a storage device, while simul-
taneously driving an output load. The portions 5510A occur
when a switching module is closed by the energy transfer
pulses 5507.

Portions 5510B represent energy stored in a storage device
continuing to drive the load. Portions 5510B occur when the
switching module is openedafter energy transfer pulses 5507.
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Because a harmonicofthe aliasing rateis off-set from the
frequency of the digital PM carrier signal 716, the energy
transfer pulses 5507 “walk through” the digital PM carrier
signal 1016 at the difference frequency F,;,--. In other words,
the energy transfer pulse 5507 occur at different locations of
subsequent cycles of the digital PM carrier signal 1016. As a
result, the energy transfer pulses 5507 capture varying
amounts of energy from the digital PM carrier signal 1016, as
illustrated by portions 5510, which provides the PM interme-
diate signal 5512 with an oscillating frequency F;,.

In FIG. 55F, a digital PM intermediate signal 5514 illus-
trates the PM intermediate signal 5512 on a compressed time
scale. In FIG. 55G, an PM intermediate signal 5516 repre-
sents a filtered version of the PM intermediate signal 5514.
The PM intermediate signal 5516 is substantially similar to
the digital PM carrier signal 1016, except that the PM inter-
mediate signal 5516 is at the intermediate frequency. The PM
intermediate signal 5516 can be demodulated through any
conventional demodulation technique.

The present invention can output the unfiltered PM inter-
mediate signal 5514, the filtered PM intermediate signal
5516, a partially filtered PM intermediate signal, a stair step
output signal, etc. The choice between these embodiments is
generally a design choice that depends upon the application
of the invention.

The signals referred to herein illustrate frequency down-
conversion in accordancewiththe invention. For example, the
PM intermediate signals 5514 in FIG. 55F and 5516 in FIG.
55Gillustrate that the PM carrier signal 1016 was success-
fully down-converted to an intermediate signal by retaining
enough baseband information for sufficient reconstruction.

1.2.3.2 Structural Description
Operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now

described for the analog PM carriersignal 916, with reference
to the flowchart 4607 and the timing diagrams in FIGS. 54A-
G.In step 4608, the energy transfer module 6304 receives the
analog PM carrier signal 916. In step 4610, the energy trans-
fer module 6304 receives the energy transfer signal 5406. In
step 4612, the energy transfer module 6304 transfers energy
from the analog PM carrier signal 916at the aliasing rate of
the energy transfer signal 5406, to down-convert the analog
PM carrier signal 916 to the PM intermediate signal 5412.

Operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now
described for the digital PM carrier signal 1016, with refer-
ence to the flowchart 1401 andthe timing diagramsin FIGS.
55A-G. In step 4608, the energy transfer module 6304
receives the digital PM carrier signal 1016. In step 4610, the
energy transfer module 6304 receives the energy transfer
signal 5506. In step 4612, the energy transfer module 6304
transfers energy from the digital PM carriersignal 1016 at the
aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal 5506, to down-
convert the digital PM carrier signal 1016 to the PM interme-
diate signal 5512.

Example embodimentsofthe energy transfer module 6304
are disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.

1.2.4 Other Embodiments

The embodiments described above are provided for pur-
posesofillustration. These embodiments are not intended to
limit the invention. Alternate embodiments,differing slightly
or substantially from those described herein, will be apparent
to personsskilled in the relevantart(s) based on the teachings
contained herein. Such alternate embodimentsfall within the

scope andspirit ofthe present invention. Example implemen-
tations of the energy transfer module 6304 are disclosed in
Sections 4 and 5 below.
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1.3 Implementation Examples
Exemplary operational and/or structural implementations

related to the methods), structure(s), and/or embodiments
described above are presented in Sections 4 and 5 below.
These implementationsare presented for purposesofillustra-
tion, and not limitation. The invention is not limited to the
particular implementation examples described therein. Alter-
nate implementations (including equivalents, extensions,
variations, deviations, etc., of those described herein) will be
apparentto personsskilled in the relevant art(s) based on the
teachings contained herein. Such alternate implementations
fall within the scope andspirit of the present invention.
2. Directly Down-Converting an EM Signal to an Demodu-
lated Baseband Signal by Transferring Energy from the EM
Signal

In an embodiment, the invention directly down-converts an
EMsignalto a basebandsignal, by transferring energy from
the EM signal. This embodiment is referred to herein as
direct-to-data down-conversion andis illustrated by 4516 in
FIG. 45B.

This embodimentcan be implemented with modulated and
unmodulated EM signals. This embodiment is described
herein using the modulatedcarrier signal F,,..1n FIG. 1, as an
example. In the example, the modulatedcarrier signal F,,.. is
directly down-converted to the demodulated baseband signal
Fpag Upon reading the disclosure and examples therein, one
skilled in the relevantart(s) will understandthat the invention
can be implemented to down-convert any EM signal, includ-
ing but not limited to, modulated carrier signals and unmodu-
lated carrier signals.

The following sections describe methods for directly
down-converting the modulated carrier signal F,,.. to the
demodulated baseband signal F,,,,,. Exemplary structural
embodiments for implementing the methods are also
described. It should be understood that the invention is not

limited to the particular embodiments described below.
Equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc., of the
following will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
art(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such equiva-
lents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc., are within the
scope andspirit of the present invention.

The following sections include a high level discussion,
example embodiments, and implementation examples.

2.1 High Level Description
This section (including its subsections) provides a high-

level description of transferring energy from the modulated
carrier signal F,,.. to directly down-convert the modulated
carrier signal F,,-. to the demodulated basebandsignal Fyyyz,
according to the invention. In particular, an operational pro-
cess ofdirectly down-converting the modulated carriersignal
Fyc to the demodulated basebandsignal F,,,, 1s described at
a high-level. Also, a structural implementation for imple-
menting this process is described at a high-level. The struc-
tural implementation is described herein for illustrative pur-
poses, and is not limiting. In particular, the process described
in this section can be achieved using any numberof structural
implementations, one of which is described in this section.
The details of such structural implementations will be appar-
ent to personsskilled in the relevantart(s) based on the teach-
ings contained herein.

2.1.1 Operational Description
FIG. 46C depicts a flowchart 4613 thatillustrates an exem-

plary method for transferring energy from the modulated
carrier signal F,,. to directly downconvert the modulated
carrier signal F,,-. to the demodulated basebandsignal Fyyy.
The exemplary method illustrated in the flowchart 4613 IS an
embodimentofthe flowchart 4601 in FIG. 46A.
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Any and all combinations of modulation techniques are
valid for this invention. Forease ofdiscussion, the digital AM
carrier signal 616 is usedtoillustrate a high level operational
description of the invention. Subsequent sections provide
detailed flowcharts and descriptions for AM and PM example
embodiments. FM presents special considerations that are
dealt with separately in Section IJI.3. Upon reading the dis-
closure and examplestherein, one skilled in the relevant art(s)
will understand that the invention can be implemented to
down-convert any type of EM signal, including any form of
modulated carrier signal and unmodulatedcarriersignals.

The high-level process illustrated in the flowchart 4613 is
now described at a high level using the digital AM carrier
signal 616, from FIG. 6C. The digital AM carrier signal 616
is re-illustrated in FIG. 56A for convenience.

The process of the flowchart 4613 begins at step 4614,
which includes receiving an EM signal. Step 4613 is repre-
sented by the digital AM carrier signal 616.

Step 4616 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 56B illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 5602, which includes a train of energy
transfer pulses 5604 having apertures 5606 thatare optimized
for energy transfer. The optimized apertures 5606 are non-
negligible and tend away from zero.

The non-negligible apertures 5606 can be any width other
than the period of the EM signal, or a multiple thereof. For
example, the non-negligible apertures 5606 can be less than
the period ofthe signal 616 such as, ¥, 4, 4, %4, etc., of the
period of the signal 616. Alternatively, the non-negligible
apertures 5606 can be greater than the period of the signal
616. The width and amplitude of the apertures 5606 can be
optimized based on one or moreof a variety of criteria, as
described in sections below.

The energy transfer pulses 5604 repeat at the aliasing rate
or pulse repetition rate. The aliasing rate is determined in
accordance with EQ.(2), reproduced below for convenience.

FOOWFsp2Fip EQ. (2)

Whendirectly down-converting an EM signal to baseband
(i.e., zero IF), EQ. (2) becomes:

FoonNFap EQ.(8)

Thus, to directly down-convert the AM signal 616 to a
demodulated baseband signal, the aliasing rate is substan-
tially equal to the frequency of the AM signal 616 or to a
harmonic or sub-harmonic thereof. Althoughthe aliasing rate
is too low to permit reconstruction of higher frequency com-
ponents ofthe AM signal 616 (i.e., the carrier frequency),it is
high enough to permit substantial reconstruction of the lower
frequency modulating baseband signal 310.

Step 4618 includestransferring energy from the EM signal
at the aliasing rate to directly down-convert the EM signal to
a demodulated basebandsignal F4,9. FIG. 56C illustrates a
demodulated baseband signal 5610 that is generated by the
direct down-conversion process. The demodulated baseband
signal 5610 is similar to the digital modulating baseband
signal 310 in FIG.3.

FIG. 56D depicts a filtered demodulated baseband signal
5612, which can be generated from the demodulated base-
band signal 5610. The invention can thus generateafiltered
output signal, a partially filtered output signal,or a relatively
unfiltered output signal. The choice betweenfiltered, partially
filtered and non-filtered output signals is generally a design
choice that depends uponthe application of the invention.

2.1.2 Structural Description
In an embodiment, the energy transfer system 6302 trans-

fers energy from any type ofEM signal, including modulated
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carrier signals and unmodulated carrier signal, to directly
down-convert the EM signal to a demodulated basebandsig-
nal. Preferably, the energy transfer system 6302 transfers
energy from the EM signal 1304 to down-convert it to
demodulated baseband signal in the manner shown in the
operational flowchart 4613. However, it should be understood
that the scope andspirit of the invention includesotherstruc-
tural embodiments for performing the steps of the flowchart
4613. The specifics of the other structural embodiments will
be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on
the discussion contained herein.

Operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now
described in at a high level for the digital AM carrier signal
616, with reference to the flowchart 4613 and the timing
diagramsillustrated in FIGS. 56A-D.In step 4614,the energy
transfer module 6304 receives the digital AM carrier signal
616. In step 4616, the energy transfer module 6304 receives
the energy transfer signal 5602. In step 4618, the energy
transfer module 6304 transfers energy from the digital AM
carrier signal 616 at the aliasing rate to directly down-convert
it to the demodulated basebandsignal 5610.

Example implementations of the energy transfer module
6302 are disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.

2.2 Example Embodiments
Various embodiments related to the method(s) and struc-

ture(s) described above are presented in this section (andits
subsections). These embodiments are described herein for
purposesof illustration, and not limitation. The invention is
not limited to these embodiments. Alternate embodiments

(including equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations,
etc., ofthe embodiments described herein) will be apparent to
persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings
contained herein. The invention is intended and adapted to
include such alternate embodiments.

The method for down-converting the EM signal to the
demodulated baseband signal F,,,5, illustrated in the flow-
chart 4613 of FIG. 46C, can be implemented with various
types of modulated carrier signals including, but not limited
to, AM, PM,etc., or any combination thereof. The flowchart
4613 of FIG. 46C is described below for AM and PM.The

exemplary descriptions below are intended to facilitate an
understanding of the present invention. The present invention
is not limited to or by the exemplary embodiments below.

2.2.1 First Example Embodiment: Amplitude Modulation
2.2.1.1 Operational Description
Operation of the exemplary processof the flowchart 4613

in FIG. 46C is described below for the analog AM carrier
signal 516, illustrated in FIG. 5C, and for the digital AM
carrier signal 616, illustrated in FIG. 6C.

2.2.1.1.1 Analog AM Carrier Signal
A process for directly down-converting the analog AM

carrier signal 516 in FIG. 5C to a demodulated baseband
signal is now described with reference to the flowchart 4613
in FIG. 46C. The analog AM carrier signal 516 is re-illus-
trated in 57A for convenience. For this example, the analog
AM carrier signal 516 oscillates at approximately 900 MHZ.
In FIG. 57B,an analog AM carrier signal portion 5704 illus-
trates a portion of the analog AM carrier signal 516 on an
expandedtimescale.

The process begins at step 4614, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the analog AM carrier
signal 516.

Step 4616 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. In FIG. 57C, an example energy
transfer signal 5706 is illustrated on approximately the same
time scale as FIG. 57B. The energy transfer signal 5706
includesa train of energy transfer pulses 5707 having non-
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negligible apertures that tend away from zero time in dura-
tion. The energy transfer pulses 5707 repeat at the aliasing
rate, which is determinedorselected as previously described.
Generally, when down-converting an EM signal to a demodu-
lated basebandsignal, the aliasing rate F,, is substantially
equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a sub-harmonic ofthe
EMsignal.

Step 4618 includestransferring energy from the EM signal
at the aliasing rate to directly down-convert the EM signal to
the demodulated baseband signal F,,,,. In FIG. 57D, an
affected analog AM carrier signal 5708illustrates effects of
transferring energy from the analog AM carrier signal 516 at
the aliasing rate F,,. The affected analog AM carrier signal
5708 is illustrated on substantially the same time scale as
FIGS. 57B and 57C.

FIG. 57Eillustrates a demodulated basebandsignal 5712,
whichIS generated by the down-conversion process. Because
a harmonic of the aliasing rate is substantially equal to the
frequencyofthe signal 516,essentially no IF is produced. The
only substantial aliased component is the baseband signal.
The demodulated baseband signal 5712is illustrated with an
arbitrary load impedance. Load impedanceoptimizationsare
discussed in Section 5 below.

The demodulated baseband signal 5712 includes portions
5710A, which correlate with the energy transfer pulses 5707
in FIG. 57C, and portions 5710B, which are between the
energy transfer pulses 5707. Portions 5710A represent energy
transferred from the analogAM carrier signal 516 to a storage
device, while simultaneously driving an output load. The
portions 5710A occur when a switching moduleis closed by
the energy transfer pulses 5707. Portions 5710B represent
energy stored in a storage device continuing to drive the load.
Portions 5710B occur when the switching module is opened
after energy transfer pulses 5707.

In FIG. 57F, a demodulated baseband signal 5716 repre-
sents a filtered version of the demodulated basebandsignal
5712, on a compressed time scale. The demodulated base-
band signal 5716 is substantially similar to the modulating
basebandsignal 210 and can be further processed using any
signal processing technique(s) without further down-conver-
sion or demodulation.

The present invention can output the unfiltered demodu-
lated baseband signal 5712, the filtered demodulated base-
band signal 5716, a partially filtered demodulated baseband
signal, a stair step output signal, etc. The choice between
these embodimentsis generally a design choice that depends
upon the application of the invention.

Thealiasing rate of the energy transfer signal is preferably
controlled to optimize the demodulated baseband signal for
amplitude output and polarity, as desired.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate direct down-
conversion in accordancewiththe invention. For example, the
demodulated baseband signals 5712 in FIG. 57E and 5716 in
FIG.57F illustrate that the analog AM carrier signal 516 was
directly down-converted to a demodulated baseband signal
by retaining enough baseband information for sufficient
reconstruction.

2.2.1.1.2 Digital AM Carrier Signal
A process for directly down-converting the digital AM

carrier signal 616 in FIG. 6C to a demodulated baseband
signal is now described for the flowchart 4613 in FIG. 46C.
The digital AM carrier signal 616is re-illustrated in 58A for
convenience. For this example, the digital AM carrier signal
616 oscillates at approximately 900 MHZ.In FIG. 58B, a
digital AM carrier signal portion 5804illustrates a portion of
the digital AM carrier signal 616 on an expandedtimescale.
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The process begins at step 4614, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the digital AM carrier
signal 616.

Step 4616 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. In FIG. 58C, an example energy
transfer signal 5806 is illustrated on approximately the same
time scale as FIG. 58B. The energy transfer signal 5806
includesa train of energy transfer pulses 5807 having non-
negligible apertures that tend away from zero time in dura-
tion. The energy transfer pulses 5807 repeat at the aliasing
rate, which is determinedor selected as previously described.
Generally, when directly down-converting an EM signalto a
demodulated baseband signal, the aliasing rate F,, is sub-
stantially equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a sub-har-
monic of the EM signal.

Step 4618 includestransferring energy from the EM signal
at the aliasing rate to directly down-convert the EM signal to
the demodulated baseband signal Fp,,,. In FIG. 58D, an
affected digital AM carrier signal 5808 illustrates effects of
transferring energy from the digital AM carrier signal 616 at
the aliasing rate F,,. The affected digital AM carrier signal
5808 is illustrated on substantially the same time scale as
FIGS. 58B and 58C.

FIG. 58E illustrates a demodulated basebandsignal 5812,
whichis generated by the down-conversion process. Because
a harmonic ofthe aliasing rate is substantially equal to the
frequencyofthe signal 616, essentially no IF is produced. The
only substantial aliased component is the baseband signal.
The demodulated basebandsignal 5812is illustrated with an
arbitrary load impedance. Load impedance optimizations are
discussed in Section 5 below.

The demodulated baseband signal 5812 includes portions
5810A, which correlate with the energy transfer pulses 5807
in FIG. 58e, and portions 5810B, which are between the
energy transfer pulses 5807. Portions 5810A represent energy
transferred from the digital AM carriersignal 616 to a storage
device, while simultaneously driving an output load. The
portions 5810A occur when a switching moduleis closed by
the energy transfer pulses 5807. Portions 5810B represent
energy stored in a storage device continuing to drive the load.
Portions 5810B occur when the switching module is opened
after energy transfer pulses 5807.

In FIG. 58F, a demodulated baseband signal 5816 repre-
sents a filtered version of the demodulated baseband signal
5812, on a compressed time scale. The demodulated base-
band signal 5816 is substantially similar to the modulating
basebandsignal 310 and can be further processed using any
signal processing technique(s) without further down-conver-
sion or demodulation.

The present invention can output the unfiltered demodu-
lated baseband signal 5812, the filtered demodulated base-
bandsignal 5816, a partially filtered demodulated baseband
signal, a stair step output signal, etc. The choice between
these embodimentsis generally a design choice that depends
upon the application of the invention.

Thealiasing rate of the energy transfer signal is preferably
controlled to optimize the down-converted signal for ampli-
tude output and polarity, as desired.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate direct down-
conversion in accordancewith the invention. For example, the
demodulated basebandsignals 5812 in FIG. 58E and 5816 in
FIG.58F illustrate that the digital AM carrier signal 616 was
directly down-converted to a demodulated baseband signal
by retaining enough baseband information for sufficient
reconstruction.
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2.2.1.2 Structural Description
In an embodiment, the energy transfer module 6304 pref-

erably transfers energy from the EM signalto directly down-
convert it to a demodulated baseband signal in the manner
shownin the operational flowchart 4613. But it should be
understoodthat the scope andspirit of the invention includes
other structural embodiments for performing the steps of the
flowchart 1413. The specifics of the other structural embodi-
ments will be apparentto personsskilled in the relevant art(s)
based on the discussion contained herein.

Operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now
described for the digital AM carrier signal 516, with reference
to the flowchart 4613 and the timing diagrams in FIGS. 57A-
F. In step 4612, the energy transfer module 6404 receives the
analog AM carrier signal 516. In step 4614, the energy trans-
fer module 6404 receives the energy transfer signal 5706. In
step 4618, the energy transfer module 6404 transfers energy
from the analog AM carrier signal 516 at the aliasing rate of
the energy transfer signal 5706, to directly down-convert the
digital AM carrier signal 516 to the demodulated baseband
signals 5712 or 5716.

The operation of the energy transfer system 6402 is now
described for the digital AM carrier signal 616, with reference
to the flowchart 4613 and the timing diagrams in FIGS. 58A-
F. In step 4614, the energy transfer module 6404 receives the
digital AM carrier signal 616. In step 4616, the energy trans-
fer module 6404 receives the energy transfer signal 5806. In
step 4618, the energy transfer module 6404 transfers energy
from the digital AM carrier signal 616at the aliasing rate of
the energy transfer signal 5806, to directly down-convert the
digital AM carrier signal 616 to the demodulated baseband
signals 5812 or 5816.

Example implementations of the energy transfer module
6302 are disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.

2.2.2 Second Example Embodiment: Phase Modulation
2.2.2.1 Operational Description
Operation of the exemplary process of flowchart 4613 in

FIG.46C is described below for the analog PM carrier signal
916, illustrated in FIG. 9C and for the digital PM carrier
signal 1016, illustrated in FIG. 10C.

2.2.2.1.1 Analog PM Carrier Signal
A process for directly down-converting the analog PM

carrier signal 916 to a demodulated baseband signal is now
described for the flowchart 4613 in FIG. 46C. The analog PM
carrier signal 916 is re-illustrated in 59A for convenience. For
this example, the analog PM carrier signal 916 oscillates at
approximately 900 MHZ.In FIG. 59B, an analog PM carrier
signal portion 5904 illustrates a portion of the analog PM
carrier signal 916 on an expandedtimescale.

The process begins at step 4614, which includesreceiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the analog PM carrier
signal 916.

Step 4616 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. In FIG. 59C, an example energy
transfer signal 5906 is illustrated on approximately the same
time scale as FIG. 59B. The energy transfer signal 5906
includesa train of energy transfer pulses 5907 having non-
negligible apertures that tend away from zero time in dura-
tion. The energy transfer pulses 5907 repeat at the aliasing
rate, which is determinedorselected as previously described.
Generally, when directly down-converting an EM signalto a
demodulated baseband signal, the aliasing rate Fj, is sub-
stantially equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a sub-har-
monic of the EM signal.

Step 4618 includestransferring energy from the EM signal
at the aliasing rate to directly down-convert the EM signal to
the demodulated baseband signal Fy. In FIG. 59D, an
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affected analog PM carrier signal 5908 illustrates effects of
transferring energy from the analog PM carrier signal 916 at
the aliasing rate F,,. The affected analog PM carrier signal
5908 is illustrated on substantially the same time scale as
FIGS. 59B and 59C.

FIG. 59E illustrates a demodulated basebandsignal 5912,
which IS generated by the down-conversion process. Because
a harmonic ofthe aliasing rate is substantially equal to the
frequencyofthe signal 516, essentially no IF is produced. The
only substantial aliased component is the baseband signal.
The demodulated basebandsignal 5912is illustrated with an
arbitrary load impedance. Load impedance optimizations are
discussed in Section 5 below.

The demodulated baseband signal 5912 includes portions
5910A, which correlate with the energy transfer pulses 5907
in FIG. 59C, and portions 5910B, which are between the
energy transfer pulses 5907. Portions 5910A represent energy
transferred from the analog PM carriersignal 916 to a storage
device, while simultaneously driving an output load. The
portions 5910A occur when a switching moduleis closed by
the energy transfer pulses 5907. Portions 5910B represent
energy stored in a storage device continuing to drive the load.
Portions 5910B occur when the switching module is opened
after energy transfer pulses 5907.

In FIG. 59F, a demodulated baseband signal 5916 repre-
sents a filtered version of the demodulated baseband signal
5912, on a compressed time scale. The demodulated base-
band signal 5916 is substantially similar to the modulating
basebandsignal 210 and can be further processed using any
signal processing technique(s) without further down-conver-
sion or demodulation.

The present invention can output the unfiltered demodu-
lated baseband 5912,thefiltered demodulated basebandsig-
nal 5916, a partially filtered demodulated basebandsignal, a
stair step output signal, etc. The choice between these
embodiments is generally a design choice that depends upon
the application of the invention.

Thealiasing rate of the energy transfer signal is preferably
controlled to optimize the down-converted signal for ampli-
tude output and polarity, as desired.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate direct down-
conversion in accordancewith the invention. For example, the
demodulated basebandsignals 5912 in FIG. 59E and 5916 in
FIG.59Fillustrate that the analog PM carrier signal 916 was
successfully down-converted to a demodulated basebandsig-
nal by retaining enough baseband information for sufficient
reconstruction.

2.2.2.1.2 Digital PM Carrier Signal
A process for directly down-converting the digital PM

carrier signal 1016 in FIG. 6C to a demodulated baseband
signal is now described for the flowchart 4613 in FIG. 46C.
The digital PM carrier signal 1016 is re-illustrated in 60A for
convenience. For this example, the digital PM carrier signal
1016 oscillates at approximately 900 MHZ.In FIG. 60B, a
digital PM carrier signal portion 6004illustrates a portion of
the digital PM carrier signal 1016 on an expandedtimescale.
The process begins at step 4614, which includesreceiving an
EMsignal. This is represented bythe digital PM carrier signal
1016.

Step 4616 includesreceiving an energytransfersignal F,,.
In FIG. 60C, an example energytransfer signal 6006is illus-
trated on approximately the same timescale as FIG. 60B. The
energy transfer signal 6006 includes a train of energy transfer
pulses 6007 having non-negligible apertures that tend away
from zero time in duration. The energy transfer pulses 6007
repeat at the aliasing rate, which is determinedor selected as
previously described. Generally, when directly down-con-
verting an EM signal to a demodulated basebandsignal, the
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aliasing rate F,, is substantially equal to a harmonic or, more
typically, a sub-harmonic of the EM signal.

Step 4618 includestransferring energy from the EM signal
at the aliasing rate to directly down-convert the EM signal to
the demodulated baseband signal F,,,,. In FIG. 60D, an
affected digital PM carrier signal 6008 illustrates effects of
transferring energy from the digital PM carrier signal 1016 at
the aliasing rate F,,. The affected digital PM carrier signal
6008 is illustrated on substantially the same time scale as
FIGS. 60B and 60C.

FIG.60E illustrates a demodulated basebandsignal 6012,
whichIS generated by the down-conversion process. Because
a harmonic of the aliasing rate is substantially equal to the
frequency ofthe signal 1016, essentially no IF is produced.
The only substantial aliased componentis the basebandsig-
nal. The demodulated basebandsignal 6012 is illustrated with
an arbitrary load impedance. Load impedance optimizations
are discussed in Section 5 below.

The demodulated baseband signal 6012 includes portions
6010A, which correlate with the energy transfer pulses 6007
in FIG. 60C, and portions 6010B, which are between the
energy transfer pulses 6007. Portions 6010A represent energy
transferred from the digital PM carrier signal 1016 toastor-
age device, while simultaneously driving an output load. The
portions 6010A occur when a switching moduleis closed by
the energy transfer pulses 6007. Portions 6010B represent
energy stored in a storage device continuing to drive the load.
Portions 6010B occur when the switching module is opened
after energy transfer pulses 6007.

In FIG. 60F, a demodulated baseband signal 6016 repre-
sents a filtered version of the demodulated basebandsignal
6012, on a compressed time scale. The demodulated base-
band signal 6016 is substantially similar to the modulating
basebandsignal 310 and can be further processed using any
signal processing technique(s) without further down-conver-
sion or demodulation.

The present invention can output the unfiltered demodu-
lated baseband signal 6012, the filtered demodulated base-
bandsignal 6016, a partially filtered demodulated baseband
signal, a stair step output signal, etc. The choice between
these embodimentsis generally a design choice that depends
upon the application of the invention.

Thealiasing rate of the energy transfer signal is preferably
controlled to optimize the down-converted signal for ampli-
tude output and polarity, as desired.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate direct down-
conversion in accordancewiththe invention. For example, the
demodulated basebandsignals 6012 in FIG. 60E and 6016 in
FIG.60F illustrate that the digital PM carrier signal 1016 was
successfully down-converted to a demodulated basebandsig-
nal by retaining enough baseband information for sufficient
reconstruction.

2.2.2.2 Structural Description
In an embodiment, the energy transfer system 6302 pref-

erably transfers energy from an EM signalto directly down-
convert it to a demodulated baseband signal in the manner
shownin the operational flowchart 4613. But it should be
understoodthat the scope andspirit of the invention includes
other structural embodiments for performing the steps of the
flowchart 1413. The specifics of the other structural embodi-
ments will be apparentto personsskilled in the relevant art(s)
based on the discussion contained herein.

Operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now
described for the analog PM carriersignal 916, with reference
to the flowchart 4613 and the timing diagrams in FIGS. 59A-
F. In step 4614, the energy transfer module 6304 receives the
analog PM carrier signal 916. In step 4616, the energy trans-
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fer module 6304 receives the energy transfer signal 5906. In
step 4618, the energy transfer module 6304 transfers energy
from the analog PM carrier signal 916at the aliasing rate of
the energy transfer signal 5906, to directly down-convert the
analog PM carrier signal 916 to the demodulated baseband
signals 5912 or 5916.

Operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now
described for the digital PM carrier signal 1016, with refer-
ence to the flowchart 4613 and to the timing diagrams in
FIGS. 60A-F. In step 4614, the energy transfer module 6404
receives the digital PM carrier signal 1016. In step 4616, the
energy transfer module 6404 receives the energy transfer
signal 6006. In step 4618, the energy transfer module 6404
transfers energy from the digital PM carriersignal 1016 at the
aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal 6006, to directly
down-convert the digital PM carrier signal 1016 to the
demodulated baseband signal 6012 or 6016.

Example implementations of the energy transfer module
6302 are disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.

2.2.3 Other Embodiments

The embodiments described above are provided for pur-
posesofillustration. These embodiments are not intended to
limit the invention. Alternate embodiments,differing slightly
or substantially from those described herein, will be apparent
to personsskilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings
contained herein. Such alternate embodimentsfall within the

scope andspirit ofthe present invention. Example implemen-
tations of the energy transfer module 6302 are disclosed in
Sections 4 and 5 below.

2.3 Implementation Examples
Exemplary operational and/or structural implementations

related to the method(s), structure(s), and/or embodiments
described above are presented in Sections 4 and 5 below.
These implementationsare presented for purposesofillustra-
tion, and not limitation. The invention is not limited to the
particular implementation examples described therein. Alter-
nate implementations (including equivalents, extensions,
variations, deviations, etc., of those described herein) will be
apparentto personsskilled in the relevant art(s) based on the
teachings contained herein. Such alternate implementations
fall within the scope andspirit of the present invention.
3. Modulation Conversion

In an embodiment, the invention down-converts an FM

carrier signal F;4,- to a non-FMsignal Fuvon-ran, by trans-
ferring energy from the FM carriersignal F-,,-. at an aliasing
rate. This embodimentis illustrated in FIG. 45B as 4518.

In an example embodiment, the FM carrier signal Fy-yyc 18
down-converted to a phase modulated (PM) signal F,,,. In
another example embodiment, the FM carrier signal Fp.is
down-converted to an amplitude modulated (AM)signal
F4,The down-converted signal can be demodulated with
any conventional demodulation technique to obtain a
demodulated baseband signal Fnarp-

The invention can be implemented with any type of FM
signal. Exemplary embodiments are provided below for
down-converting a frequency shift keying (FSK) signal to a
non-FSK signal. FSK is a sub-set of FM, wherein an FM
signal shifts or switches between two or more frequencies.
FSKis typically used for digital modulating baseband sig-
nals, such as the digital modulating baseband signal 310 in
FIG. 3. For example, in FIG.8, the digital FM signal 816 is an
FSK signal that shifts between an upper frequency and a
lower frequency, corresponding to amplitude shifts in the
digital modulating baseband signal 310. The FSKsignal 816
is used in example embodiments below.

Inafirst example embodiment, energyis transferred from
the FSK signal 816 at an aliasing rate that is based on a
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mid-point between the upper and lower frequencies of the
FSKsignal 816. Whenthe aliasing rate is based on the mid-
point, the FSK signal 816 is down-converted to a phase shift
keying (PSK) signal. PSK is a sub-set of phase modulation,
wherein a PM signalshifts or switches between two or more
phases. PSKis typically usedfor digital modulating baseband
signals. For example, in FIG. 10, the digital PM signal 1016
is a PSK signal that shifts between two phases. The PSK
signal 1016 can be demodulated by any conventional PSK
demodulation technique(s).

In a second example embodiment, energy is transferred
from the FSK signal 816 at an aliasing rate that is based upon
either the upper frequencyor the lower frequency of the FSK
signal 816. Whenthe aliasing rate is based upon the upper
frequency or the lower frequency of the FSK signal 816, the
FSKsignal 816 is down-converted to an amplitude shift key-
ing (ASK)signal. ASK is a sub-set of amplitude modulation,
wherein an AMsignalshifts or switches between two or more
amplitudes. ASK is typically used for digital modulating
baseband signals. For example, in FIG. 6, the digital AM
signal 616 is an ASK signal that shifts between the first
amplitude and the second amplitude. The ASK signal 616 can
be demodulated by any conventional ASK demodulation
technique(s).

The following sections describe methods for transferring
energy from an FM carrier signal F-,,- to down-convert it to
the non-PMsignal Fyox-zass)- Exemplary structural embodi-
ments for implementing the methods are also described. It
should be understood that the invention is not limited to the

particular embodiments described below. Equivalents, exten-
sions, variations, deviations, etc., of the following will be
apparentto personsskilled in the relevant art(s) based on the
teachings contained herein. Such equivalents, extensions,
variations, deviations, etc., are within the scope andspirit of
the present invention.

The following sections include a high level discussion,
example embodiments, and implementation examples.

3.1 High Level Description
This section (including its subsections) provides a high-

level description of transferring energy from the FM carrier
signal F,,, to down-convert it to the non-FM signal
Fwon-ran; accordingto the invention.In particular, an opera-
tional process for down-converting the FM carrier signal F,.,,
to the non-FMsignal Fjonx-zay 18 describedat a high-level.
Also, a structural implementation for implementingthis pro-
cess is described at a high-level. The structural implementa-
tion is described herein for illustrative purposes, and is not
limiting. In particular, the process described in this section
can be achieved using any numberof structural implementa-
tions, one ofwhichis describedin this section. The details of
such structural implementations will be apparent to persons
skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings contained
herein.

3.1.1 Operational Description
FIG. 46D depicts a flowchart 4619 thatillustrates an exem-

plary method for down-converting the FM carrier signal
Fryc to the non-FM signal Faoy.rapy. The exemplary
methodillustrated in the flowchart 4619 is an embodiment of
the flowchart 4601 in FIG. 46A.

Anyandall forms of frequency modulation techniques are
valid for this invention. For ease ofdiscussion, the digital FM
carrier (FSK) signal 816 is used to illustrate a high level
operational description of the invention. Subsequentsections
provide detailed flowcharts and descriptions for the FSK sig-
nal 816. Upon reading the disclosure and examplestherein,
one skilled in the relevant art(s) will understand that the
invention can be implemented to down-convert any type of
FM signal.
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The methodillustrated in the flowchart 4619 is described

below at a high level for down-converting the FSK signal 816
in FIG. 8C to a PSK signal. The FSK signal 816 is re-illus-
trated in FIG. 84A for convenience.

The process of the flowchart 4619 begins at step 4620,
whichincludes receiving an FM signal. This is represented by
the FSKsignal 816. The FSK signal 816 shifts betweenafirst
frequency 8410 and a second frequency 8412. Thefirst fre-
quency 8410 can be higher or lower than the second fre-
quency 8412. In an exemplary embodiment, the first fre-
quency 8410 is approximately 899 MHZ and the second
frequency 8412 is approximately 901 MHZ.

Step 4622 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 84Billustrates an example
energy transfer signal 8402 which includesa train of energy
transfer pulses 8403 having non-negligible apertures 8405
that tend away from zero time in duration.

The energy transfer pulses 8403 repeatat the aliasing rate
F4x, which is determinedor selected as previously described.
Generally, when down-converting an FM carrier signal Fpyjc
to a non-PMsignal Fiyon.rap the aliasing rate is substan-
tially equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a sub-harmonic
ofa frequency within the FM signal. In this example overview
embodiment, where the FSK signal 816 is to be down-con-
verted to a PSKsignal, the aliasingrate is substantially equal
to a harmonic or, more typically, a sub-harmonic of the mid-
point betweenthefirst frequency 8410 and the secondfre-
quency 8412. For the present example, the mid-point is
approximately 900 MHZ.

Step 4624 includestransferring energy from the FM carrier
signal F,,,c at the aliasing rate to down-convert the FM
carrier signal Fy,- to the non-FM signal Fwwow-ran- FIG.
84C illustrates a PSK signal 8404, which is generated by the
modulation conversion process.

When the second frequency 8412 IS under-sampled, the
PSKsignal 8404 has a frequency of approximately 1 MHZ
and is used as a phase reference. Whenthefirst frequency
8410 is under-sampled, the PSK signal 8404 has a frequency
of 1 MHZ and is phase shifted 180 degrees from the phase
reference.

FIG. 84D depicts a PSK signal 8406, which isa filtered
version of the PSK signal 8404. The invention can thus gen-
erate a filtered outputsignal, a partially filtered output signal,
or a relatively unfiltered stair step output signal. The choice
betweenfiltered, partially filtered and non-filtered output sig-
nals is generally a design choice that depends uponthe appli-
cation of the invention.

Thealiasing rate of the energy transfer signal is preferably
controlled to optimize the down-converted signal for ampli-
tude output and polarity, as desired.

Detailed exemplary embodiments for down-converting an
FSKsignal to a PSK signal and for down-converting an FSK
signal to an ASKsignal are provided below.

3.1.2 Structural Description
FIG.63 illustrates the energy transfer system 6302 accord-

ing to an embodimentof the invention. The energy transfer
system 6302 includes the energy transfer module 6304. The
energy transfer system 6302 is an example embodimentofthe
generic aliasing system 1302 in FIG.13.

In a modulation conversion embodiment, the EM signal
1304 is an FM carrier signal F,,,. and the energy transfer
module 6304 transfers energy from FM carrier signal at a
harmonic or, more typically, a sub-harmonic of a frequency
within the FM frequency band.Preferably, the energy transfer
module 6304 transfers energy from the FM carrier signal
Frac to down-convert it to a non-FMsignalFjox-_zay in the
manner shown in the operational flowchart 4619. But it
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should be understood that the scope and spirit ofthe invention
includes other structural embodiments for performing the
steps of the flowchart 4619. The specifics of the other struc-
tural embodiments will be apparent to persons skilled in the
relevant art(s) based on the discussion contained herein.

The operationofthe energy transfer system 6302 shall now
be described with reference to the flowchart 4619 and the

timing diagrams of FIGS. 84A-84D.In step 4620, the energy
transfer module 6304 receives the FSK signal 816. In step
4622, the energy transfer module 6304 receives the energy
transfer signal 8402. In step 4624, the energy transfer module
6304 transfers energy from the FSK signal 816at the aliasing
rate of the energy transfer signal 8402 to down-convert the
FSKsignal 816 to the PSK signal 8404 or 8406.

Example implementations of the energy transfer module
6302 are provided in Section 4 below.

3.2 Example Embodiments
Various embodiments related to the method(s) andstruc-

ture(s) described above are presented in this section (andits
subsections). These embodiments are described herein for
purposesof illustration, and not limitation. The invention is
not limited to these embodiments. Alternate embodiments

(including equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations,
etc., ofthe embodiments described herein) will be apparent to
persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings
contained herein. The invention is intended and adapted to
include such alternate embodiments.

The method for down-converting an FM carrier signal
Fryc to a nonFMsignal, Fiyoy-_rap: illustrated in the flow-
chart 4619 of FIG. 46D, can be implemented with any type of
FM carrier signal including, but not limited to, FSK signals.
The flowchart 4619 is described in detail below for down-

converting an FSK signal to a PSK signal and for down-
converting a PSK signal to an ASK signal. The exemplary
descriptions below are intendedto facilitate an understanding
of the present invention. The present inventionis not limited
to or by the exemplary embodiments below.

3.2.1 First Example Embodiment: Down-Converting an F
M Signal to a PM Signal

3.2.1.1 Operational Description
A process for down-converting the FSK signal 816 in FIG.

8C to a PSKsignal is now described forthe flowchart 4619 in
FIG. 46D.

The FSKsignal 816 is re-illustrated in FIG. 61A for con-
venience. The FSKsignal 816 shifts betweenafirst frequency
6106 and a second frequency 6108. In the exemplary embodi-
ment, the first frequency 6106 is lower than the secondfre-
quency 6108. In an alternative embodiment, the first fre-
quency 6106 is higher than the second frequency 6108. For
this example, the first frequency 6106 is approximately 899
MHZandthe second frequency 6108 is approximately 901
MHZ.

FIG. 61B illustrates an FSK signal portion 6104 that rep-
resents a portion of the FSK signal 816 on an expanded time
scale.

The process begins at step 4620, which includesreceiving
an FM signal. This is represented by the FSKsignal 816.

Step 4622 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 61C illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 6107 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 61B. The energytransfer signal 6107 includes a
train of energy transfer pulses 6109 having non-negligible
apertures that tend away from zero time in duration. The
energy transfer pulses 6109 repeat at the aliasing rate Fy,,
which is determined or selected as described above. Gener-

ally, when down-converting an FM signal to anon-FMsignal,
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the aliasing rate is substantially equal to a harmonic or, more
typically, a sub-harmonic of a frequency within the FM sig-
nal.

In this example, where an FSK signal is being down-con-
verted to a PSKsignal, the aliasingrate is substantially equal
to a harmonic or, more typically, a sub-harmonic, of the
mid-point between the frequencies 6106 and 6108. In this
example, where the first frequency 6106 is 899 MHZ and
second frequency 6108 is 901 MHZ, the mid-pointis approxi-
mately 900 MHZ.Suitable aliasing rates thus include 1.8
GHZ, 900 MHZ, 450 MHZ,etc.

Step 4624 includes transferring energy from the FM signal
at the aliasing rate to down-convert it to the non-FM signal

Fwon.rm: In FIG. 61D,an affected FSK signal 6118 illus-
trates effects of transferring energy from the FSK signal 816
at the aliasing rate F,,. The affected FSK signal 6118 is
illustrated on substantially the same time scale as FIGS. 61B
and 61C.

FIG.61E illustrates a PSK signal 6112, which is generated
by the modulation conversion process. PSK signal 6112 is
illustrated with an arbitrary load impedance. Load impedance
optimizations are discussed in Section 5 below.

The PSKsignal 6112 includes portions 6110A, which cor-
relate with the energy transfer pulses 6107 in FIG. 61C. The
PSK signal 6112 also includes portions 6110B, which are
between the energy transfer pulses 6109. Portions 6110A
represent energy transferred from the FSK 816 to a storage
device, while simultaneously driving an output load. The
portions 6110A occur when a switching moduleis closed by
the energy transfer pulses 6109. Portions 6110B represent
energy stored in a storage device continuing to drive the load.
Portions 6110B occur when the switching module is opened
after energy transfer pulses 6107.

In FIG. 61F, a PSK signal 6114 represents a filtered version
of the PSK signal 6112, on a compressed time scale. The
present invention can output the unfiltered demodulated base-
band signal 6112, the filtered demodulated basebandsignal
6114, a partially filtered demodulated basebandsignal, a stair
step output signal, etc. The choice between these embodi-
ments is generally a design choice that depends upon the
application of the invention. The PSK signals 6112 and 6114
can be demodulated with a conventional demodulation tech-

nique(s).
Thealiasing rate of the energy transfer signal is preferably

controlled to optimize the down-converted signal for ampli-
tude output and polarity, as desired.

The drawingsreferred to herein illustrate modulation con-
version in accordance with the invention. For example, the
PSKsignals 6112 in FIG. 61E and 6114 in FIG.61Fillustrate
that the FSK signal 816 was successfully down-converted to
a PSKsignal by retaining enough baseband information for
sufficient reconstruction.

3.2.1.2 Structural Description
The operation of the energy transfer system 1602 is now

described for down-converting the FSK signal 816 to a PSK
signal, with reference to the flowchart 4619 andto the timing
diagrams of FIGS. 61A-E.In step 4620, the energy transfer
module 1606 receives the FSK signal 816 (FIG. 61A). In step
4622, the energy transfer module 1606 receives the energy
transfer signal 6107 (FIG. 61C). In step 4624, the energy
transfer module 1606 transfers energy from the FSK signal
816 at the aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal 6107 to
down-convert the FSK signal 816 to the PSK signal 6112 in
FIG.61E or the PSK signal 6114 in FIG. 61F.
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3.2.2. Second Example Embodiment: Down-Converting
an FM Signal to an AM Signal

3.2.2.1 Operational Description
A process for down-converting the FSK signal 816 in FIG.

8C to an ASKsignal is now described for the flowchart 4619
in FIG. 46D.

The FSKsignal 816 is re-illustrated in FIG. 62A for con-
venience. The FSKsignal 816 shifts betweenafirst frequency
6206 and a second frequency 6208. In the exemplary embodi-
ment, the first frequency 6206 is lower than the secondfre-
quency 6208. In an alternative embodiment, the first fre-
quency 6206 is higher than the second frequency 6208. For
this example, the first frequency 6206 is approximately 899
MHZandthe second frequency 6208 is approximately 901
MHZ.

FIG. 62B illustrates an FSK signal portion 6204 that rep-
resents a portion of the FSK signal 816 on an expanded time
scale.

The process begins at step 4620, which includesreceiving
an FM signal. This is represented by the FSKsignal 816.

Step 4622 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate F,,. FIG. 62C illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 6207 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 62B. The energytransfer signal 6207 includes a
train of energy transfer pulses 6209 having non-negligible
apertures that tend away from zero time in duration. The
energy transfer pulses 6209 repeat at the aliasing rate Fy,,
which is determined or selected as described above. Gener-

ally, when down-converting an FM signal to anon-FMsignal,
the aliasing rate is substantially equal to a harmonic or, more
typically, a sub-harmonic of a frequency within the FM sig-
nal.

In this example, where an FSK signal is being down-con-
verted to an ASK signal, the aliasing rate is substantially
equal to a harmonic or, moretypically, a sub-harmonic, of
either thefirst frequency 6206 or the second frequency 6208.
In this example, where thefirst frequency 6206 is 899 MHZ
and the second frequency 6208 is 901 MHZ,the aliasing rate
can be substantially equal to a harmonic or sub-harmonic of
899 MHZor 901 MHZ.

Step 4624 includestransferring energy from the FM signal
at the aliasing rate to down-convert it to the non-FM signal
Fwon-ran: In FIG. 62D, an affected FSK signal 6218 illus-
trates effects of transferring energy from the FSK signal 816
at the aliasing rate F,,. The affected FSK signal 6218 is
illustrated on substantially the same time scale as FIGS. 62B
and 62C.

FIG.62Eillustrates an ASK signal 6212, which is gener-
ated by the modulation conversion process. ASK signal 6212
is illustrated with an arbitrary load impedance. Load imped-
ance optimizations are discussed in Section 5 below.

The ASK signal 6212 includes portions 6210A, which
correlate with the energy transfer pulses 6209 in FIG. 62C.
The ASKsignal 6212 also includes portions 6210B, which
are between the energy transfer pulses 6209. Portions 6210A
represent energy transferred from the FSK 816 to a storage
device, while simultaneously driving an output load. Portions
6210A occur when a switching module is closed by the
energy transfer pulses 6207. Portions 6210B represent energy
stored in a storage device continuing to drive the load. Por-
tions 6210B occur whenthe switching module is openedafter
energy transfer pulses 6207.

In FIG. 62F, an ASK signal 6214 represents a filtered
version of the ASK signal 6212, on a compressedtimescale.
The present invention can output the unfiltered demodulated
basebandsignal 6212, the filtered demodulated basebandsig-
nal 6214,a partially filtered demodulated basebandsignal, a
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stair step output signal, etc. The choice between these
embodiments is generally a design choice that depends upon
the application of the invention. The ASKsignals 6212 and
6214 can be demodulated with a conventional demodulation

technique(s).
Thealiasing rate of the energy transfer signal is preferably

controlled to optimize the down-converted signal for ampli-
tude output and/or polarity, as desired.

The drawingsreferred to herein illustrate modulation con-
version II] accordance with the invention. For example, the
ASKsignals 6212 in FIG. 62E and 6214 in FIG.62F illustrate
that the FSK signal 816 was successfully down-converted to
an ASKsignal by retaining enough baseband information for
sufficient reconstruction.

3.2.2.2 Structural Description
The operation of the energy transfer system 1602 is now

described for down-converting the FSK signal 816 to anASK
signal, with reference to the flowchart 4619 andto the timing
diagrams of FIGS. 62A-F. In step 4620, the energy transfer
module 6304 receives the FSK signal 816 (FIG. 62). In step
4622, the energy transfer module 6304 receives the energy
transfer signal 6207 (FIG. 62C). In step 4624, the energy
transfer module 6304 transfers energy from the FSK signal
818 at the aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal 6207 to
down-convert the FSK signal 816 to the ASK signal 6212 in
FIG. 62E or the ASKsignal 6214 in FIG. 62F.

3.2.3 Other Example Embodiments
The embodiments described above are provided for pur-

posesofillustration. These embodiments are not intended to
limit the invention. Alternate embodiments,differing slightly
or substantially from those described herein, will be apparent
to personsskilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings
contained herein. Such alternate embodimentsfall within the

scope andspirit of the present invention.
Example implementations of the energy transfer module

6302 are disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.

3.3 Implementation Examples
Exemplary operational and/or structural implementations

related to the method(s), structure(s), and/or embodiments
described above are presented in Sections 4 and 5 below.
These implementationsare presented for purposesofillustra-
tion, and not limitation. The invention is not limited to the
particular implementation examples described therein. Alter-
nate implementations (including equivalents, extensions,
variations, deviations, etc., of those described herein) will be
apparentto personsskilled in the relevant art(s) based on the
teachings contained herein. Such alternate implementations
fall within the scope andspirit of the present invention.
4. Implementation Examples

Exemplary operational and/or structural implementations
related to the method(s), structure(s), and/or embodiments
described above are presented in this section (andits subsec-
tions). These implementations are presented herein for pur-
posesof illustration, and not limitation. The invention is not
limited to the particular implementation examples described
herein. Alternate implementations (including equivalents,
extensions, variations, deviations, etc., of those described
herein) will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
art(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such alternate
implementationsfall within the scope andspirit ofthe present
invention.

FIG.63illustrates an energy transfer system 6302, whichis
an exemplary embodiment of the generic aliasing system
1302 in FIG. 13. The energy transfer system 6302 includes an
energy transfer module 6304, which receives the EM signal
1304 and an energytransfer signal 6306. The energy transfer
signal 6306 includesa train of energy transfer pulses having
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non-negligible apertures that tend away from zero time in
duration. The energy transfer pulses repeat at an aliasing rate
Fyp.

The energytransfermodule 6304 transfers energy from the
EMsignal 1304 at the aliasing rate of the energy transfer
signal 6306, as describedin the sections above with respect to
the flowcharts 4601 in FIG. 46A, 4607 in FIG. 46B, 4613 in
FIG. 46C and 4619 in FIG. 46D. The energy transfer module
6304 outputs a down-converted signal 1308B, which includes
non-negligible amounts of energy transferred from the EM
signal 1304.

FIG. 64A illustrates an exemplary gated transfer system
6402, which is an example of the energy transfer system
6302. The gated transfer system 6402 includes a gated trans-
fer module 6404, which is described below.

FIG. 64B illustrates an exemplary inverted gated transfer
system 6406, which is an alternative example of the energy
transfer system 6302. The inverted gated transfer system
6406 includes an inverted gated transfer module 6408, which
is described below.

4.1 The Energy Transfer System as a Gated Transfer Sys-
tem

FIG. 64A illustrates the exemplary gated transfer system
6402, which is an exemplary implementation of the energy
transfer system 6302. The gated transfer system 6402
includes the gated transfer module 6404, which receives the
EMsignal 1304 and the energy transfer signal 6306. The
energytransfer signal 6306 includes a train ofenergy transfer
pulses having non-negligible apertures that tend away from
zero time in duration. The energy transfer pulses repeat at an
aliasingrate Fjp.

The gated transfer module 6404 transfers energy from the
EMsignal 1304 at the aliasing rate of the energy transfer
signal 6306, as describedin the sections above with respect to
the flowcharts 4601 in FIG. 46A, 4607 in FIG. 46B, 4613 in
FIG. 46C and 4619 in FIG. 46D. The gated transfer module
6404 outputs the down-converted signal 1308B, which
includes non-negligible amounts of energy transferred from
the EMsignal 1304.

4.1.1 The Gated Transfer System as a Switch Module and
a Storage Module

FIG. 65 illustrates an example embodiment of the gated
transfer module 6404as including a switch module 6502 and
a storage module 6506. Preferably, the switch module 6502
and the storage module 6506 transfer energy from the EM
signal 1304 to down-convert it in any ofthe manners shownin
the operational flowcharts 4601 in FIG. 46A, 4607 in FIG.
46B, 4613 in FIG. 46C and 4619 in FIG. 46D.

For example, operation of the switch module 6502 and the
storage module 6506 is now described for down-converting
the EM signal 1304 to an intermediate signal, with reference
to the flowchart 4607 and the example timing diagrams in
FIG. 83A-F.

In step 4608, the switch module 6502 receives the EM
signal 1304 (FIG. 83A). In step 4610, the switch module 6502
receives the energy transfer signal 6306 (FIG. 83C). In step
4612, the switch module 6502 andthe storage module 6506
cooperate to transfer energy from the EM signal 1304 and
down-convert it to an intermediate signal. More specifically,
during step 4612, the switch module 6502 closes during each
energy transfer pulse to couple the EM signal 1304 to the
storage module 6506. In an embodiment, the switch module
6502 closes on rising edges ofthe energy transfer pulses. In an
alternative embodiment, the switch module 6502 closes on
falling edges of the energy transfer pulses. While the EM
signal 1304 is coupled to the storage module 6506, non-
negligible amounts of energy are transferred from the EM
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signal 1304to the storage module 6506. FIG. 83B illustrates
the EM signal 1304 after the energy is transferred from it.
FIG.83Dillustrates the transferred energy stored in the stor-
age module 6506. The storage module 6506 outputs the trans-
ferred energy as the down-converted signal 1308B. The stor-
age module 6506 can output the down-converted signal
1308Bas an unfiltered signal such as signal shown in FIG.
83E,or as a filtered down-converted signal (FIG. 83F).

4.1.2 The Gated Transfer System as Break-Before Make
Module

FIG.67Aillustrates an example embodimentof the gated
transfer module 6404 as including a break-before-make mod-
ule 6702 and a storage module 6716. Preferably, the break
before make module 6702 andthe storage module 6716 trans-
fer energy from the EM signal 1304 to down-convert it in any
of the manners shown in the operational flowcharts 4601 in
FIG. 46A, 4607 in FIG. 46B, 4613 in FIG. 46C and 4619 in
FIG.46D.

In FIG. 67A,the break-before-make module 6702 includes
aincludes anormally open switch 6704 anda normally closed
switch 6706. The normally open switch 6704 is controlled by
the energy transfer signal 6306. The normally closed switch
6706 is controlled by an isolation signal 6712. In an embodi-
ment, the isolation signal 6712 is generated from the energy
transfer signal 6306. Alternatively, the energy transfer signal
6306 is generated from the isolation signal 6712. Alterna-
tively, the isolation signal 6712 is generated independently
from the energytransfer signal 6306. The break-before-make
module 6702 substantially isolates an input 6708 from an
output 6710.

FIG. 67B illustrates an example timing diagram of the
energy transfer signal 6306, which controls the normally
open switch 6704. FIG. 67C illustrates an example timing
diagram of the isolation signal 6712, which controls the nor-
mally closed switch 6706. Operation of the break-before-
make module 6702 is now described with reference to the

example timing diagrams in FIGS. 67B and 67C.
Prior to time t0, the normally open switch 6704 and the

normally closed switch 6706 are at their normalstates.
Attime 10, the isolation signal 6712 in FIG. 67C opens the

normally closed switch 6706. Thus, just after time t0, the
normally open switch 6704 and the normally closed switch
6706 are open andthe input 6708is isolated from the output
6710.

At time tl, the energy transfer signal 6306 in FIG. 67B
closes the normally open switch 6704 for the non-negligible
duration of a pulse. This couples the EM signal 1304 to the
storage module 6716.

Prior to t2, the energy transfer signal 6306 in FIG. 67B
opens the normally open switch 6704. This de-couples the
EMsignal 1304 from the storage module 6716.

Attime12,the isolation signal 6712 in FIG. 67C closes the
normally closed switch 6706. This couples the storage mod-
ule 6716 to the output 6710.

The storage module 6716,is similar to the storage module
6506 FIG. 65. The break-before-make gated transfer system
6701 down-converts the EM signal 1304 in a manner similar
to that described with reference to the gated transfer system
6501 in FIG.65.

4.1.3 Example Implementations of the Switch Module
The switch module 6502 in FIG.65 and the switch modules

6704 and 6706 in FIG. 67A can be any type of switch device
that preferably has a relatively low impedance when closed
and a relatively high impedance when open. The switch mod-
ules 6502, 6704 and 6706 can be implemented with normally
open or normally closed switches. The switch modules need
notbe ideal switch modules.
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FIG. 66B illustrates the switch modules 6502, 6704 and
6706 as a switch module 6610. Switch module 6610 can be

implemented in either normally open or normally closed
architecture. The switch module 6610 (e.g., switch modules
6502, 6704 and 6706) can be implemented with any type of
suitable switch device, including,but not limited, to mechani-
cal switch devices and electrical switch devices, optical
switch devices, etc., and combinations thereof. Such devices
include,but are not limited to transistor switch devices, diode

switch devices, relay switch devices, optical switch devices,
micro-machine switch devices, etc., or combinations thereof.

In an embodiment, the switch module 6610 can be imple-
mented as a transistor, such as, for example, a field effect
transistor (FET), a bi-polar transistor, or any other suitable
circuit switching device.

In FIG.66A, the switch module 6610 is illustrated as a FET
6602. The FET 6602 can be any type of FET, including, but
notlimited to, a MOSFET, a JFET, aGaAsFET,etc. The FET

6602 includes a gate 6604, a source 6606 and a drain 6608.
The gate 6604 receives the energy transfer signal 6306 to
control the switching action between the source 6606 and the
drain 6608. In an embodiment, the source 6606 and the drain
6608 are interchangeable.

It should be understoodthat the illustration of the switch

module 6610 as a FET 6602 in FIG. 66A is for example
purposes only. Any device having switching capabilities
could be used to implement the switch module 6610 (i.e.,
switch modules 6502, 6704 and 6706), as will be apparent to
personsskilled in the relevantart (s) based on the discussion
contained herein.

In FIG. 66C, the switch module 6610 is illustrated as a

diode switch 6612, which operates as a two lead device when
the energy transfer signal 6306 is coupledto the output 6613.

In FIG. 66D, the switch module 6610 is illustrated as a

diode switch 6614, which operates as a two lead device when
the energy transfer signal 6306 is coupledto the output 6615.

4.1.4 Example Implementations of the Storage Module
The storage modules 6506 and 6716 store non-negligible

amounts of energy from the EM signal 1304. In an exemplary
embodiment, the storage modules 6506 and 6716 are imple-
mented as a reactive storage module 6801 in FIG. 68A,
although the invention is not limited to this embodiment. A
reactive storage moduleis a storage module that employs one
or more reactive electrical components to store energy trans-
ferred from the EM signal 1304. Reactive electrical compo-
nents include, but are not limited to, capacitors and inductors.

In an embodiment, the storage modules 6506 and 6716
include one or more capacitive storage elements, illustratedin
FIG. 68Bas a capacitive storage module 6802. In FIG. 68C,
the capacitive storage module 6802is illustrated as one or
more capacitorsillustrated generally as capacitor(s) 6804.

The goal of the storage modules 6506 and 6716 is to store
non-negligible amounts of energy transferred from the EM
signal 1304. Amplitude reproduction of the original, unaf-
fected EM input signal is not necessarily important. In an
energy transfer environment, the storage module preferably
has the capacity to handle the powerbeing transferred, and to
allow it to accept a non-negligible amount of power during a
non-negligible aperture period.

A terminal 6806 serves as an output of the capacitivestor-
age module 6802. The capacitive storage module 6802 pro-
vides the stored energy at the terminal 6806. FIG. 68Fillus-
trates the capacitive storage module 6802as including a series
capacitor 6812, which can be utilized in an inverted gated
transfer system described below.
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In an alternative embodiment, the storage modules 6506
and 6716 include one or more inductive storage elements,
illustrated in FIG. 68D as an inductive storage module 6808.

In an alternative embodiment, the storage modules 6506
and 6716 include a combination of one or more capacitive
storage elements and one or moreinductive storage elements,
illustrated in FIG. 68E as a capacitive/inductive storage mod-
ule 6810.

FIG. 68Gillustrates an integrated gated transfer system
6818 that can be implemented to down-convert the EM signal
1304 as illustrated in, and described with reference to, FIGS.
83A-F.

4.1.5 Optional Energy Transfer Signal Module
FIG.69 illustrates an energy transfer system 6901, whichis

an example embodimentofthe energy transfer system 6302.
The energy transfer system 6901 includes an optional energy
transfer signal module 6902, which can perform any of a
variety of functions or combinations of functions including,
but notlimited to, generating the energy transfer signal 6306.

In an embodiment, the optional energy transfer signal mod-
ule 6902 includes an aperture generator, an example ofwhich
is illustrated in FIG. 68J as an aperture generator 6820. The
aperture generator 6820 generates non-negligible aperture
pulses 6826 from an input signal 6824. The input signal 6824
can be any type of periodic signal, including, but not limited
to, a sinusoid, a square wave, a saw-tooth wave, etc. Systems
for generating the input signal 6824 are described below.

The width or aperture of the pulses 6826 is determined by
delay through the branch 6822ofthe aperture generator 6820.
Generally, as the desired pulse width increases, the difficulty
in meeting the requirements of the aperture generator 6820
decrease. h1 other words, to generate non-negligible aperture
pulses for a given EM input frequency, the components uti-
lized in the example aperture generator 6820 do not require as
fast reaction times as those that are required in an under-
sampling system operating with the same EM input fre-
quency.

The example logic and implementation shownin the aper-
ture generator 6820 are provided for illustrative purposes
only, and are notlimiting. The actual logic employed can take
many forms. The example aperture generator 6820 includes
an optional inverter 6828, which is shown for polarity con-
sistency with other examples provided herein.

An example implementation of the aperture generator
6820is illustrated in FIG. 68K. Additional examplesofaper-
ture generation logic are provided in FIGS. 68B and 681. FIG.
68B illustrates a rising edge pulse generator 6840, which
generates pulses 6826 on rising edges of the input signal
6824. FIG.681 illustrates a falling edge pulse generator 6850,
which generates pulses 6826 on falling edges of the input
signal 6824.

In an embodiment,the input signal 6824 is generated exter-
nally ofthe energy transfer signal module 6902,asillustrated
in FIG. 69. Alternatively, the input signal 6924 is generated
internally by the energy transfer signal module 6902. The
input signal 6824 can be generated by an oscillator, as illus-
trated in FIG. 68L by an oscillator 6830. The oscillator 6830
can be internal to the energy transfer signal module 6902 or
external to the energy transfer signal module 6902. The oscil-
lator 6830 can be externalto the energy transfer system 6901.
The output of the oscillator 6830 may be any periodic wave-
form.

The type of down-conversion performed by the energy
transfer system 6901 depends upon the aliasing rate of the
energy transfer signal 6306, which is determined by thefre-
quencyofthe pulses 6826. The frequency of the pulses 6826
is determined by the frequency of the input signal 6824. For
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example, when the frequency of the input signal 6824 is
substantially equal to a harmonic or a sub-harmonic of the
EMsignal 1304, the EM signal 1304 is directly down-con-
verted to baseband (e.g. when the EM signal is an AM signal
or a PM signal), or converted from FM to a non-FM signal.
Whenthe frequency of the input signal 6824 is substantially
equal to a harmonic or a sub-harmonic ofa difference fre-
quency, the EM signal 1304 is down-converted to an inter-
mediate signal.

The optional energy transfer signal module 6902 can be
implementedin hardware, software, firmware, or any combi-
nation thereof.

4.2 The Energy Transfer System as an Inverted Gated
Transfer System
FIG. 64B illustrates an exemplary inverted gated transfer

system 6406, which is an exemplary implementation of the
energy transfer system 6302. The inverted gated transfer sys-
tem 6406 includes an inverted gated transfer module 6408,
which receives the EM signal 1304 and the energy transfer
signal 6306. The energy transfer signal 6306 includes a train
ofenergy transfer pulses having non-negligible apertures that
tend away from zero time in duration. The energy transfer
pulses repeatat an aliasing rate F,,. The inverted gated trans-
fer module 6408 transfers energy from the EM signal 1304 at
the aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal 6306, as
described in the sections above with respect to the flowcharts
4601 in FIG. 46A, 4607 in FIG. 46B, 4613 in FIG. 46C and
4619 in FIG. 46D. The inverted gated transfer module 6408
outputs the down-converted signal 1308B, which includes
non-negligible amounts of energy transferred from the EM
signal 1304.

4.2.1 The Inverted Gated Transfer System as a Switch
Module and a Storage Module

FIG.74illustrates an example embodimentofthe inverted
gated transfer module 6408 as including a switch module
7404 and a storage module 7406. Preferably, the switch mod-
ule 7404 and the storage module 7406 transfer energy from
the EM signal 1304 to down-convert it in any ofthe manners
shownin the operational flowcharts 4601 in FIG. 46A, 4607
in FIG. 46B, 4613 in FIG. 46C and 4619 in FIG. 46D.

The switch module 7404 can be implementedas described
above with reference to FIGS. 66A-D. The storage module
7406 can be implemented as described above with reference
to FIGS. 68A-F.

In the illustrated embodiment, the storage module 7206
includes one or more capacitors 7408. The capacitor(s) 7408
are selected to pass higher frequency components of the EM
signal 1304 through to a terminal 7410, regardless ofthe state
of the switch module 7404. The capacitor 7408 stores non-
negligible amounts of energy from the EM signal 1304.
Thereafter, the signal at the terminal 7410 is off-set by an
amountrelated to the energy stored in the capacitor 7408.

Operation of the inverted gated transfer system 7401 is
illustrated in FIGS. 75A-F. FIG. 75Aillustrates the EM signal
1304. FIG. 75Billustrates the EM signal 1304 after transfer-
ring energy from it. FIG. 75C illustrates the energy transfer
signal 6306, which includesatrain of energy transfer pulses
having non-negligible apertures.

FIG. 75D illustrates an example down-converted signal
1308B. FIG. 75E illustrates the down-converted signal
1308B on a compressedtimescale. Since the storage module
7406 is a series element, the higher frequencies (e.g., RF) of
the EM signal 1304 can be seen on the down-converted signal.
This can be filtered as illustrated in FIG. 75F.

The inverted gated transfer system 7401 can be used to
down-convert any type of EM signal, including modulated
carrier signals and unmodulated carriersignals.
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4.3 Rail to Rail Operation for Improved Dynamic Range
4.3.1 Introduction

FIG. 110A illustrates aliasing module 11000 that down-
converts EM signal 11002 to down-converted signal 11012
using aliasing signal 11014 (sometimes called an energy
transfer signal). Aliasing module 11000 is an example of
energy transfer module 6304 in FIG. 63. Aliasing module
11000 includes UFT module 11004 and storage module
11008. As shown in FIG. 110A, UFT module 11004 is imple-
mented as an-channel FET 11006, and storage module 11008
is implemented as a capacitor 11010, although the invention
is not limited to this embodiment.

FET 11006 receives the EM signal 11002 and aliasing
signal 11014. In one embodiment, aliasing signal 11014
includesa train ofpulses having non-negligible apertures that
repeat at an aliasing rate. The aliasing rate may be harmonic
or sub-harmonic ofthe EM signal 11002. FET 11006 samples
EMsignal 11002 atthe aliasing rate of aliasing signal 11014
to generate down-converted signal 11012. In one embodi-
ment, aliasing signal 11014 controls the gate ofFET 11006 so
that FET 11006 conducts (or turns on) when the FET gate-
to-source voltage (V,;) exceeds a threshold voltage (V7).
When the FET 11006 conducts, a channel is created from
source to drain of FET 11006 so that charge is transferred
from the EM signal 11002 to the capacitor 11010. More
specifically, the FET 11006 conductance (1/R) vs Ves is a
continuousfunction that reaches an acceptable levelatV,, as
illustrated in FIG. 110B. The charge stored by capacitor
11010 during successive samples forms down-converted sig-
nal 11012.

Asstated above, n-channel FET 11006 conducts when V.<
exceedsthe threshold voltage V.As shown in FIG. 110A,the
gate voltage of FET 11006 is determined byaliasing signal
11014, and the source voltage is determined by the input EM
signal 11002. Aliasing signal 11014 is preferably a plurality
ofpulses whose amplitudeis predictable and set by a system
designer. However, the EM signal 11002is typically received
over a communications medium by a coupling device (such as
antenna). Therefore, the amplitude of EM signal 11102 may
be variable and dependent on a numberoffactors including
the strength of the transmitted signal, and the attenuation of
the communications medium. Thus, the source voltage on
FET 11006is not entirely predictable and will affect V,, and
the conductance of FET 11006, accordingly.

For example, FIG. 111A illustrates EM signal 11102,
which is an example of EM signal 11002 that appears on the
source of FET 11006. EM signal 11102 has a section 11104
with a relatively high amplitude as shown. FIG. 111Billus-
trates the aliasing signal 11106 as an example ofaliasing
signal 11014 that controls the gate of FET 11006. FIG. 111C
illustrates V., 11108, which is the difference between the
gate and source voltages shown in FIGS. 111B and 111A,
respectively. FET 11006 has an inherent threshold voltageV
11112 shown in FIG. 111C, above which FET 11006 con-
ducts. It is preferred that V..>V, during each pulseofalias-
ing signal 11106, so that FET 11006 conducts and charge is
transferred from the EM signal 11102 to the capacitor 11010
during each pulse of aliasing signal 11106. As shownin FIG.
111C,the high amplitude section 11104 of EM signal 11102
causes a V,,pulse 11110 that does exceed the V,-11112, and
therefore FET 11006 will not fully conduct as is desired.
Therefore, the resulting sample of EM signal 11102 may be
degraded, which potentially negatively affects the down-con-
verted signal 11012.

Asstated earlier, the conductance of FET 11006 vs V,.. is
mathematically continuousandis not a hard cutoff. In other
words, FET 11006 will marginally conduct when controlled
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by pulse 11110, even though pulse 11110 is below V,.11112.
However, the insertion loss of FET 11006 will be increased
when compared with a V,..pulse 11111, whichis greater than
V, 11112. The performance reduction caused by a large
amplitude input signal is often referred to as clipping or
compression. Clipping causes distortion in the down-con-
verted signal 11012, which adversely affects the faithful
down conversion ofinput EM signal 11102. Dynamic range is
a figure ofmerit associated with the range ofinputsignals that
can be faithfully down-converted without introducing distor-
tion in the down-converted signal. The higher the dynamic
range of a down-conversion circuit, the larger the input sig-
nals that can down-converted without introducing distortion
in the down-converted signal.

4.3.2 Complementary UFT Structure for Improved
Dynamic Range

FIG. 112illustrates aliasing module 11200, according to an
embodimentof the invention, that down-converts EM signal
11208 to generate down-converted signal 11214 using alias-
ing signal 11220. Aliasing module 11200 is able to down-
convert input signals over a larger amplitude range as com-
pared to aliasing module 11000, and therefore aliasing
module 11200 has an improved dynamic range when com-
pared with aliasing module 11000. The dynamic range
improvementoccurs becausealiasing module 11200 includes
two UFT modulesthat are implemented with complementary
FET devices. In other words, one FET is n-channel, and the
other FET is p-channel, so that at least one FET is always
conducting during an aliasing signal pulse, assuming the
input signal does not exceed the power supply constraints.
Aliasing module 11200 includes: delay 11202; UFT modules
11206, 11216; nodes 11210, 11212; and inverter 11222.
Inverter 11222 is tied to voltage supplies V, 11232 and V_
11234. UFT module 11206 comprises n-channel FET 11204,
and UFT module 11216 comprises p-channel FET 11218.

Asstated, aliasing module 11200 operates two comple-
mentary FETs to extend the dynamic range and reduce any
distortion effects. This requires that two complementary
aliasing signals 11224, 11226 be generated from aliasing
signal 11220 to control the sampling by FETs 11218, 11204,
respectively. To do so, inverter 11222 receives and inverts
aliasing signal 11220 to generate aliasing signal 11224 that
controls p-channel FET 11218. Delay 11202 delays aliasing
signal 11220 to generate aliasing signal 11226, where the
amount of time delay is approximately equivalent to that
associated with inverter 11222. As such, aliasing signals
11224 and 11226 are approximately complementary in
amplitude.

Node 11210 receives EM signal 11208, and couples EM
signals 11227, 11228 to the sources of n-channel FET 11204
and p-channel FET 11218, respectively, where EM signals
11227, 11228 are substantially replicas of EM signal 11208.
N-channel FET 11204 samples EM signal 11227 as con-
trolled by aliasing signal 11226, and produces samples 11236
at the drain of FET 11204. Likewise, p-channel FET 11218
samples EM signal 11228 as controlled by aliasing signal
11224, and produces samples 11238 at the drain of PET
11218. Node 11212 combinesthe resulting charge samples
into charge samples 11240, which are stored by capacitor
11230. The charge stored by capacitor 11230 during succes-
sive samples forms down-converted signal 11214. Aliasing
module 11200 offers improved dynamic range over aliasing
module 11000 because n-channel FET 11204 and p-channel
FET 11214 are complementary devices. Therefore, if one
device is cutoffbecause of a large input EM signal 11208,the
other device will conduct and sample the inputsignal, as long
as the input signal is between the power supply voltages V,
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11232 and V_ 11234. This is often referred to as rail-to-rail

operation as will be understood by those skilled in the arts.
For example, FIG. 113A illustrates EM signal 11302 which

is an example of EM signals 11227, 11228 that are coupled to
the sources of n-channel FET 11204 and p-channel FET
11218, respectively. As shown, EM signal 11302 has a section
11304 with a relatively high amplitude including pulses
11303, 11305. FIG. 113B illustrates the aliasing signal 11306
as an example ofaliasing signal 11226 that controls the gate
of n-channel FET 11204. Likewise for the p-channel FET,
FIG. 113Dillustrates the aliasing signal 11314 as an example
of aliasing signal 11224 that controls the gate of p-channel
FET 11218. Aliasing signal 11314 is the amplitude comple-
mentofaliasing signal 11306.

FIG. 113C illustrates V.< 11308, which is the difference
between the gate and source voltages on n-channel FET
11204 that are depicted in FIGS. 113B and 113A, respec-
tively. FIG. 113C also illustrates the inherent threshold volt-
age V, 11309 for FET 11204, above which FET 11204 con-
ducts. Likewise for the p-channel FET, FIG. 113E illustrates
Vos 11316, which is the difference between the gate and
source voltages for p-channel FET 11218that are depicted in
FIGS. 113D and 113A, respectively. FIG. 113E also illus-
trates the inherent threshold voltageV11317 for FET 11218,
below which FET 11218 conducts.

Asstated, n-channel FET 11204 conducts whenV,,, 11308
exceeds V11309, and p-channel FET 11218 conducts when
Vos 11316 drops below V, 11317. As illustrated by FIG.
113C, n-channel FET 11204 conducts over the range of EM
signal 11302 depictedin FIG. 113A,except for the EM signal
pulse 11305 that results in a corresponding V,, pulse 11310
(FIG. 113C) that does not exceed V; 11309. However,
p-channel FET 11218 does conduct because the same EM
signal pulse 11305 causes a V,,,pulse 11320 (FIG. 113E) that
drops well below that of V, 11317 for the p-channel FET.
Therefore, the sample of the EM signal 11302 is properly
taken by p-channel FET 11218, and no distortion is intro-
duced in down-converted signal 11214. Similarly, EM signal
pulse 11303 results in V,, pulse 11322 (FIG. 113E)thatis
inadequate for the p-channel FET 11218 to fully conduct.
However, n-channel FET 11204 does fully conduct because
the same EMsignalpulse 11303 results ina V,,, 11311 (FIG.
113C)that greatly exceeds V11309.

Asillustrated above, aliasing module 11200 offers an
improvement in dynamic range over aliasing module 11000
because of the complimentary FET structure. Any input sig-
nal that is within the power supply voltages V, 11232 and V_
11234 will cause either FET 11204 or FET 11218 to conduct,
or cause both FETs to conduct, as is demonstrated by FIGS.
113A-113E. This occurs because any input signal that pro-
duces a V,,, that cuts-off the n-channel FET 11204 will push
the p-channel FET 11218 into conduction. Likewise, any
input signal that cuts-off the p-channel FET 11218 will push
the n-channel FET 11204 into conduction, and therefore pre-
vent any distortion of the down-converted output signal.

4.3.3 Biased Configurations
FIG. 114 illustrates aliasing module 11400, which is an

alternate embodiment of aliasing module 11200. Aliasing
module 11400 includes positive voltage supply (V,) 11402,
resistors 11404, 11406, and the elements in aliasing module
11200. V,, 11402 andresistors 11404, 11406 produceaposi-
tive DC voltage at node 11405. This allows node 11405 to
drive a coupled circuit that requires a positive voltage supply,
and enables unipolar supply operation of aliasing module
11400. The positive supply voltage also has the effect of
raising the DC level of the input EM signal 11208. As such,
any input signal that is within the power supply voltages V,
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11402 and groundwill cause either FET 11204 or FET 11218
to conduct, or cause both FETs to conduct, as will be under-
stood by those skilled in the arts based on the discussion
herein.

FIG. 115 illustrates aliasing module 11500, which is an
alternate biased configuration of aliasing module 11200.
Aliasing module 11500 includes positive voltage supply
11502, negative voltage supply 11508, resistors 11504,
11506, and the elements in aliasing module 11200. The use of
both a positive and negative voltage supply allows for node
11505 to be biased anywhere between V, 11502 and V_
11508. This allows node 11505 to drive a coupledcircuit that
requires eithera positive or negative supply voltage. Further-
more, any input signal that is within the power supply volt-
ages V, 11502 and V_ 11508 will cause either FET 11204 or
FET 11218 to conduct, or cause both FETs to conduct, as will
be understood by those skilled in the arts based on the dis-
cussion herein.

4.3.4 Simulation Examples
Asstated, an aliasing module with a complementary FET

structure offers improved dynamic range when compared
with a single (or unipolar) FET configuration. This is further
illustrated by comparing the signal waveforms associated
aliasing module 11602 (of FIG. 116) which has a comple-
mentary FET structure, with that of aliasing module 11702
(of FIG. 117) whichhasa single (or unipolar) FET structure.

Aliasing module 11602 (FIG. 116) down-converts EM sig-
nal 11608 using aliasing signal 11612 to generate down-
converted signal 11610. Aliasing module 11602 has a
complementary FET structure and includes n-channel FET
11604, p-channel FET 11606, inverter 11614, and aliasing
signal generator 11608. Aliasing module 11602 is biased by
supply circuit 11616 as is shown. Aliasing module 11702
(FIG. 117) down-converts EM signal 11704 using aliasing
signal 11708 to generate down-converted signal 11706.
Aliasing module 11702 is a single FET structure comprising
n-channel FET 11712 andaliasing signal generator 11714,
and is biased using voltage supply circuit 11710.

FIGS. 118-120 are signal waveforms that correspond to
aliasing module 11602, and FIGS. 121-123 are signal wave-
formsthat correspondto aliasing module 11702. FIGS. 118,
121 are down-converted signals 11610, 11706, respectively.
FIGS. 119, 122 are the sampled EM signal 11608, 11704,
respectively. FIGS. 120, 123 are the aliasing signals 11612,
11708, respectively. Aliasing signal 11612 is identical to
aliasing signal 11708 in order that a proper comparison
between modules 11602 and 11702 can be made.

EMsignals 11608, 11704 are relatively large input signals
that approach the power supply voltages of +1.65 volts, as is
shown in FIGS. 119, 122, respectively. In FIG. 119, sections
11902 and 11904 of signal 11608 depict energy transfer from
EMsignal 11608 to down-converted signal 11610 during by
aliasing module 11602. More specifically, section 11902
depicts energy transfer near the -1.65 v supply, and section
11904 depicts energy transfer near the +1.65 v supply. The
symmetrical quality of the energy transfer near the voltage
supply rails indicates that at least one of complementary
FETs 11604, 11606 are appropriately sampling the EM signal
during each of the aliasing pulses 11612. This results in a
down-converted signal 11610 that has minimal high fre-
quency noise, and is centered between -1.0 v and 1.0 v (i.e.
has negligible DC voltage component).

Similarly in FIG. 122, sections 12202 and 12204 illustrate
the energy transfer from EM signal 11704 to down-converted
signal 11706 by aliasing module 11702 (single FET configu-
ration). More specifically, section 12202 depicts energy
transfer near the -1.65 v supply, and section 12204 depicts
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energy transfer near the +1.65 v supply. By comparing sec-
tions 12202, 12204 with sections 11902, 11904 of FIG. 119,
it is clear that the energy transfer in sections 12202, 12204 is
not as symmetrical near the power supply rails as that of
sections 11902, 11904. This is evidence that the EM signal
11704 is partially pinching off single FET 11712 overpart of
the signal 11704trace. This results in a down-converted sig-
nal 11706 that has more high frequency noise when compared
to down-converted signal 11610, and has a substantial nega-
tive DC voltage component.

In summary, down-converted signal 11706reflects distor-
tion introducedbya relatively large EM signalthat is pinch-
ing-off the single FET 11712 in aliasing module 11702.
Down-converted signal 11610 that is produced by aliasing
module 11602 is relatively distortion free. This occurs
because the complementary FET configuration in aliasing
module 11602 is able to handle inputsignals with large ampli-
tudes without introducing distortion in the down-converted
signal 11610. Therefore, the complementary FET configura-
tion in the aliasing module 11602 offers improved dynamic
range when compared with the single FET configuration of
the aliasing module 11702.

4.4 Optimized Switch Structures
4.4.1 Splitter in CMOS
FIG. 124A illustrates an embodimentofa splitter circuit

12400 implemented in CMOS.This embodimentis provided
for illustrative purposes, and is not limiting. In an embodi-
ment, splitter circuit 12400 is used to split a local oscillator
(LO) signal into two oscillating signals that are approxi-
mately 90° out of phase. Thefirst oscillating signal is called
the I-channeloscillating signal. The secondoscillating signal
is called the Q-channel oscillating signal. The Q-channel
oscillating signal lags the phase of the I-channeloscillating
signal by approximately 90°. Splitter circuit 12400 includes a
first I-channel inverter 12402, a second I-channel inverter
12404, a third I-channel inverter 12406, a first Q-channel
inverter 12408, a second Q-channel inverter 12410, an
I-channel flip-flop 12412, and a Q-channelflip-flop 12414.

FIGS. 124F-J are example waveforms used to illustrate
signal relationshipsofsplitter circuit 12400. The waveforms
shown in FIGS. 124F-J reflect ideal delay times through
splitter circuit 12400 components. LO signal 12416 is shown
in FIG. 124F. First, second, and third I-channel inverters
12402, 12404, and 12406 invert LO signal 12416 three times,
outputting inverted LO signal 12418, as shown in FIG. 124G.
First and second Q-channelinverters 12408 and 12410 invert
LO signal 12416 twice, outputting non-inverted LO signal
12420, as shown in FIG. 124H.The delay throughfirst, sec-
ond, and third J-channel inverters 12402, 12404, and 12406is
substantially equalto that through first and second Q-channel
inverters 12408 and 12410,so that inverted LO signal 12418
and non-inverted LO signal 12420 are approximately 180°
out of phase. The operating characteristics of the inverters
maybetailored to achieve the proper delay amounts, as would
be understood by persons skilled in the relevant art(s).

I-channelflip-flop 12412 inputs inverted LO signal 12418.
Q-channel flip-flop 12414 inputs non-inverted LO signal
12420. In the current embodiment, I-channelflip-flop 12412
and Q-channel flip-flop 12414 are edge-triggered flip-flops.
Wheneitherflip-flop receives a rising edge on its input, the
flip-flop output changes state. Hence, I-channel flip-flop
12412 and Q-channelflip-flop 12414 each outputsignals that
are approximately half of the input signal frequency. Addi-
tionally, as would be recognized by persons skilled in the
relevant art(s), because the inputsto I-channelflip-flop 12412
and Q-channelflip-flop 12414 are approximately 180° out of
phase, their resulting outputs are signals that are approxi-
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mately 90° out of phase. I-channel flip-flop 12412 outputs
I-channel oscillating signal 12422, as shown in FIG. 1241.
Q-channelflip-flop 12414 outputs Q-channel oscillating sig-
nal 12424, as shown in FIG. 124J. Q-channel oscillating
signal 12424 lags the phase of I-channel oscillating signal
12422 by 90°, also as shown in a comparison of FIGS. 1241
and 124].

FIG. 124B illustrates a more detailed circuit embodiment

ofthe splitter circuit 12400 of FIG. 124. The circuit blocks of
FIG. 124Bthat are similar to those ofFIG. 124A are indicated

by corresponding reference numbers. FIGS. 124C-D show
example output waveforms relating to the splitter circuit
12400 of FIG. 124B. FIG. 124C showsI-channeloscillating
signal 12422. FIG. 124D shows Q-channeloscillating signal
12424. Asis indicated by a comparison of FIGS. 124C and
124D,the waveform ofQ-channeloscillating signal 12424 of
FIG. 124D lags the waveform of I-channeloscillating signal
12422 of FIG. 124C by approximately 90°.

It should be understoodthat the illustration of the splitter
circuit 12400 in FIGS. 124A and 124Bis for example pur-
poses only. Splitter circuit 12400 may be comprised of an
assortmentoflogic and semiconductordevices of a variety of
types, as will be apparent to personsskilled in the relevant
art(s) based on the discussion contained herein.

4.4.2 1/Q Circuit
FIG. 124E illustrates an example embodiment of a com-

plete I/Q circuit 12426 in CMOS.I/Q circuit 12426 includes
a splitter circuit 12400 as described in detail above. Further
description regarding I/Q circuit implementations are pro-
vided herein, including the applications referenced above.

4.5 Example I and Q Implementations
4.5.1 Switches of Different Sizes

In an embodiment, the switch modules discussed herein
can be implementedas a series of switches operating in par-
allel as a single switch. The series of switches can be transis-
tors, such as, for example, field effect transistors (FET), bi-
polar transistors, or any other suitable circuit switching
devices. The series of switches can be comprised of one type
of switching device, or a combination of different switching
devices.

For example, FIG. 125 illustrates a switch module 12500.
In FIG. 125, the switch module is illustrated as a series of
FETs 12502a-n. The FETs 12502a-n can be any type of FET,
including,but not limited to,a MOSFET, a JFET, a GaAsFET,
etc. Each of FETs 12502a-n includes a gate 12504a-n, a
source 12506a-n, and a drain 12508a-n, similarly to that of
FET 2802 of FIG. 28A.Theseries of FETs 12502a-n operate
in parallel. Gates 12504a-n are coupled together, sources
12506a-n are coupled together, and drains 12508a-n are
coupled together. Each ofgates 12504a-n receives the control
signal 1604, 8210 to control the switching action between
corresponding sources 12506a-n and drains 12508a-n. Gen-
erally, the corresponding sources 12506a-n and drains
12508a-n of each of FETs 12502a-n are interchangeable.
There is no numerical limit to the number of FETs. Any
limitation would dependonthe particular application, and the
“a-n” designation is not meant to suggest a limit in any way.

In an embodiment, FETs 12502a-n have similar character-
istics. In another embodiment, one or more ofFETs 12502a-n
have different characteristics than the other FETs. For

example, FETs 12502a-n maybe ofdifferent sizes. In CMOS,
generally, the larger size a switch is (meaning the larger the
area underthe gate between the source anddrain regions), the
longerit takes for the switch to tur on. The longer turn on
time is due in part to a higher gate to channel capacitance that
exists in larger switches. Smaller CMOSswitches turn on in
less time, but have a higher channelresistance. Larger CMOS
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switches have lower channel resistance relative to smaller
CMOSswitches. Different turn on characteristics for differ-

ent size switches providesflexibility in designing an overall
switch module structure. By combining smaller switches
with larger switches, the channel conductance ofthe overall
switch structure can betailored to satisfy given requirements.

In an embodiment, FETs 12502a-n are CMOSswitches of
different relative sizes. For example, FET 12502a may be a
switch with a smaller size relative to FETs 12502b-n. FET

125025 may be a switch with a larger size relative to FET
12502a,but smaller size relative to FETs 12502c-n. The sizes
of FETs 12502c-z also may be variedrelative to each other.
For instance, progressively larger switch sizes may be used.
Byvarying the sizes of FETs 12502a-z relative to each other,
the turn on characteristic curve of the switch module can be

correspondingly varied. For instance, the turn on character-
istic of the switch module can be tailored such that it more

closely approaches that of an ideal switch. Alternately, the
switch module couldbetailored to produce a shaped conduc-
tive curve.

By configuring FETs 12502a-n such that one or more of
them are of a relatively smaller size, their faster turn on
characteristic can improvethe overall switch module turn on
characteristic curve. Because smaller switches have a lower

gate to channel capacitance, they can turn on more rapidly
than larger switches.

By configuring FETs 12502a-n such that one or more of
them are ofa relatively larger size, their lower channel resis-
tance also can improve the overall switch module turn on
characteristics. Because larger switches have a lower channel
resistance, they can provide the overall switch structure with
a lower channelresistance, even when combinedwith smaller
switches. This improvesthe overall switch structure’s ability
to drive a wider range of loads. Accordingly, the ability to
tailor switch sizesrelative to each other in the overall switch

structure allowsfor overall switch structure operation to more
nearly approach ideal, or to achieve application specific
requirements, or to balance trade-offs to achieve specific
goals, as will be understood by personsskilled in the relevant
arts(s) from the teachings herein.

It should be understood that the illustration of the switch
module as a series of FETs 12502a-n in FIG. 125 is for

example purposes only. Any device having switching capa-
bilities could be used to implementthe switch module(e.g.,
switch modules 2802, 2702, 2404 and 2406), as will be appar-
ent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the dis-
cussion contained herein.

4.12 Reducing Overall Switch Area
Circuit performance also can be improved by reducing

overall switch area. As discussed above, smaller switches
(i.e., smaller area underthe gate between the source and drain
regions) have a lower gate to channel capacitancerelative to
larger switches. The lowergate to channel capacitance allows
for lowercircuit sensitivity to noise spikes. FIG. 126A illus-
trates an embodimentofa switch module, with a large overall
switch area. The switch module ofFIG. 126A includes twenty
FETs 12602-12640. As shown, FETs 12602-12640 are the
same size (“Wd” and “Ing” parameters are equal). Input
source 12646 produces the input EM signal. Pulse generator
12648 produces the energy transfer signal for FETs 12602-
12640. Capacitor C1 is the storage element for the input
signal being sampled by FETs 12602-12640. FIGS. 126B-
126Q illustrate example waveforms related to the switch
module of FIG. 126A. FIG. 126B showsa received 1.01 GHz

EMsignal to be sampled and down-converted to a 10 MHZ
intermediate frequency signal. FIG. 126C shows an energy
transfer signal having an aliasing rate of 200 MHZ, whichis
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appliedto the gate of each of the twenty FETs 12602-12640.
The energy transfer signal includesa train of energy transfer
pulses having non-negligible apertures that tend away from
zero time in duration. The energytransfer pulses repeatat the
aliasing rate. FIG. 126D illustrates the affected received EM
signal, showing effects of transferring energy at the aliasing
rate, at point 12642 of FIG. 126A. FIG. 126E illustrates a
down-converted signal at point 12644 ofFIG. 126A, which is
generated by the down-conversion process.

FIG. 126F illustrates the frequency spectrum of the
received 1.01 GHz EMsignal. FIG. 126Gillustrates the fre-
quency spectrum ofthe received energytransfer signal. FIG.
126H illustrates the frequency spectrum of the affected
received EM signalat point 12642 of FIG. 126A. FIG. 1261
illustrates the frequency spectrum ofthe down-convertedsig-
nal at point 12644 of FIG. 126A.

FIGS. 126J-126M respectively further illustrate the fre-
quency spectrums of the received 1.01 GHz EMsignal, the
received energy transfer signal, the affected received EM
signal at point 12642 of FIG. 126A, and the down-converted
signal at point 12644 of FIG. 126A, focusing on a narrower
frequency range centered on 1.00 GHz. As shownin FIG.
126L, a noise spike exists at approximately 1.0 GHz on the
affected received EM signal at point 12642 of FIG. 126A.
This noise spike may be radiated by the circuit, causing
interference at 1.0 GHzto nearby receivers.

FIGS. 126N-126Q respectively illustrate the frequency
spectrumsofthe received 1.01 GHz EM signal, the received
energy transfer signal, the affected received EM signal at
point 12642 of FIG. 126A, and the down-converted signal at
point 12644 of FIG. 126A, focusing on a narrow frequency
range centered near 10.0 MHZ.In particular, FIG. 126Q
shows that an approximately 5 mV signal was down-con-
verted at approximately 10 MHZ.

FIG. 127A illustrates an alternative embodiment of the

switch module, this time with fourteen FETs 12702-12728
shown,rather than twenty FETs 12602-12640 as shown in
FIG. 126A.Additionally, the FETsare ofvarious sizes (some
“Wd”and “Ing”parameters are different between FETs).

FIGS. 127B-127Q,which are example waveformsrelated
to the switch module of FIG. 127A, correspond to the simi-
larly designated figures of FIGS. 126B-126Q.As FIG. 127L
shows,a lowerlevel noise spike exists at 1.0 GHz than at the
same frequency of FIG. 126L. This correlates to lower levels
of circuit radiation. Additionally, as FIG. 127Q shows, the
lowerlevel noise spike at 1.0 GHz wasachieved with no loss
in conversionefficiency. This is represented in FIG. 127Q by
the approximately 5 mV signal down-converted at approxi-
mately 10 MHZ. This voltage is substantially equal to the
level down-converted by the circuit of FIG. 126A.In effect,
by decreasing the number of switches, which decreases over-
all switch area, and by reducing switch area on a switch-by-
switch basis, circuit parasitic capacitance can be reduced, as
would be understood by personsskilled in the relevantart(s)
from the teachingsherein.In particular this may reduce over-
all gate to channel capacitance, leading to lower amplitude
noise spikes and reduced unwantedcircuitradiation.

It should be understoodthatthe illustration of the switches

above as FETs in FIGS. 126A-126Q and 127 A-127Qis for
example purposes only. Any device having switching capa-
bilities could be used to implementthe switch module,as will
be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on
the discussion contained herein.

4.5.3 Charge Injection Cancellation
In embodiments wherein the switch modules discussed

herein are comprised of a series of switches in parallel, in
someinstances it may be desirable to minimize the effects of
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charge injection. Minimizing charge injection is generally
desirable in order to reduce the unwanted circuit radiation

resulting therefrom. In an embodiment, unwanted charge
injection effects can be reduced through the use of comple-
mentary n-channel MOSFETs and p-channel MOSFETs.
N-channel MOSFETsand p-channel MOSFETsboth suffer
from charge injection. However, because signals of opposite
polarity are applied to their respective gates to turn the
switches on andoff, the resulting charge injection is of oppo-
site polarity. Resultingly, n-channel MOSFETsand p-chan-
nel MOSFETs maybepaired to cancel their corresponding
charge injection. Hence, in an embodiment, the switch mod-
ule may be comprised ofn-channel MOSFETsand p-channel
MOSFETS,wherein the membersof each are sized to mini-
mize the undesired effects of charge injection.

FIG. 129A illustrates an alternative embodiment of the

switch module, this time with fourteen n-channel FETs
12902-12928 and twelve p-channel FETs 12930-12952
shown,rather than twenty FETs 12602-12640 as shown in
FIG. 126A. The n-channel and p-channel FETsare arranged
inacomplementary configuration. Additionally, the FETs are
ofvarious sizes (some “Wd”and “Ing” parametersare differ-
ent between FETs).

FIGS. 129B-129Q,which are example waveformsrelated
to the switch module of FIG. 129A, correspond to the simi-
larly designated figures of FIGS. 126B-126Q.As FIG. 129L
shows,a lowerlevel noise spike exists at 1.0 GHz thanat the
same frequency of FIG. 126L. This correlates to lower levels
of circuit radiation. Additionally, as FIG. 129Q shows, the
lowerlevel noise spike at 1.0 GHz was achieved with no loss
in conversionefficiency. This is represented in FIG. 129Q by
the approximately 5 mV signal down-converted at approxi-
mately 10 MHZ. This voltage is substantially equal to the
level down-converted by the circuit of FIG. 126A.In effect,
by arranging the switches in a complementary configuration,
whichassists in reducing charge injection, and by tailoring
switch area on a switch-by-switch basis, the effects of charge
injection can be reduced, as would be understood by persons
skilled in the relevant art(s) from the teachings herein. In
particular this leads to lower amplitude noise spikes and
reduced unwantedcircuit radiation.

It should be understood that the use of FETs in FIGS.

129A-129Q in the above description is for example purposes
only. From the teachings herein, it would be apparent to
personsofskill in the relevant art(s) to manage charge injec-
tion in various transistor technologies using transistor pairs.

4.5.4 Overlapped Capacitance
The processes involved in fabricating semiconductorcir-

cuits, such as MOSFETs,havelimitations. In some instances,
these process limitations may lead to circuits that do not
function as ideally as desired. For instance, a non-ideally
fabricated MOSFET maysuffer from parasitic capacitances,
which in some cases may cause the surrounding circuit to
radiate noise. By fabricating circuits with structure layouts as
close to ideal as possible, problemsofnon-idealcircuit opera-
tion can be minimized.

FIG. 128A illustrates a cross-section of an example
n-channel enhancement-mode MOSFET12800, with ideally
shaped n+ regions. MOSFET 12800 includes a gate 12802, a
channel region 12804, a source contact 12806, a source
region 12808, a drain contact 12810, a drain region 12812,
and an insulator 12814. Source region 12808 anddrain region
12812 are separated by p-type material of channel region
12804. Source region 12808 and drain region 12812 are
shown to be n+ material. The n+ material is typically
implanted in the p-type material of channel region 12804 by
an ion implantation/diffusion process. lon implantation/dif-
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fusion processes are well known by persons skilled in the
relevant art(s). Insulator 12814 insulates gate 12802 which
bridges over the p-type material. Insulator 12814 generally
comprises a metal-oxide insulator. The channel current
between source region 12808 and drain region 12812 for
MOSFET12800 is controlled by a voltage at gate 12802.

Operation of MOSFET 12800 shall now be described.
Whena positive voltage 1s applied to gate 12802, electrons in
the p-type material of channel region 12804 are attracted to
the surface below insulator 12814, forming a connecting
near-surface region ofn-type material between the source and
the drain, called a channel. The larger or more positive the
voltage between the gate contact 12806 and source region
12808, the lower the resistance across the region between.

In FIG. 128A,source region 12808 anddrain region 12812
are illustrated as having n+ regions that were formed into
idealized rectangular regions by the ion implantation process.
FIG.128Billustrates a cross-section ofan example n-channel
enhancement-mode MOSFET 12816 with non-ideally
shaped n+ regions. Source region 12820 and drain region
12822 are illustrated as being formedinto irregularly shaped
regions by the ion implantation process. Due to uncertainties
in the ion implantation/diffusion process, in practical appli-
cations, source region 12820 and drain region 12822 do not
form rectangular regions as shown in FIG. 128A. FIG. 128B
showssource region 12820 and drain region 12822 forming
exemplary irregular regions. Due to these process uncertain-
ties, the n+ regions of source region 12820 anddrain region
12822 also maydiffuse further than desired into the p-type
region of channel region 12818, extending underneath gate
12802 The extension of the source region 12820 and drain
region 12822 underneath gate 12802 is shown as source over-
lap 12824 and drain overlap 12826. Source overlap 12824 and
drain overlap 12826 are furtherillustrated in FIG. 128C.FIG.
128C illustrates a top-level view of an example layout con-
figuration for MOSFET 12816. Source overlap 12824 and
drain overlap 12826 may lead to unwantedparasitic capaci-
tances between source region 12820 and gate 12802, and
between drain region 12822 and gate 12802. These unwanted
parasitic capacitances mayinterfere with circuit function. For
instance, the resulting parasitic capacitances may produce
noise spikesthat are radiated bythe circuit, causing unwanted
electromagnetic interference.

As shownin FIG. 128C, an example MOSFET12816 may
include a gate pad 12828. Gate 12802 may include a gate
extension 12830, and a gate pad extension 12832. Gate exten-
sion 12830 is an unusedportion ofgate 12802 required due to
metal implantation process tolerance limitations. Gate pad
extension 12832 is a portion ofgate 12802 used to couple gate
12802 to gate pad 12828. The contact required for gate pad
12828 requires gate pad extension 12832 to be of non-zero
length to separate the resulting contact from the area between
source region 12820 and drain region 12822. This prevents
gate 12802 from shorting to the channel between source
region 12820 and drain region 12822 (insulator 12814 ofFIG.
128Bis very thin in this region). Unwanted parasitic capaci-
tances may form between gate extension 12830 andthe sub-
strate (FET 12816 is fabricated on a substrate), and between
gate pad extension 12832 andthe substrate. By reducing the
respective areas of gate extension 12830 and gate pad exten-
sion 12832, the parasitic capacitances resulting therefrom can
be reduced. Accordingly, embodiments addressthe issues of
uncertainty in the ion implantation/diffusion process. It will
be obvious to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) how to
decrease the areas of gate extension 12830 and gate pad
extension 12832 in order to reduce the resulting parasitic
capacitances.
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It should be understoodthat the illustration of the n-chan-

nel enhancement-mode MOSFETis for example purposes
only. The present invention is applicable to depletion mode
MOSFETs,and othertransistor types, as will be apparent to
persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the discussion
contained herein.

4.6 Other Implementations
The implementations described above are provided for

purposes of illustration. These implementations are not
intended to limit the invention. Alternate implementations,
differing slightly or substantially from those described
herein, will be apparent to personsskilled in the relevantart(s)
based on the teachings contained herein. Such alternate
implementationsfall within the scope andspirit ofthe present
invention.

5. Optional Optimizations of Energy Transfer at an Aliasing
Rate

The methods and systems described in sections above can
be optimized with one or more ofthe optimization methods or
systemsdescribed below.

5.1 Doubling the Aliasing Rate (FAR) ofthe Energy Trans-
fer Signal

In an embodiment, the optional energy transfer signal mod-
ule 6902 in FIG. 69 includes a pulse generator module that
generates aliasing pulses at twice the frequencyofthe oscil-
lating source. The input signal 6828 may be any suitable
oscillating source.

FIG. 71Aillustrates a circuit 7102 that generates a doubler
output signal 7104 (FIG. 71C) that may be used as an energy
transfer signal 6306. The circuit 7102 generates pulses on
both rising and falling edges of the input oscillating signal
7106 of FIG. 71B. The circuit 7102 can be implementedas a
pulse generator andaliasing rate (F,,) doubler. The doubler
output signal 7104 can be used as the energy transfer signal
6306.

In the example of FIG. 71A,the aliasing rate is twice the
frequency ofthe input oscillating signal F,,..7106, as shown
by EQ.(9) below.

Far-2-Fosc EQ. (9)

The aperture width ofthe aliasing pulses is determined by
the delay through a first inverter 7108 of FIG. 71A. As the
delay is increased, the apertureis increased. A second inverter
7112 is shown to maintain polarity consistency with
examples described elsewhere. In an alternate embodiment
inverter 7112 is omitted. Preferably, the pulses have non-
negligible aperture widthsthat tend away from zero time. The
doubler output signal 7104 may be further conditioned as
appropriate to drive the switch module with non negligible
aperture pulses. The circuit 7102 may be implemented with
integratedcircuitry, discretely, with equivalentlogic circuitry,
or with any valid fabrication technology.

5.2 Differential Implementations
The invention can be implementedinavariety of differen-

tial configurations. Differential configurations are useful for
reducing common mode noise. This can be very useful in
receiver systems where common modeinterference can be
caused by intentional or unintentional radiators such as cel-
lular phones, CBradios,electrical appliancesetc. Differential
configurations are also useful in reducing any common mode
noise due to charge injection of the switch in the switch
module or dueto the design and layout ofthe system in which
the invention is used. Any spurious signal that is induced in
equal magnitude and equal phase in both input leads of the
invention will be substantially reduced or eliminated. Some
differential configurations, including someof the configura-
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tions below, are also useful for increasing the voltage and/or
for increasing the powerofthe down-converted signal 1308B.

Differential systems are most effective when used with a
differential front end (inputs) and a differential back end
(outputs). They can also be utilized in the following configu-
rations, for example:

a) A single-input front end andadifferential back end; and
b) A differential front end and a single-output back end.

Examples of these system are provided below, with a first
example illustrating a specific method by which energy is
transferred from the input to the output differentially.

While an example of a differential energy transfer module
is shown below, the example is shown for the purpose of
illustration, not limitation. Alternate embodiments (including
equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations etc.) of the
embodiment described herein will be apparent to those
skilled in the relevant art based on the teachings contained
herein. The invention is intended and adaptedto include such
alternate embodiments.

5.2.1 An ExampleIllustrating Energy Transfer Differen-
tially

FIG.76Aillustrates a differential system 7602 that can be
includedin the energy transfer module 6304. The differential
system 7602 includes an inverted gated transfer design simi-
lar to that described with reference to FIG. 74. The differen-

tial system 7602 includes inputs 7604 and 7606 and outputs
7608 and 7610. The differential system 7602 includesa first
inverted gated transfer module 7612, which includesa storage
module 7614 and a switch module 7616. The differential

system 7602 also includes a second inverted gated transfer
module 7618, which includes a storage module 7620 and a
switch module 7616, whichit shares in common with inverted

gated transfer module 7612.
Oneor both of the inputs 7604 and 7606 are coupled to an

EMsignalsource. For example, the inputs can be coupled to
an EM signal source, wherein the input voltages at the inputs
7604 and 7606 are substantially equal in amplitude but 180
degrees out of phase with one another. Alternatively, where
dual inputs are unavailable, one of the inputs 7604 and 7606
can be coupled to ground.

In operation, when the switch module 7616 is closed, the
storage modules 7614 and 7620 are in series and, provided
they have similar capacitive values, accumulate charge of
equal magnitude but opposite polarities. When the switch
module 7616 is open,the voltage at the output 7608 is relative
to the input 7604, and the voltage at the output 7610 is relative
to the voltage at the input 7606.

Portionsofthe signals at the outputs 7608 and 7610 include
signals resulting from energy stored in the storage modules
7614 and 7620, respectively, when the switch module 7616
wasclosed. The portionsofthe signals at the outputs 7608 and
7610 resulting from the stored charge are generally equal in
amplitude to one another but 180 degrees out of phase.

Portions of the signals at the outputs 7608 and 7610 also
includeripple voltage or noise resulting from the switching
action of the switch module 7616. But because the switch

module is positioned between the two outputs 7608 and 7610,
the noise introduced by the switch module appears at the
outputs as substantially equal and in-phase with one another.
Asa result, the ripple voltage can be substantially canceled
out by inverting the signal at one of the outputs 7608 or 7610
and addingit to the other remaining output. Additionally, any
noise that is impressed with equal amplitude and equal phase
onto the input terminals 7604 and 7606 by any other noise
sources will tend to be canceled in the same way.
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5.2.1.1 Differential Input-to-Differential Output
FIG. 76B illustrates the differential system 7602 wherein

the inputs 7604 and 7606 are coupled to equal and opposite
EMsignal sources, illustrated here as dipole antennas 7624
and 7626. In this embodiment, when oneofthe outputs 7608
or 7610 is inverted and addedto the other output, the common
mode noise due to the switching module 7616 and other
common modenoise present at the input terminals 7604 and
7606 tend to substantially cancel out.

5.2.1.2 Single Input-to-Differential Output
FIG. 76C illustrates the differential system 7602 wherein

the input 7604 is coupled to an EM signal source such as a
monopole antenna 7628 and the input 7606 is coupled to
ground.In this configuration, the voltagesat the outputs 7608
and 7610 are approximately one halfthe value of the voltages
at the outputs in the implementation illustrated in FIG. 76B,
given all other parameters are equal.

FIG.76Eillustrates an example single inputto differential
output receiver/down-converter system 7636. The system
7636 includesthe differential system 7602 wherein the input
7606 is coupled to ground as in FIG. 76C. The input 7604 is
coupled to an EM signal source 7638 through an optional
input impedance match 7642. The EM signal source imped-
ance can be matched with an impedance match system 7642
as described in section 5 below.

The outputs 7608 and 7610 are coupled to a differential
circuit 7644 such asafilter, which preferably inverts one of
the outputs 7608 or 7610 and addsit to the other output 7608
or 7610. This substantially cancels common modenoise gen-
erated by the switch module 7616. The differential circuit
7644 preferably filters the higher frequency components of
the EM signal 1304 that pass through the storage modules
7614 and 7620. The resultant filtered signal is output as the
down-converted signal 1308B.

5.2.1.3 Differential Input-to-Single Output
FIG. 76D illustrates the differential input to single output

system 7629 wherein the inputs 7604 and 7606 ofthediffer-
ential system 7602 are coupled to equal and opposite EM
signal dipole antennas 7630 and 7632. In system 7629, the
common modenoise voltages are not canceled as in systems
shown above. The output is coupled from terminal 7608 to a
load 7648.

5.2.2 Specific Alternative Embodiments
In specific alternative embodiments, the present invention

IS implemented using a plurality of gated transfer modules
controlled by a commonenergytransfer signal with a storage
module coupled between the outputs of the plurality of gated
transfer modules. For example, FIG. 99 illustratesa differen-
tial system 9902 that includesfirst and second gated transfer
modules 9904 and 9906, and a storage module 9908 coupled
between. Operation of the differential system 9902 will be
apparent to one skilled in the relevant art(s), based on the
description herein.

Aswiththefirst implementation described abovein section
5.5.1 and its sub-sections, the gated transfer differential sys-
tem 9902 can be implementedwith a single input, differential
inputs, a single output, differential outputs, and combinations
thereof. For example, FIG. 100 illustrates an example single
input-to-differential output system 10002.

Where common-moderejection is desired to protect the
input from various common-mode effects, and where com-
mon moderejection to protect the output is not necessary, a
differential input-to-single output implementation can beuti-
lized. FIG. 102 illustrates an example differential to-single
ended system 10202, where a balance/unbalance (balun) cir-
cuit 10204is utilized to generate the differential input. Other
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input configurations are contemplated. A first output 10206 is
coupled to a load 10208. A second output 10210 is coupled to
ground point 10212.

Typically, in a balanced-to-unbalanced system, where a
single output is taken from a differential system without the
use of a balun, (i.e., where one of the output signals is
grounded), a loss of about 6 db is observed. In the configura-
tion of FIG. 102, however, the ground point 10212 simply
serves as a DC voltage reference for the circuit. The system
10202 transfers charge from the input in the same manneras
if it were full differential, with its conversion efficiency gen-
erally affected only by the parasitics of the circuit compo-
nents used, such as the Rds(on) on FET switchesifused in the
switch module. In other words, the charge transfer still con-
tinues in the same mannerofa single ended implementation,
providing the necessary single-ended ground to the input
circuitry when the aperture is active, yet configured to allow
the input to be differential for specific common-moderejec-
tion capability and/or interface between a differential input
and a single ended output system.

5.2.3 Specific Examples of Optimizations and Configura-
tions for Inverted and Non-Inverted Differential Designs

Gated transfer systems and inverted gated transfer systems
can be implemented with any ofthe various optimizations and
configurations disclosed through the specification, such as,
for example, impedance matching, tanks and resonantstruc-
tures, bypass networks, etc. For example, the differential
system 10002 in FIG. 100, which utilizes gated transfer mod-
ules with an input impedance matching system 10004 and a
tank circuit 10006, which share a common capacitor. Simi-
larly, differential system 10102 in FIG. 101, utilizes an
inverted gated transfer module with an input impedance
matching system 10104 and a tank circuit 10106, which share
a common capacitor.

5.3 Smoothing the Down-Converted Signal
The down-converted signal 1308B may be smoothed by

filtering as desired. The differential circuit 7644 implemented
asa filter in FIG. 76E illustrates but one example. This may be
accomplished in any of the described embodiments by hard-
ware, firmware and software implementation as is well
known bythoseskilled in thearts.

5.4 Impedance Matching
The energy transfer module has input and output imped-

ances generally defined by (1) the duty cycle of the switch
module, and (2) the impedance ofthe storage module, at the
frequencies ofinterest(e.g. at the EM input, and intermediate/
baseband frequencies).

Starting with an aperture width of approximately 14 the
period of the EM signal being down-converted as a preferred
embodiment, this aperture width (e.g. the “closed time”) can
be decreased. As the aperture width is decreased, the charac-
teristic impedanceat the input and the output of the energy
transfer module increases. Alternatively, as the aperture width
increases from 14 the period of the EM signal being down-
converted, the impedance of the energy transfer module
decreases.

One of the steps in determining the characteristic input
impedanceofthe energy transfer module could be to measure
its value. In an embodiment, the energy transfer module’s
characteristic input impedance is 300 ohms. An impedance
matchingcircuit can be utilized to efficiently couple an input
EMsignalthat has a source impedanceof, for example, 50
ohms, with the energy transfer module’s impedanceof, for
example, 300 ohms. Matching these impedances can be
accomplished in various manners, including providing the
necessary impedance directly or the use of an impedance
match circuit as described below.
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Referring to FIG. 70, a specific embodiment using an RF
signal as an input, assuming that the impedance 7012 is a
relatively low impedance of approximately 50 Ohms, for
example, and the input impedance 7016 is approximately 300
Ohms,an initial configuration for the input impedance match
module 7006 can include an inductor 7306 and a capacitor
7308, configured as shown in FIG. 73. The configuration of
the inductor 7306 and the capacitor 7308 is a possible con-
figuration when going from a low impedanceto a high imped-
ance. Inductor 7306 and the capacitor 7308 constitute an L
match, the calculation of the values which is well known to
those skilled in the relevantarts.

The output characteristic impedance can be impedance
matched to take into consideration the desired output fre-
quencies. Oneofthe steps 111 determiningthe characteristic
output impedanceof the energy transfer module could be to
measure its value. Balancing the very low impedanceofthe
storage module at the input EM frequency, the storage mod-
ule should have an impedanceat the desired output frequen-
cies that is preferably greater than or equal to the loadthatis
intended to be driven (for example, in an embodiment, stor-
age module impedanceat a desired 1 MHz output frequency
is 2K ohm andthe desired load to be driven is 50 ohms). An
additional benefit of impedance matchingisthatfiltering of
unwanted signals can also be accomplished with the same
components.

In an embodiment, the energy transfer module’s character-
istic output impedance is 2K ohms. An impedance matching
circuit can be utilized to efficiently couple the down-con-
verted signal with an output impedance of, for example, 2K
ohms, to a load of, for example, 50 ohms. Matching these
impedances can be accomplishedinvarious manners, includ-
ing providing the necessary load impedance directly or the
use of an impedance matchcircuit as described below.

When matching from a high impedance to a low imped-
ance, a capacitor 7314 and an inductor 7316 can be config-
ured as shown in FIG. 73. The capacitor 7314 andthe inductor
7316 constitute an L match, the calculation of the component
values being well knownto those skilled in the relevantarts.

The configuration of the input impedance match module
7006 and the output impedance match module 7008 are con-
sideredto be initial starting points for impedance matching, in
accordancewith the present invention. In somesituations, the
initial designs may be suitable without further optimization.
In other situations, the initial designs can be optimized in
accordance with other various design criteria and consider-
ations.

Asother optional optimizing structures and/or components
are utilized, their affect on the characteristic impedanceofthe
energy transfer module should be taken into account in the
match along with their own original criteria.

5.5 Tanks and Resonant Structures
Resonant tank and other resonantstructures can be used to

further optimize the energy transfer characteristics of the
invention. For example, resonant structures, resonant about
the input frequency, can be used to store energy from the input
signal when the switch is open, a period during which one
may concludethat the architecture would otherwise be lim-
ited in its maximum possible efficiency. Resonant tank and
other resonant structures can include, but are not limited to,
surface acoustic wave (SAW)filters, dielectric resonators,
diplexers, capacitors, inductors,etc.

An example embodiment is shown in FIG. 94A. Twoaddi-
tional embodiments are shown in FIG.88 and FIG.97. Alter-

nate implementations will be apparent to persons skilled in
the relevant art(s) based on the teachings contained herein.
Alternate implementationsfall within the scope andspirit of
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the present invention. These implementations take advantage
of properties of series and parallel (tank) resonantcircuits.

FIG. 94Aillustrates parallel tank circuits in a differential
implementation. A first parallel resonant or tank circuit con-
sists of a capacitor 9438 and an inductor 9420 (tank1). A
second tank circuit consists ofa capacitor 9434 and an induc-
tor 9436 (tank2).

Asis apparentto one skilled in the relevant art(s), parallel
tank circuits provide:

low impedanceto frequencies below resonance;
low impedanceto frequencies above resonance; and
high impedanceto frequencies at and near resonance.
In the illustrated example ofFIG. 94A,thefirst and second

tank circuits resonate at approximately 920 Mhz. At and near
resonance, the impedanceofthesecircuits is relatively high.
Therefore, in the circuit configuration shown in FIG. 94A,
both tank circuits appear as relatively high impedanceto the
input frequency of 950 Mhz, while simultaneously appearing
as relatively low impedance to frequencies in the desired
output range of 50 Mhz.

An energy transfer signal 9442 controls a switch 9414.
When the energy transfer signal 9442 controls the switch
9414 to open and close, high frequency signal components
are not allowedto pass through tank1 or tank2. However, the
lower signal components (50 Mhz in this embodiment) gen-
erated by the system are allowed to pass through tank1 and
tank2 with little attenuation. The effect of tank1 and tank2 is

to further separate the input and output signals from the same
node thereby producing a more stable input and output
impedance. Capacitors 9418 and 9440 act to store the 50 Mhz
output signal energy between energy transfer pulses.

Further energy transfer optimizationis provided by placing
an inductor 9410 in series with a storage capacitor 9412 as
shown. In the illustrated example, the series resonant fre-
quencyofthis circuit arrangement is approximately 1 GHz.
This circuit increases the energy transfer characteristic of the
system. The ratio of the impedanceof inductor 9410 and the
impedanceofthe storage capacitor 9412 is preferably kept
relatively small so that the majority of the energy available
will be transferredto storage capacitor 9412 during operation.
Exemplary output signals A and B are illustrated in FIGS.
94B and 94C,respectively.

In FIG. 94A,circuit components 9404 and 9406 form an
input impedance match. Circuit components 9432 and 9430
form an output impedance matchinto a 50 ohm resistor 9428.
Circuit components 9422 and 9424 form a second output
impedance match into a 50 ohm resistor 9426. Capacitors
9408 and 9412 act as storage capacitors for the embodiment.
Voltage source 9446 andresistor 9402 generate a 950 Mhz
signal with a 50 ohm output impedance, which are used as the
inputto the circuit. Circuit element 9416 includes a 150 Mhz
oscillator and a pulse generator, which are used to generate
the energy transfer signal 9442.

FIG. 88 illustrates a shunt tank circuit 8810 in a single-
ended to-single-ended system 8812. Similarly, FIG. 97 illus-
trates a shunt tank circuit 9710 in a system 9712. The tank
circuits 8810 and 9710 lower driving source impedance,
which improves transient response. The tank circuits 8810
and 9710 are able store the energy from the input signal and
provide a low driving source impedance to transfer that
energy throughout the aperture of the closed switch. The
transient nature of the switch aperture can be viewed as hav-
ing a responsethat, in addition to including the input fre-
quency, has large component frequencies above the input
frequency,(i.e. higher frequencies than the input frequency
are also able to effectively pass through the aperture). Reso-
nant circuits or structures, for example resonant tanks 8810 or
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9710, can take advantage of this by being able to transfer
energy throughout the switch’s transient frequency response
(i.e. the capacitor in the resonant tank appearsas a low driving
source impedance duringthe transientperiodofthe aperture).

The example tank and resonantstructures described above
are for illustrative purposes and are not limiting. Alternate
configurations can be utilized. The various resonant tanks and
structures discussed can be combined or utilized indepen-
dently as is now apparent.

5.6 Charge and Power Transfer Concepts
Concepts of charge transfer are now described with refer-

ence to FIGS. 109A-F. FIG. 109A illustrates a circuit 10902,

including a switch S and a capacitor 10906 having a capaci-
tance C. The switch S is controlled by a control signal 10908,
which includes pulses 19010 having apertures T.

In FIG. 109B, Equation 10 illustrates that the charge q ona
capacitor having a capacitance C, such as the capacitor
10906, is proportional to the voltage V across the capacitor,
where:

q=Charge in Coulombs
C=Capacitance in Farads
V=Voltage in Volts
A=Input Signal Amplitude
Wherethe voltage V is represented by Equation 11, Equa-

tion 10 can be rewritten as Equation 12. The change in charge
Aqovertimet is illustrated as in Equation 13 as Aq(t), which
can be rewritten as Equation 14. Using the sum-to-product
trigonometric identity of Equation 15, Equation 14 can be
rewritten as Equation 16, which can be rewritten as equation
17.

Note that the sin term in Equation 11 is a function of the
aperture T only. Thus, Aq(t) is at a maximum when T is equal
to an odd multiple of m (1.e., a, 32, 50, .. . ). Therefore, the
capacitor 10906 experiences the greatest change in charge
when the aperture T has a value of = or a time interval
representative of 180 degrees of the input sinusoid. Con-
versely, when T is equal to 27, 4m, 67, ..., minimal chargeis
transferred.

Equations 18, 19, and 20 solve for q(t) by integrating
Equation 10, allowing the charge on the capacitor 10906 with
respect to time to be graphed on the same axis as the input
sinusoid sin(t), as illustrated in the graph ofFIG. 109C.As the
aperture T decreases in value or tends toward an impulse, the
phase betweenthe charge on the capacitor C or q(t) and sin(t)
tend towardzero. This is illustrated in the graph ofFIG. 109D,
which indicates that the maximum impulse charge transfer
occurs near the input voltage maxima.Asthis graph indicates,
considerably less charge is transferred as the value of T
decreases.

Power/charge relationships are illustrated in Equations
21-26 of FIG. 109E, whereit is shown that poweris propor-
tional to charge, and transferred charge is inversely propor-
tional to insertion loss.

Concepts of insertion loss are illustrated in FIG. 109F.
Generally, the noisefigure ofa lossy passive device is numeri-
cally equal to the device insertion loss. Alternatively, the
noise figure for any device cannot be less that its insertion
loss. Insertion loss can be expressed by Equation 27 or 28.

From the above discussion,it is observed that as the aper-
ture T increases, more chargeis transferred from the input to
the capacitor 10906, which increases powertransfer from the
input to the output. Ithas been observedthatit is not necessary
to accurately reproduce the input voltage at the output
becauserelative modulated amplitude and phase information
is retained in the transferred power.
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5.7 Optimizing and Adjusting the Non-Negligible Aper-
ture Width/Duration

5.7.1 Varying Input and Output Impedances
In an embodimentof the invention, the energy transfer

signal 6306 of FIG. 63 is used to vary the input impedance
seen by the EM Signal 1304 andto vary the output impedance
driving a load. An example of this embodimentis described
below using the gated transfer module 6404 shown in FIG.
68G, and in FIG. 82A. The method described below is not
limited to the gated transfer module 6404,as it can be applied
to all of the embodiments of energy transfer module 6304.

In FIG. 82A, when switch 8206 is closed, the impedance
looking into circuit 8202 is substantially the impedance of
storage module illustrated as the storage capacitance 8208, in
parallel with the impedance of the load 8212. When the
switch 8206 is open, the impedanceat point 8214 approaches
infinity. It follows that the average impedanceat point 8214
can be varied from the impedance of the storage module
illustrated as the storage capacitance 8208, in parallel with the
load 8212, to the highest obtainable impedance when switch
8206 is open, by varying theratio ofthe time that switch 8206
is open to the time switch 8206 is closed. Since the switch
8206 is controlled by the energy transfer signal 8210, the
impedance at point 8214 can be varied by controlling the
aperture width of the energy transfer signal, in conjunction
with the aliasingrate.

An example methodofaltering the energy transfer signal
6306 of FIG. 63 is now described with reference to FIG. 71A,
where the circuit 7102 receives the input oscillating signal
7106 and outputsa pulse train shown as doubler output signal
7104. The circuit 7102 can be used to generate the energy
transfer signal 6306. Example waveformsof7104 are shown
on FIG.71C.

Tt can be shown that by varying the delay of the signal
propagated by the inverter 7108, the width ofthe pulses in the
doubler output signal 7104 can be varied. Increasing the delay
ofthe signal propagated by inverter 7108, increases the width
ofthe pulses. The signal propagated by inverter 7108 can be
delayed by introducing a R/C low pass networkin the output
of inverter 7108. Other means of altering the delay of the
signal propagated by inverter 7108 will be well known to
those skilled in the art.

5.7.2 Real Time Aperture Control
In an embodiment, the aperture width/duration is adjusted

in real time. For example,referring to the timing diagrams in
FIGS. 98B-F, a clock signal 9814 (FIG. 98B) is utilized to
generate an energy transfer signal 9816 (FIG. 98F), which
includes energy transfer pluses 9818, having variable aper-
tures 9820. In an embodiment, the clock signal 9814 is
inverted as illustrated by inverted clock signal 9822 (FIG.
98D). The clock signal 9814 is also delayed,as illustrated by
delayed clock signal 9824 (FIG. 98E). The inverted clock
signal 9814 and the delayed clock signal 9824 are then
ANDedtogether, generating an energy transfer signal 9816,
which is active—energy transfer pulses 9818—when the
delayed clock signal 9824 and the inverted clock signal 9822
are both active. The amount of delay imparted to the delayed
clock signal 9824 substantially determines the width or dura-
tion of the apertures 9820. By varying the delay in real time,
the apertures are adjusted in real time.

In an alternative implementation, the inverted clock signal
9822 is delayedrelative to the original clock signal 9814, and
then ANDed with the original clock signal 9814. Alterna-
tively, the original clock signal 9814 is delayed then inverted,
and the result ANDed with the original clock signal 9814.

FIG. 98A illustrates an exemplary real time aperture con-
trol system 9802 that can beutilized to adjust apertures in real
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time. The example real time aperture control system 9802
includes an RC circuit 9804, which includes a voltage vari-
able capacitor 9812 anda resistor 9826. The real time aperture
control system 9802 also includes an inverter 9806 and an
ANDgate 9808. The AND gate 9808 optionally includes an
enable input 9810 for enabling/disabling the AND gate 9808.
The RC circuit 9804. The real time aperture control system
9802 optionally includes an amplifier 9828.

Operation of the real time aperture control circuit is
described with reference to the timing diagrams of FIGS.
98B-F. Thereal time control system 9802 receives the input
clock signal 9814, which is providedto both the inverter 9806
and to the RC circuit 9804. The inverter 9806 outputs the
inverted clock signal 9822 and presents it to the AND gate
9808. The RC circuit 9804 delays the clock signal 9814 and
outputs the delayed clock signal 9824. The delay is deter-
mined primarily by the capacitance of the voltage variable
capacitor 9812. Generally, as the capacitance decreases, the
delay decreases.

The delayed clock signal 9824 is optionally amplified by
the optional amplifier 9828, before being presented to the
ANDgate 9808. Amplification is desired, for example, where
the RC constant of the RC circuit 9804 attenuates the signal
below the threshold of the AND gate 9808.

The AND gate 9808 ANDsthe delayed clock signal 9824,
the inverted clock signal 9822, and the optional Enable signal
9810, to generate the energy transfer signal 9816. The aper-
tures 9820 are adjustedin real time by varying the voltage to
the voltage variable capacitor 9812.

In an embodiment, the apertures 9820 are controlled to
optimize powertransfer. For example, in an embodiment, the
apertures 9820 are controlled to maximize powertransfer.
Alternatively, the apertures 9820 are controlled for variable
gain control (e.g. automatic gain control-AGC). In this
embodiment, powertransfer is reduced by reducing the aper-
tures 9820.

As can now bereadily seen from this disclosure, many of
the aperturecircuits presented, and others, can be modified in
the manner described above(e.g. circuits in FIGS. 68 H-K).
Modification or selection of the aperture can be doneat the
design level to remain a fixed value in the circuit, or in an
alternative embodiment, may be dynamically adjusted to
compensate for, or address, various design goals such as
receiving RF signals with enhanced efficiency that are in
distinctively different bands of operation, e.g. RF signals at
900 MHzand 1.8 GHz.

5.8 Adding a Bypass Network
In an embodiment of the invention, a bypass networkis

addedto improvethe efficiency ofthe energy transfer module.
Such a bypass network can be viewed as a meansof synthetic
aperture widening. Components for a bypass network are
selected so that the bypass network appears substantially
lower impedance to transients of the switch module (i.e.,
frequencies greater than the received EM signal) and appears
as a moderate to high impedanceto the input EM signal(e.g.,
greater that 100 Ohmsat the RF frequency).

The time that the input signal is now connected to the
opposite side of the switch module is lengthened due to the
shaping caused by this network, which in simple realizations
maybe a capacitor or series resonant inductor-capacitor. A
network that is series resonant above the input frequency
would be a typical implementation. This shaping improves
the conversion efficiency of an input signal that would other-
wise, if one considered the aperture of the energy transfer
signal only, be relatively low in frequency to be optimal.

For example, referring to FIG. 95 a bypass network 9502
(shownin this instance as capacitor 9512), is shown bypass-
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ing switch module 9504. In this embodimentthe bypassnet-
work increases the efficiency of the energy transfer module
when, for example, less than optimal aperture widths were
chosen for a given input frequency on the energy transfer
signal 9506. The bypass network 9502 could be of different
configurations than shown in FIG. 95. Such an alternate is
illustrated in FIG. 90. Similarly, FIG. 96 illustrates another
example bypass network 9602, including a capacitor 9604.

The following discussion will demonstrate the effects of a
minimized aperture and the benefit provided by a bypassing
network. Beginning with an initial circuit having a 550 ps
aperture in FIG. 103, its output is seen to be 2.8 mVpp applied
to a 50 ohm load in FIG. 107A. Changing the aperture to 270
ps as shown in FIG. 104 results in a diminished output of 2.5
Vpp applied to a 50 ohm load as shown in FIG. 107B. To
compensate for this loss, a bypass network may be added, a
specific implementation is provided in FIG. 105. The result of
this additionis that 3.2 Vpp can now be applied to the 50 ohm
load as shown in FIG. 108A. The circuit with the bypass
network in FIG. 105 also had three values adjusted in the
surroundingcircuit to compensate for the impedance changes
introduced by the bypass network and narrowed aperture.
FIG. 106 verifies that those changes addedto the circuit, but
without the bypass network, did not themselves bring about
the increased efficiency demonstrated by the embodimentin
FIG. 105 with the bypass network. FIG. 108B showsthe
result ofusing the circuit in FIG. 106 in which only 1.88 Vpp
wasable to be applied to a 50 ohm load.

5.9 Modifying the Energy Transfer Signal Utilizing Feed-
back

FIG. 69 shows an embodimentofa system 6901 which uses
down-converted Signal 1308B as feedback 6906 to control
various characteristics of the energy transfer module 6304 to
modify the down-converted signal 1308B.

Generally, the amplitude of the down-converted signal
1308Bvaries as a function of the frequency and phasediffer-
ences between the EM signal 1304 and the energy transfer
signal 6306. In an embodiment, the down-converted signal
1308Bis used as the feedback 6906 to control the frequency
and phase relationship between the EM signal 1304 and the
energy transfer signal 6306. This can be accomplished using
the example logic in FIG. 85A. The example circuit in FIG.
85A can be included in the energy transfer signal module
6902. Alternate implementations will be apparent to persons
skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings contained
herein. Alternate implementations fall within the scope and
spirit of the present invention. In this embodimenta state-
machineis used as an example.

In the example of FIG. 85A, a state machine 8504 reads an
analog to digital converter, A/D 8502, and controls a digital to
analog converter, DAC 8506. In an embodiment, the state
machine 8504 includes 2 memory locations, Previous and
Current, to store andrecall the results ofreading A/D 8502. In
an embodiment, the state machine 8504 utilizes at least one
memory flag.

The DAC 8506 controls an input to a voltage controlled
oscillator, VCO 8508. VCO 8508 controls a frequency input
of a pulse generator 8510, which, in an embodiment,is sub-
stantially similar to the pulse generator shown in FIG. 68].
The pulse generator 8510 generates energy transfer signal
6306.

In an embodiment, the state machine 8504 operates in
accordance with a state machine flowchart 8519 in FIG. 85B.

The result of this operation is to modify the frequency and
phase relationship between the energy transfer signal 6306
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and the EM signal 1304, to substantially maintain the ampli-
tude of the down-converted signal 1308B at an optimum
level.

The amplitude of the down-converted signal 1308B can be
made to vary with the amplitude of the energy transfer signal
6306. In an embodiment where the switch module 6502 is a

FET as shown in FIG. 66A, wherein the gate 6604 receives
the energy transfer signal 6306, the amplitude of the energy
transfer signal 6306 can determine the “on”resistance of the
FET, which affects the amplitude of the down-converted sig-
nal 1308B. The energytransfer signal module 6902, as shown
in FIG. 85C, can be an analog circuit that enables an auto-
matic gain control function. Alternate implementations will
be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on
the teachings contained herein. Alternate implementations
fall within the scope andspirit of the present invention.

5.10 Other Implementations
The implementations described above are provided for

purposes of illustration. These implementations are not
intended to limit the invention. Alternate implementations,
differing slightly or substantially from those described
herein, will be apparent to personsskilled in the relevantart(s)
based on the teachings contained herein. Such alternate
implementationsfall within the scope andspirit ofthe present
invention.

6. Example Energy Transfer Downconverters
Example implementationsare described below forillustra-

tive purposes. The invention is not limited to these examples.
FIG.86 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary circuit to

down convert a 915 MHzsignal to a 5 MHz signal using a
101.1 MHz clock.

FIG. 87 shows example simulation waveformsfor the cir-
cuit of FIG. 86. Waveform 8602 is the input to the circuit
showing the distortions caused by the switch closure. Wave-
form 8604is the unfiltered output at the storage unit. Wave-
form 8606 is the impedance matched output of the downcon-
verter on a different time scale.

FIG.88 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary circuit to
downconvert a 915 MHz signal to a 5 MHzsignal using a
101.1 MHz clock. Thecircuit has additional tank circuitry to
improve conversion efficiency.

FIG. 89 shows example simulation waveformsfor the cir-
cuit of FIG. 88. Waveform 8802 is the input to the circuit
showing the distortions caused by the switch closure. Wave-
form 8804is the unfiltered output at the storage unit. Wave-
form 8806is the output ofthe downconverterafter the imped-
ance match circuit.

FIG. 90 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary circuit to
downconvert a 915 MHz signal to a 5 MHzsignal using a
101.1 MHz clock. The circuit has switch bypasscircuitry to
improve conversion efficiency.

FIG. 91 shows example simulation waveformsfor the cir-
cuit of FIG. 90. Waveform 9002 is the input to the circuit
showing the distortions caused by the switch closure. Wave-
form 9004is the unfiltered output at the storage unit. Wave-
form 9006is the output ofthe downconverterafter the imped-
ance match circuit.

FIG. 92 shows a schematic of the example circuit in FIG.
86 connected to an FSK sourcethat alternates between 913

and 917 MHz,at a baud rate of 500 Kbaud. FIG. 93 shows the
original FSK waveform 9202 and the downconverted wave-
form 9204 at the output of the load impedance matchcircuit.

IV. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
PRESENT INVENTION

As described andillustrated in the preceding sections and
sub-sections, embodiments of the present invention down-
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